


The gleaming 12-story Waite 
Phillips Hal l in Los Angeles houses 
all primary activities of the USC 
School of Education, the largest in 
the West and one of the oldest in the 
nation. Architect: Edward Durel l 
Stone, Los Angeles. General 
.Contractor: Collins & McPherson, 
Los Angeles. Flooring Contractor: 
Tri-Way Contractors, Los Angeles . 

The choice of flooring for this new 
campus building was based on a 
simple and obvious goal. 
Practicality. Hence, carpet was 
limited to executive offices, library, 
and special -purpose rooms. In 
classrooms, general offices, 
corridors, and stairways-more than 
two-thirds of the total floor area
Armstrong Excelon Vinyl-Asbestos 
Tile was used . Specifically, over 
56,000 sq. ft. of 7j2" gauge, 12" 
x 1211 Standard Excelon . Its tight
mottled graining disguises the 
scuffs left by students' footwork. 
Practical , and then some. Because 
Standard Excelon is a handsome 
addit ion to the grace and beauty 
of this modern building . 

The floor plan of a campu 
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The use of a single Excelon pattern and 
color throughout the USC installation 
ach ieves a pleasing unity of design. And 
since the grain ing of the tile runs in one 
direction , the floor appears seamless. 
Something else about the graining . It goes 
all the way through the tile, so it won 't 
fade away or show traffic lanes. 

In any bui ldi ng you design, commercial 
or institutional , there 's always the budget 
to thi nk of. Standard Excelon Tile looks 
expensive, but it 's budget-priced. It may 
or may not be the right fl oor for the style 
and function of your next project. If it isn't, 
Armstrong offers you a choice of 16 other 
different kinds of floors for contract 
interiors. 

I I 
I 

I 

Let your Armstrong representative 
help you with your next flooring 
decision. He 'll base his 
recommendations solely on your 
specific needs. This objectivity 
comes from the fact that he's 
backed by the world's largest line 
of resilient flooring . Call him. Or 
write Armstrong , 504 Watson Street, 
Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

rA\. FLOORS BY 

C'mstrong 

lUilding. 
In planning a new Un iversity of Southern California 
Bu ilding, the architects called for a durable floor on a 
limited budget. Their choice: Armstrong Excelon®Tile. 
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ADD IT TO 
EVERYTHING YOU DO 
WITH STRONG, DURABLE, 
INSULATED METAL WALL 
PANELS FROM MAHON 
Factory-applied Mahon color 
now offers you a new, versatile 
element for design. Mahon 
insulated metal wall panels in 
pre-applied color help you 
beautify, identify and emphasize 
more effectively. And the finishes 
minimize or eliminate costly, 
periodic maintenance. 
Ava ilable in Mahon-applied color 
finishes of: Mahon M-V Coat. 
Mahon Fluoropolymer Coat • 
Mahon PVF Laminates • and a full 
range of field-applied protective 
decorative coatings. 
For information, write 
The R. C. Mahon Company, 
34200 Mound Road, Sterling 
Heights, Michigan 48090. 
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VIEWS 

A+ For Homework 

Dear Editor: Congratulation on the 
FEBR ARY 1969 P /A. Reporting on recent 
developments in the health care industry 
is a difficult a designing suitable facili
tie to hou e recent and future develop
ment . You have tackled a field filled 
with what seems to be contradiction and 
cros purpo e , and reported on it in un
usual depth and with perception. 

Your editors are to be congratulated 
on doing their homework and in most in
stance , keeping their facts straight. 

RAYMO ND W. GRIFFI N, R.A. 
Director of Planning 

Temple University Hospital 
Heal th Sciences Center 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Hyperbaric Chamber Cover 

Dear Editor: I am not normally a reader 
of P /A. Because the Lutheran General 
Hyperbaric Chamber was featured on the 
cover of the February issue, a friend of 
mine sent me a copy. Naturally, the hos
pital i plea ed to have itself featured in 
thi way. 

More important than that however, i 
the very excellent section on the statu 
and future of health care delivery er
vice . It's too bad that the entire ection 
couldn't be reprinted in a publication 
such as the American Ho pital Associa
tion's Trustee magazine. 

HAROLD KURTZ 
Director of Public Relations 

LuthCran General Hospital 
Park Ridge, II I. 

No Need to Look the Other Way 

Dear Editor: Your article on the concept 
of "interstitial space" in the February is-
ue failed to cover another significant 

benefit from the use of this concept. A a 
consultant in the field of physical dis
tribution of supplies and paperwork in 
commercial and institutional facilities, I 
am painfully aware of the uper gyra
tions that the architect (and consultant) 
often go through when trying to conceal 

6 Views 

a large horizontal-vertical conveyor or 
pneumatic tube y tern in a tructure of 
"conventional" design. 

In a hospital, a huge chunk of the op
erating dollar is spent on the physical 
movement of clean and soiled supplies: 
wa te, food, medications, and paperwork. 
Once a handling ystem is designed for a 
"conventional" building, it is u ually 
locked for eternity. The huge expense of 
rerouting would be very difficult to jus
tify. However, inter titial pace could 
open up a whole new world of fl exibility. 
This concept could apply to other types 
of buildings, uch as large governmental 
offices, libraries, and so on. 

Al o, locating material handling sys
tem in inter titial pace would satisfy 
most of the building code requirements 
and avoid the need to "look the other 
way" when performing afety inspec
tion . 

GLEN B. MACKENZIE 
MacKenzie & Associates 

Material Handling and Data Flow Systems Consultants 
Pleasant Hill. CaliL 

Proper Etiquette 

Dear Editor : In keeping wi th most archi
tecture these days, Walker/ Hodgett's 
menu design in the February i ue ignores 
conventional ocial norms. The knife is 
turned the wrong way. 

CARL N. ELLIOTT and JOHN C. HAGGARD 
Donald B. Shelton, Architects 

Lexington, Ky. 

Message for the Governor 

Dear Editor. Your article on "The Cor
porate Approach: New York's Answer" 
(FEBRUARY 1969 P /A) i imply great. 
I'm ending it to Albany, with the sug
ge tion that it be taken in to the Gover
nor. This is, by far, the be t and biggest 
portrait that anyone ha done of u . 

LAWRENCE O'KANE 
In formation Officer 
State or New York 

Health anti Mental H)•giene Facilities Improvement Corp. 
New York, N.Y. 

Correction to a Correction 

Dear Editor: Profes or Carl W. Condit, 
who gave the book Structural Design in 
Architecture by my elf and Mr. Levy 
such a glowing review in the JAN UARY 
1969 P/A, suggests that you may want to 
publish a correction to his "correction" 
concerning the table of Young' modulus 
appearing on page 29 of our book, le t 
any reader of the review should be mis
led. The values of the moduli of elastic
ity appearing in the table are the actual 
value divided by 10". For example the 
modulus of the woven fiberglass-rein
forced plastic laminate i 2,400,000; the 
value in the table is 2.4 = 2.400,000 x 
10·•. Hence, the table heading i correct 

and the actual moduli value are ob
tained by multiplying the value in the 
table by 10". 

MARIO G. ALVADORI 
Professor of Structural Engineering 

Columbia University 
New York, N.Y. 

Reader's Reaction to P /A 
First Design Award 

Dear Editor: The award of the annual 
P /A Design Citation (JA UARY 1969 
P /A) to Le ter Walker and Craig Hod
getts for their rental building " DECIT
RU 636" i both appropriate and in
formative. 

Appropriate, becau e their approach 
move in the direction of an architecture 
of proce ses, rather than as a product of 
architecture; making it elf, not o much 
a statement, a a system of possibilities. 

Informative, because it falls so short of 
its mark. It seem more systematic. than 
systemic; concentrating on its own inno
vation and the interrelation of it part , 
that any method of re pon e to either 
physical surrounding or methodological 
flux i disregarded. Although quite flex
ible, it lacks adaptability. 

A a generic type, the tructure dis
tinguishe itself from the other ubmis-
sions in 
building 

that it is representative of a 
process. Unlike the others, it 

seems to recognize no future, but an in
ternal one, and has no history. except it 
own in tant pa t of feedback. owhere in 
this " ystem" is there the face that recog
nize other processes around it that 
would link it to different world . From 
where my eyeball sits. it see no li[e with
out continuity and no future without a 
past. 

The engineer on the jury. Ri chard 
Gensert, seems less impre ed with the 
solution than his colleague . "It certainly 
is not the la t word in technology, and 
it's not the la t word in integrating tech
nology with it elf or with architecture. 
. .. It ays that what goe on in, ide a 
building, where it sits on the ite, and 
how it relates to other building is mean
ingles . You could put it on a mountain. 
or you could put it in a vaJley, and you'd 
get the same thing." Felli: "Like a car." 

A necessary a they are for us. it is the 
car reAective. impermeable face that 
makes it so alien, even though we love it. 

KE:\' RICCI 
Nc-w Ynrk. N.Y. 

Education Can Come in 
Many Packages 

Dear Editor: P /A' article in the NEW 
RF.PORT in the JAN UARY 1969 P/A, "From 
the Cla sroom to Drafting Room," was 
stimulating and intere ting. I can't help 
but recall my fir t exposure to architec-

Continued on page 16 
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" Sentry" enamel finish all-steel rac k with chrome hanger rail 

Ny lon hooks in 
select decorator c o lors 

Walnut . stee l, plastic 
or Beec hwood hangers 

New Krueger 
"Citation" and "Sentry" 
Hat & Coat Racks 
are exclusively 

yours for custom 
installation 

To perceptive, progressive 
architectural designers, our new 
CITATION and SENTRY Wall Racks 
provide practical answers to the 
most exacting dimensional 
requirements. Expertly styled and 
constructed, and available only to 
architects, both series afford variations 
in number of shelves, shelf lengths 
and spacings, plus hanger rail or 
hook options. Striking chrome, vinyl 
and enamel accents are featured . 
Hung up by hat and coat storage 
problems because of space 
restrictions? Include Krueger in your 
plans. Write tor special brochure-
on your letterhead, please. 

Spec ial inside / outside corner sec tions 



IN'TERNA'TIONAL 
CONFERENCE OF 

BUILDING OFFICIALS 
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Testimonial to 
your good judgement 
and our reputation. 

These 
Code 
Approvals. 
The three significant code approvals shown say a lot for both of us. 

When you specify Dur -0-wal truss masonry wall reinforcement your 
clients get the assurance that a quality product protects the distinctive 
beauty and adds longer life to masonry walls. 

When the Building Officials Conference of America (BOCA), International 
Conference of Building Officials (ICBO), Southern Building Code Congress 
(SBCC) and local codes give their materials approvals to Dur-0-wal, your 
good judgement and our reputation both benefit. 

Dur-0-wal truss in your specifications means you have selected the 
original, the most available and the most widely used masonry wall 
reinforcement. And we think, the best. 

We do a lot more than just make and sell the best. We can help you on 
how best to use our product. For a look at the evidence, write us for a copy 
of our Installation Details Bulletin No. 64-1. Dur-0-wal, P. 0. Box 368, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406. 

DUR-0-WAL MANUFACTURING PLANTS • ALABAMA, P.O. Box 5446, Birmingham, Ala . 35207 • 
ARIZONA , 213 South Alma School Road, Mesa, Ariz. 85201 • COLORADO , 29th & Court St., Pueblo, Colo. 
81001 • ILLINOIS , 625 Crane St ., Aurora, Ill. 60505 • IOWA, P. O. Box 368, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406 • 
MARYLAND , 4500 E. Lombard St., Baltimore, Md. 21224 • MINNESOTA, 2653 37th Ave. S., Minneapol is, 
Minn . 55406 • NEW YORK, P.O. Box 628, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201 • OHIO , 1678 Norwood Ave .. Toledo, Ohio 
43 607 • WASHINGTON , 3310 Wallingford Ave .. Seattle, Wash . 98103 • Also manufactured in Canada. 
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PPG Performance Glass 
lets you cut your client's 
heating and cooling costs 
before he starts 
heating and cooling. 

Check what it did for 
Westinghouse and Equitable Life. 

By recommending PPG Performance 
Glass for the total -electric Westing 
house Building- owned and operated 
by The Equitable Life Assu ra nce 
Society of the U.S.- the design team 
was able to realize significant and 
immediate savings in the cost of heat 
ing and air condition ing equipment. 

on glazing costs, mechanical system 
costs, rentable area, and return on 
investment. 

tectural rep for technical data or 
write: PPG Industries, One Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa . 15222. 

The savings are quite distinct from 
the reduced operational costs which 
Performance Glass helps make 
possible throughout the life of the 
building. 

Solarbronze® Twindow,® a PPG 
Performance Glass, was chosen for 
use after a series of computer stud ies 

The design team found distinct 
advantages in Solarbronze Twindow. 
This insulating glass will help level 
off peak heat energy variables. 
Achieve a completely altered 
mechanical equipment load. Reduce 
required air quantity. Result: 
a more uniform level of operation 
and higher level of occupant 
comfort. 

Put the financial advantages of 
PPG Performance Glass to work for 
your clients. Contact a PPG archi -

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber Glass, Paints and Glass. So far. 
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Architect: Harrison & Abramovitz & Abbe. 
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Cabin Crafts Prescribes 
LesCare Carpet 

(For The New Look in Health Care) 

Medicenter needed a carpet that 
would meet unusually hard usage 
demands. It had to be tough. Power
fully stain resistant. With built-in 
good looks that stay that way longer 
with easy, inexpensive maintenance. 
Cabin Crafts prescribed LesCare car
pet, a proven top performer in 
numerous contract situations. 

LesCare carpet's densely tufted 
construction of solution dyed 
Acrilan® acrylic makes it highly 
stain resistant . Joseph Brooks, Medi
center's Assistant Vice President, 
Contract Service Division, comments: 
"We specified LesCare carpet for its 
exceptional wearability, ease of main
tenance, beauty and moderate price!' 

LesCare carpet, available in 18 
glowing colors, is just one of Cabin 
Crafts famous family of stain resis-

tant carpets of solution dyed Acrilan. 
All are perfect for use in medical 
institutions as well as other contract 
installations. 

Find out more about the impres
sive low maintenance costs of carpet 
as compared to tile; the important 
bacteriostatic advantages of carpet; 
safety factors inherent in carpet; 
acoustical benefits. Write us today 
for details. 
rM:;-l-;-o-:-Ad~rtis:g-M:n:g;,-----------1 

WestPoint Pepperell, Carpet and Rug Division I 
Pust Office Box 1208, Dalton, Georgia 30720 I 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

0 Please send information regarding Cabin Crafts 
multi-purpose carpeting. 

0 Please have a Cabin Crafts contract 
representative ca ll . L-----------------------J 

~RBIN 
~RHFT~® Pictured: Patient's room and 

(insert) lounge in the new 
Medicenter in Phoenix, Arizona, 

fea turing Cabin Crafts LesCare 
carpet. Medicenters of America, 

Inc. is a national complex of 
extended care facilities that 

provide convalescing patients 
with a comfortable, practical 

transition from hospital 
to home. 

~ 
WestPoint Pepperell 
Ca rpet and Rug Division 
Dalton, Georgia 30720 
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the 
beautifu 
word of 
reinforced 
concrete is 
practical y 
perfect 
It's a beautiful view in the new Raymond M. Hilliard Center, Chicago. 
Texture. Shape. And incomparable design freedom. It' s reinforced 
concrete. No other medium offers more. Just look at all of its many benefits: 
It's available. Everywhere. Ready to go when you are. A medium that's as sound 
and durable as any you' ll ever work with. Long spans ... load distribution: 
no problems. And reinforced concrete dampens sound. Won't rust. It's vermin proof. 
Fire test rating: the best. Your insurance rates are lower, too. Practical? Reinforced 
concrete is practically perfect. And new high strength reinforcing steels have opened 
the door to unlimited design possibilities. Faster, more economical construction. 
If your mind is occupied by a building that asks to be cast in a more versatile 
medium, move to reinforced concrete. 

• 

Go 60 and Save. Grade 60Steels*. Here's new strength and economy 
in a one grade package. Ultimate Strength Design (USO) utilizes 
fully its 503 greater yield strength. Helps ach ieve slimmer columns. 
More usable floor space. Lowers over-all construction costs. Let 
Grade 60 help you meet the ch allenge of the ?O's whatever you're 

building. Write for new Grade 60 StesJ Brochure. 
· " Grade 60 " rhe new 1erm Thal describes ASTM specs for 60.000 psi reinforcing Sleets 
as upgraded in 1968. 

Raymond M. Hilliard Center, Chicago. A public housing development. 
Developer : The Chicago Housing Authority 
Architect & Engineer: Bertrand Goldberg Associates 
Contractor: Pasch en Contractors, Inc. 

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE 
228 North La Salle Street • Chicago, linois 60601 
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ture. As an American with Mexican an
ce try, and as an ex-Soot Suiter ( o 
called by the other Society) , I can't help 
but feel the tension and apprehension 
that the young men must have gone 
through reading your article. 

I vividly remember when I was an of
fice boy and junior draftsman for the 
firm of Daniel-Mann-Johnson-Menden
hall in 1949, at the height of one of the 
local o called "rat pack" gang war that 
occurred in the Los Angeles area. It was 
very difficult to find employment for 
young Mexicans anywhere, e pecially 
among the architectural or engineering 
firm . It was unheard of that a boy of 

Mexican descent would even have the 
nerve to ask for a job in an office. I was 
not aware that my clothing and hair style 
placed me on the unwanted li t. 

After knocking on many door , DMJM 
hired me on probation - that I do a good 
job and that I continue my education. I 
had neither the grades nor the intellect 
to go to college at that time, but I did en
roll at the local night school. Since those 
early year , I have found ucce s in my 
cho en profe sion. I am now a registered 
building designer and a vocational draft
ing in tructor and plan to become a reg
i tered archite t. 1y teaching goals are 
to make my tudents aware that educa
tion can come in many packages. 

... where ZERO weather stripping has 
won a unanimous vote of approval. 

• 
16 Views 

Why ZERO? 
Simple: 
Quality products. 
Completeness of line. 
Dependable deliveries. 

One other point: 
ZERO is a company with 45 years of "know-how." 

. .. all reasons why ZERO products-weather 
stripping, sound proofing, light proofing and 
thresholds- have been specified for practically 
every kind of building: schools, hospitals, air line 
terminals, apartment houses, shopping centers
you name it. 

Write for the 1969 ZERO Catalog (includes 177 
full-size drawings) and win a vote of approval 
for yourself. 

Our 45th year of service to architects . 
Zero Weather Stripping Co., Inc. 
415 CONCORD AVE., BRONX, NEW YORK 10455, (212) LUDLOW 5-3230 
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o longer can we be ati fied by train
ing people to fit machines. There i a 
trong need to ree tabli h the concept of 

apprentice hip among architect and en
gineer . The industry mu t a ume the 
responsibility making young people real
ize that work experience i as important 
as a college education at the begi nning 
of a career. I can't see anything better 
than to give the e pre-adult year a head 
tart working a an office boy or j unior 

draft man. The inspiration and guidan ce 
from ex perien ced draft men and manage
ment will help the majority of ghetto 
dwell er . My experience a an office boy 
was the turning point of my li fe. I gained 
fir t-hand ex perience of how the other 
side live and works. 

AUTHUR HIDALGO 
Vocational Instructor 

John A. Rowland High School 
Rowland Heights, Calif. 

Correction Needed for 
Source Material 

Dear Editor : In the J anu ary i ue, the 
following paragraph appears in an arti
cle entitled "The Federal Client": 

"In ew J er ey, the eighth largest tate 
in the nation and one of the fa te t grow
ing, only one major GSA building has 
been con tructed in the past 10 year . 
The commi ion for that one, a 13-mil
lion Federal office building in Newark, 
went to the ew J ersey AIA cha pter pres
ident. who wa al o a member of the 

ewark Planning Commi ion." 
We would like to advise you that the 

commis ion for the Federal Office Build
ing in rewark went to the office of Wil
liam E. Lehman and W. 0 . Biernacki
Poray and not to the pre ident of the 

ew J er ey So iety of Architects. Fur
ther, William E. Lehman ha never been an 
officer of either the ew J er ey chapter 
AIA or the ew Jer ey ociety of Archi
tect . Mr. Biernacki-Foray is not now, 
and never has been. a member of th e Jew 
J ersey Society of Architect . 

MRS. HELEN T. SCHNEIDER 
Executive Director 

New Jersey Society of Architects 
East Oran~e, New Jeney 

[According to the latest edition of the 
American Ar hitects Directory (1962): 
"Lehman , William E., Jr . ... Pub Serv. : 
Newark Plan. Comm., 51. AIA Act: N.J. 
Chapt; Pres."- Eo.] 

Clarification 

Dear Editor : In the OCTOBER 1968 P / A. 
you di cuss a lamp that I made and that 
De ign Re earch ells. Your article does 
not make clear. I think, that my lamp i 
derived from one that Bill Grover had 
previou ly designed and built. o far a 
I know, the idea is hi . 

JOHN KYNK 
Berkeley, Calif. 

APRIL 1969 P/A 
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Inland-Ryerson Type H Roof Deck and 
Acoustideck® have a new side joint 
that locks the panels together along 
their entire length . Exposed, it pre-· 
sents a uniform ceiling with no irregu
lar gaps or individual panel deflection. 
The new joint is so secure, it eliminates 
the need for mid-span welds or clips 
to hold panels together On-the-job 
panel damage is reduced and deck 
assembly is simplified and speeded. 

Inland-Ryerson Type H Deck can be 
used in open spans up to 40' and in 
any width on a 12" module. It is avail-

able in 4Y2:• 6" and 7Y2 " depths. The 
single wide rib can easily accommo
date recessed lighting . The depressed 
stiffening rib on top permits screw 
attachment without penetrating the 
vapor seal or insulation. 

Since they have the same lock and are 
available in the same spans, module 
and panel depths, Type H Roof Deck 
and Acoustideck can be used in any 
kind of blend on the same job Acous
tideck is a combination of roof deck 
and acoustical ceiling. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 353 

Our catalog 248 contains more infor
mation on new Type H Roof Deck and 
Acoustideck . Contact your Inland
Ryerson sales engineer or write to 
Inland-Ryerson Construction Prod 
ucts Co ., Dept. D, 4069 W. Burnham 
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215. 

llLllD* 
m1101 
A member of the~ steel family 
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You're better off with Beneke 
Tour a town. Count the buildings that count on Beneke. Beneke: not just the 
biggest in bathroom seats but best. Up there in every way down to the 
smallest bolt. High Rise. Hotel. Hospital. City. Suburb. Plane. Train. You can 

do it with Beneke best. Beneke celebrating 75 celebrated y ears 
1. Holloway Inn 2. Grand Central Airport 3. County Court House 4 . Morgon Warranty Trust 5. Pumper No. l 6. 5th Precinct 7. Doy's Deport
ment Store 8. Sutton House 9. The Carousel Restaurant 1 O. The Carousel Inn 11. The Cosmopolitan Museum 12. The General Automotive Building 

CHICAGO NEW YORK WASHINGTON , D.C. SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO PARIS 





22-story Exchange National Bank Building, Tampa. Redesign in 
ASTM A572 steel (grades 50 and 55) saved $45,000. Floor framing in 
office tower section is designed compositely with the slab. Archi
tect : Harry A. MacEwen, A.I.A. 

A reRort 
on office 
buildings 
from 
Bethlehem 
Steel 
New high-strength steels and new design techniques 

have spawned an important new generation of high

rise office buildings. Here are some of these struc

tures-and the reasons why the owner-architect-

engineer teams decided on steel framing. 

24-story Alcoa Building, San Francisco. Steel diagonal bracing, to
ge ther with vertical hangers and only twelve exterior columns, form 
a sophisticated system for resisting seismic forces. Floors, column
free except for the service core, are suspended within the clad steel 
frame. Architect : Skidmore, Owings and Merrill. 



What owners and 
tenants want
interior flexibility
steel framing provides 

28-story Houston Natural Gas Building. ASTM A572 stee l 
used in columns and beams for economy. Architect: Lloyd 
Morgan and Jones, A.I.A. 

Minoru Yamasaki & Associates. 

32-story Federal Office Building, 
Cleveland (at right) . Columns in 
lower 9 stories are high-strength 
A441 stee l to maintain same column dimension the full height 
of the building. Cellular floor system provides interior flexi
bility. Architects: Outcalt, Guenther, Rode & Bonebrake ; 
Schafer, Flynn & van Dijk ; Dalton-Dalton Associates. 



8-story One Center Plaza, Boston, which is being built in three 
phases (three 300-ft sections). Steel framing was chosen for the 
ease with which it can be expanded laterally, and for the interior 
flexibility it provides. Architect: Welton Becket, FAIA. 

10-story City Bank of Honolulu, an AIA honor award winner, fea
tures a fully electrified floor system and 30 x 30 ft bays. Architect: 
Takashi Anbe, A.I.A., Walter Tagawa, A.I.A. 

-~~:t2 
29-story Life of Georgia Tower, Atlanta. Steel per
mitted slender columns for architectural effect and 
was ideally suited to the cellular steel flooring system 
which gives tenants complete office-area flexibility. 
Architect: Bodin & Lamberson . 

21-story IBM Building, Philadelphia (15 glass-enclosed 
office floors) . Offset service core (not shown) serves 
as the backbone and steel framing serves as the rib 
cage to provide unusual openness and flexibility of 
space. Corrugated steel underfloors contain built-in 
channels for telephone and electrical wires. Architect: 
Vincent G. Kling, FAIA. 



Don't overlook 
the latest developments 
in steel There are new types and grades of steel; new design and 

construction techniques that give the architect free scope 

for his creativity ... creativity that can most likely be achieved with greatest economy, and 

surely with greatest security, with steel. 

Do not hesitate to call on Bethlehem's Sales Engineers, or on steel fabricators, for technical 

information, useful literature, and personal assistance. 

39-sto ry One Oliver Plaza, Pittsburgh. Steel framing chosen fo r 
speed and economy of const ru ction ; big, co lumn-free· areas; 
cellular steel floor deckin g. Steel framing also made it easy 
to make changes to answer tenant needs. Architect : Willi am 
Lescaze and Associates. 

25-story First National Bank Building, San Diego. Steel 
framing helped to meet extremely fast schedule of j1:1st 21 
months from architect's conception to start of occupancy. 
A rchitect: Tucker, Sad ler & Bennett. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 
Folder 2556 

BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION, BETHLEHEM, PA 693, Printed in U.S.A. 



Check These Advantages 

Comfortable ... easy under 
foot. Durable ... with
stands heavy abuse. Low 
Maintenance ... 1/ 3 cent 
per sq. ft. in 20 years. Easy 
To Replace ... in sections 
or units. Dustless ... pro
tects bearings and finished 
parts. Absorbs Noise. In· 
sulates against heat and 
cold. Easy to Provide For 
Conduits Or Cables. 

AP RI L 1969 P/ A 

KREOLITE wood block floors are dustless. They protect 
machinery and work-in -progress-help keep overhead light
ing efficient and air clean. That's been proved. Write for a 
copy of highlights of this proof or let us entertain and 
convince you with our 20-minute, full -color sound slide film
" Magic Carpet." 

Inquiries Limited to Continental U .S.A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 
• THE JENNISON-WRIGHT CORPORATION 

DEPT. P49 • P. 0. BOX 691 • TOLEDO, OHIO 43601 

D Please send a copy of Research Report Highlights 
D Please call for an appointment to show the "Magic Carpet" 

Name 

Title-------------------------

Firm ________________________ _ 

Address _______________________ _ 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 354 
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Keyweld concrete 
reinforcement fits the space 
and the specifications-in one 
layer or two-in sheets or 
rolls. There 's a minimum of 
waste and cutting time-and 
practically no engineering 
supervision needed. 



You simply tell us the design 
problem. 

Our engineers, with the aid of a 
computer, figure the most efficient 
reinforcement plans for your 
concrete slabs, floors and walls . .. 
size and spacing of the steel ... 
dimensions of Keyweld 
Reinforcement Sheets ... embedment 
depth and placement pattern . .. 
even designs for use of positive and 
negative reinforcement when two 
layers of mats are more efficient. 

All of which saves you hours 
(perhaps days) of research, design , 
detailing and spec writing. 

In most cases, it also saves you 
thousands of pounds of steel, 
compared to reinforcing with 
standard rebars. 

But that's only the beginning. 
On the job, Keyweld 

Reinforcement Sheets are 
mechanically handled and placed. 
This cuts construction time, 
inspection time and labor costs. 

It's all part of the revolution in 
reinforcement ; Keystone's Inner 
Strength products and engineering 
for roofs, walls and floors. 

For computer-aided design and 
engineering help on concrete 

reinforcement, call your Keystone 
representative. Or write Keyweld , 
Keystone Steel & Wire Company, 
Division of Keystone Consol idated 
Industries, Inc. 
Peoria, Illinois 61607. 

inner 
strength 
ROOFS• \NALLS• FLOORS 

from Keystone Steel & Wire Company 
Peoria lllmo1s 61607 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 362 
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DEW FROm THE ORIGIDATORS OF EREETA-SHELF® 
OPED-STEEL-ROD SHELUIDG ADD TRUEHS 

SUPER ERECTA·SHELF® 
THIS 15 WHAT WE'RE EALLIDli IT 

BEEAUSE THIS 15 EHAETLY WHAT IT 151 
THESE SPEEIAL ADUADTAGES PUT THE 
"SUPER" ID "SUPER EREETA·SHELF": 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 

Tremendously increased strength with a cor
rugated brace around the entire shelf. 

Shelves can be spaced in increments of 1", 
and are easily re-spaced without disassembling 
the unit. 

Quicker, easier assembly with patented joining 
device which locks shelves in. place for abso
lute rigidity. 

Negligible assembly cost. No nuts or bolts 
needed. Common posts can be used where 
two units butt. 

New 24" wide shelves up to 72" long. Larger 
sizes lower the cost per square foot of shelf 
space. 

Gleaming round chrome corner posts add to 
the new units' handsome rugged appearance. 

Shelves load from all four sides; and the shelf 
ribs running the short way make it easier to 
slide items from front to back. 

New l/4" wrap-around safety rim prevents con
tents from being accidentally pushed off. 

Super Erecta-Shelf is offered both as free standing 
shelving or in truck units, with or without dollies. 

8 
Shelves and uprights are chrome plated 
and coated with clear baked-on epoxy. 

APPROVED 

New Super Erecta-Shelf 
(Illustration-above) is 
completely new in its neat 
simplified design, in
creased strength and its 
never-before-offered" fea -
tures. Patented assembly 
principle (Illustration
right) features hollow
round tapered openings in 
the shelf corners which 
slide down over split, ta
pered sleeves that snap on 
to uprights ... provides pos
itive lock, eliminates sway. 

For descriptive bulletin and 
information, write Dept. Z0449R. 

@ 
METROPOLITAN WIRE GOODS CORPORATION 

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 18705 
Manufacturers of Erecta-Shell@, Sani-Stack@, Metro-Tainers@, 

Miscellaneous Wire Products 
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Zel le rbach Hall, Univ. of California, Berkeley. Architects: Vernon DeMars, FAIA, and Donald Hardison, FAIA. A joint ven ture of the fi rms: DeMars & Wel ls and Hardison & Komatsu. 

LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closers 

are well known for a variety of qualities: They look great. They 

control doors efficiently. They are easily and permanently adjusted 

for two closing speeds and cushioning of the opening swing. Their basic 

excellence assures maximum control with minimum service which means

lowest long- run cost. Write LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois 61356. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 365 



A "common cold" alternative: 



On-site power refrigeration. 
This new concept takes ad

vantage of the economics of low 
cost natural gas. 

Powered by Caterpillar Nat
ural Gas Engines, instead of or
dinary commercial electricity, an 
on-site refrigeration system can 
cut your costs 30 to 50%. 

Savings, of course, depend 
on your local electric utility and 
fuel rates . But savings are the 
rule and not the exception. 

A good example is Missouri 
Beef Packers Co., R ock Port, 

Missouri. They're building t he 
country's largest beef packing 
plant in Friona, Texas. A system 
powered by six Caterpillar natu
ral gas engines will provide 2600 
tons maximum capacity of low
temperature refrigeration for the 
world's most modern packing 
facility. 

"We expect to save around 
$62,000 per year with t he Cat 
system. Our payout period should 
be less than two years," says 
Gene Frye, P resident. 

Big savings mean short pay
out periods. And higher on-site 
power installation costs are 
quickly absorbed. 

When it comes to on-site 
powered low-temperature refrig
eration, with all its dependability, 
your Caterpillar dealer can give 
you the facts. See him. 

m CATERPILLAR w C11trp1H1r Ollnd Cit 1re Rta1s1ered T11aem11ks of C11erpoll11 TtKIOI Co 



••• IN THE SCHOOLROOM 
WHERE UNIQUE NEW CARPET SQUARES 

GET AN" A+" IN REDUCING MAINTENANCE COSTS 



SADDLE RIVER 
COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL 

BEFORE THE 
PROBLEM SOLVER ENROLLED 
Linoleum was on the floor. Hard. Cold. Slippery. 
Required sweep ing, mopping, and buffing . Expen
sive to maintain. 
But the idea to carpet the school with conventional 
carpet ing was quickly rejected. It just wouldn 't 
last! 
Then came The Problem Solver with new Heuga
tile loose-laid carpet squares. Soft. Warm. Quiet. 
Totally interchangeable, too! Rotate the squares to 
equalize wear, and the entire carpet stays young
looking for years and years. Heugatile banishes 
ugly traffic paths for good! 

A TEST INSTALLATION SOON PROVED HEUGATILE THE ANSWER! 

Th is is the busy hallway in The Saddle River Country 
Day School , Saddie River, N.J ., where the Heugatile 
test installation was made. It proved so successful that 
additional Heugatile was subsequently ordered. 

' Headmaster Ogilvie writes: 
" I have never written a fan letter before, but at this 
time I am impelled to do so ... (to tell you) ... how 
enthusiastic we are. Previous hard-surface flooring 
required a minimum of 12 hours janitor's time per week 
. .. maintenance time has been cut to 2 hours per week 
... a saving of $29.75 per week. In addition, the car
peting always looks neat and clean . Students take 
pride in the appearance of their building, and work to 
keep it clean . . . " 

Tell the Problem Solver your floor-covering problem! 
Write a brief letter-100 words or less-describing a floor
ing problem that could not be solved by conventional car
peting. If your problem is selected to be featured in future 
advertising, your Heugatile carpeting will be installed free 
of charge. Tell us your carpeting problem today ! Address : 
The Problem Solver, Van Heugten U.S.A. Inc., 185 Sumner 
Avenue, Kenilworth, New Jersey 07033. 

See Heugatile specifications in Sweet's 1969 Architectural 
and Interior Design Files. 

HEUGATILE1The problem solver 

E!J 
OFFICES 
Van Heugten U.S.A. Inc .. 185 Sumner Ave ., Ken ilworth, N.J. 07033 • (201 ) 245-3480 
Van Heugten U.S.A. Inc., 2555 Nicholson St., San Leandro, Cali f. 94578 • (415) 483-4720 
Van Heugten Canada Ltd., 107 Orfus Rd ., Toronto 19, Ontario, Canada • (416) 789-7546 

SHOWROOMS 
New Yorl<- 979 Th ird Ave ., Decoration & Design Bldg. · (2 12) 355-4705 
Los Angeles- 516 West 4th St., Santa Ana, Calif. · (714) 547-6413 
Sa n Francisco- Weste rn Mdse. Mart, 1355 Market St. • (415) 483-4720 
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better specify it. 
An architect's best friend is a window wall system equal to this one. 

Any good window wall system saves t ime and money, yours and your client's. 
This one does more. 

This one has the full-length pressure equalization slot , and a full -length patented flapper valve. No siphoning, 
no draft, no wh istle. HS-A2-HP. Any kind of weather, high-rise to any height. 

This one is beautiful. Uniform sightlines, no fins, concealed weatherstripping, symmetrical 
both inside and outside, anodized as you want it. An architectural pleasure. 

This one is stronger. Period . 
Th is one costs less, if you can find a par quality. 

This one is built to your design, installs fast and easy under all conditions , has every feature you and your 
client need or want. Allows individual air conditioning without extra reinforcing. 

Is this really a "no-equal" product? 
Judge for yourself. The check list is on this page. And don 't forget the cost. 

We only know that Ador A-70 is invariably chosen whenever it is in competition for any high-performance 
architectural window or window wall design . We haven't seen anything to equal it yet. 

Next t ime, specify Ador A-70 and find yourself 
a new standard in time and money savers. 

And for equally outstanding 
sliding glass doors, specify 

Ador A -70 
Ador A-80, the arch itectural door 

windows/window-wall systems 
which complements the Ador A-70 system 

...; Proven, for many years, in all types of installations. 

.../ HS-A2-HP, hurricane rated, AAMA, with a 16' wide unit , 8' center panel! 

.../ Can be installed in front of, between, or behind columns. 

.../ Both width and height compensation for faulty openings . 

.../ Both thermal and mechanical contraction or expansion allowed for. 

.../ Any combination of fixed or sliding panels, custom to your designs. 

...; Arch itecturally clean, un iform sightlines, no fins. 

...; Symmetrical both inside and out, for easy stacking or joining. 

...; Adjustable mullion for continuous runs before columns of varying widths . 

...; Full tubular sections for horizontal mullions, extra strength and rigidity. 

...; Quadruple wedge interlocks, extra strength, no rattling. 

...; Full length pressure equalization slot, no siphoning. 

...; Full length patented flapper valve, no draft, no whistle . 

.../ Double weatherstripping throughout. 

.../ Weatherstrip concealed in panels, clean appearance, easy replacement. 

.../ Slides right or left. 

.../ Bypass for high-rise clean ing. 

Shown in Sw eets, 1969, as Ru sco A-70 ... 19a 

Write to Adorl H ilite for a free packet RLl 
of full and 1;. size details, w i ndload c harts, other info rm ation. 

MAIL THIS COUPON! 

Divisions and Subsidiaries of RUSCO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
ADO R/ HILITE Fullerton, Ca/iforma Aluminum D oors • n d Windows 
LO OK/ H ILITE Miiien, Georgia Aluminum D oors end Windows 
M AJE STIC/ H ILITE Denver, Colorado A luminum D oors a nd W indows 
RU SCO/ STEEL Pando111. Ohio St eel Doors and Windows 
RU SCO/ C A N A DA Toronto. Canada Steel Doors and W indows 
H AR VARD MFG. Bedford Heights, Ohio; Benlc/11, California M et al Bed Frames 
RUSCO/ FINAN CI A L LosAnge/H, C•liform• Fin•nci ng 
SPERLIN G M A NU FA CTU RIN G Glend•ltt, California Precision M achin ing 
RUS HEll SYST EM S Los Angeltts C•l1fornla Person•l Identification Syst ems 

Jay Inn, Anaheim WILLIAM BON D, AIA 

-V Fixed panels glazed from interior or exterior, for high-rise convenience . 
.../ Full screen or half screen for either single or double slide windows . 
.../ Anti -lift-out blocks, no unauthorized removal. 
.../ Standard lock can be placed at any height (above childrens' reach) . 
.../ Optional tumbler type locks . 
.../ Sta inless steel reinforced locking plungers . 
.../ Adjustable , heavy-duty, nylon-tired rollers . 
.../ Sealed, permanently lubricated rollers . 
.../ Clear or color anodized, to your specification . 
...; Air conditioning units in lower panel without extra reinforcing, to 12' wide . 

All this ... and a lower price, from one of the nation's 
largest producers of quality fenestration . 

ADOR ARCHIT ECTURAL 
C al i f orni a • Colorado • Ohio • Georg i a • Toronto 

Architectural Products from 
Ador I Hilite, Division of Rusco Industries, Inc. 

2407 W. Commonwealth Avenue. Fullerton. California 92633 

r-------------------------------------------------------, 
ADOR/HILITE 2401 W. Commonwealth Avenue. Fullenon. California 92633 

Plea se send your packet of full and quarter size details, 
ca ta log and other informat ion on the Ador A-70. 

name 

position 

company 

address 

--- ------------------------------------------------~ On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 411 
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AN L-SHAPE FOR OREGON SUPREME 
COURT 

SALEM, ORE. A major factor 
in the selection of Donald B. 
Driscoll's entry as winner of 
the competition for the new 
Oregon State Supreme Court 
Building was the contextural 
response of his design. 

As conceived by Driscoll, 
the last of the formal struc
tures in the Capitol Mall 
complex would be an L
shaped building presenting 
two similar faces to the in
terior of the mall and two 
different faces to the street. 
The proposed building is to 
occupy a two-block site at 
the north end of the mall, 
with the mall extending past 
the front of the Supreme 
Court Building, forming the 
entry plaza. 

The Oregon State Capitol 
was completed in 1938, with 
the four other buildings along 
the mall added over the past 
30 years. No date for con
struction of the Supreme 
Court Building has yet been 
set, pending passage of a $7,-
700,000 appropriations bill 
under consideration by the 
state legislature. 

"What really swung the de
cision to the Driscoll design," 
stated the jury, "were two 
factors: One was the perfec
tion with w.hich it fit into the 
Capitol Mall. The other was 
the building's inherent vitali
ty. Its basic shape was re
garded as a unique solution 
to the difficult problem of re
lating to the Capitol and other 
buildings to the south, to the 

April 1969 

east-west cross axis and to the 
future buildings northward to 
the Governor's Mansion. The 
L-shaped plan was the only 
one of this kind submitted 
and was worked out with un
usual skill and integrity." 

Driscoll's design organizes 
the building into two func
tionaIJy separate units con
nected by a central circula
tion system. A five-story, 
L-shaped unit contains gen
eral office space with minor 
public circulation. The cen
tral unit containing two cir
cular courtrooms (on the sec
ond floor) and associated of
fices and chambers, lobbies, 
cafeteria and primary pub
lic circulation is capped by 
the 150,000-volume Supreme 
Court Library. The two units 
are separated by interior light 
wells extending the full 
height of the building. 

The structure of the cen
tral area is a two-directional 
square bay system of cast-in
place reinforced concrete 
columns, beams, and two-way 
waffle slabs. One dimension 
of the bay is extended, form
ing a one-directional clear 
span system in the L-shaped 
unit. Precast, prestressed con
crete girders and T-beams 
support the landscaping and 
paving over the underground 
parking area, which extends 
under most of the two-block 
site. Exterior of the building 
will be in white Vermont 
marble, to match the other 
structures of the formal mall. 

~ On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 346 
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The Supreme Court Build
ing calls for a total net area 
of 82,330 sq ft. The project 
budget totals $5,422,340, 
with $3,287,340 allotted to 
the building, $1,855,000 to 
the parking area ; $280,000 
to landscaping and paving. 

Driscoll, a member of the 
Eugene, Ore., firm of Archi
tectural Associates, was one 
of 35 architects competing. 

SUPREME 
COURT 

STATE 

' .~.'.. G.~=~y 
-- ~ 

Jurors for the two-stage com
petition were: Fred Bassetti, 
Seattle; Gerhard M. Kall
mann, Boston ; George W. 
Qualls, Philadelphia; Herbert 
M. Schwab, former circuit 
judge , Portland , Ore. ; 
George W. Gleason, dean of 
the School of Engineering, 
Oregon State University. 
Professional advisor was 
Charles E. Hawkes, Salem. 

AJA NAMES SIX HONORARY MEMBERS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. Six per
sons cited for "distinguished 
service to the architectural 
profession or to allied art~ 
and sciences" will be in
ducted as honorary members 
of the AIA at the national 
convention June 22-26 in 
Chicago. 

The six are: William A. 
Hewitt, chairman and chief 
executive officer of Deere & 
Company, Moline, ill., one of 
the incorporators of the Na
tional Corporation for Hous
ing Partnerships; Thomas P. 
F. Hoving, former New York 

City commissioner of parks 
and now director of the Met
ropolitan Museum of Art; 
Jonathan King, vice-president 
and treasurer of Educational 
Facilities Laboratories, Inc. , 
New York City; Miss Anita 
J . Moller, director of the in
terior design and furnishings 
program for the U.S. State 
Department; Judge Bernard 
Tomson of the Nassau Coun
ty (N.Y.) District Court and 
co-author of Pl A's column 
n 's THE LAW, and AIJan S. 
Boyd, former Secretary of 
Transportation. 
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Space-saving showers that never squeeze people! 

Bradley Column Showers serve more people in less space than ordinary 
showers. They squeeze maximum use. from every inch of available floor 
space. But Bradley Columns never squeeze people. Shower patterns leave 
plenty of room between bathers. Bradey Columns offer other important 
savings. They serve up,to 6 people with one set of plumbing connections, 
cutting installation costs as much as 80%! Bright idea: put the squeeze 
on build ing costs. Put Bradley Column Showers into your shower room 
plans. See your Bradley representative. And write for literature. Bradley 
Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, Wis. 53051. 
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THE IN BUILDING 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. Insen
sitive, inappropriate, incon
gruous, inescapable, and in 
the wrong place will be the 
building for Transamerica 
Corporation if it is permitted 
to rise on the site of San 
Francisco's historic Old 
Montgomery Block. 

Vaguely resembling a pyg
my version of Frank Lloyd 
Wright's Chicago Mile High 
Center proposal, the needle
spired project by William L. 
Pereira & Associates of Los 
Angeles (does the hatred be
between the two cities have no 
bounds?) nevertheless will be 
the tallest building in the Bay 
Area, topping the new, com
mittee-designed Bank of 
America Building by about 
five floors (or whatever you 

would call the top of Trans
america's thing). 

In a season when mud 
slides and oil seepage are 
gradually fouling up Califor
nia's topography and ecology, 
it little behooves architects 
(and their clients, of course) 
to add to the pollution by ad
vancing proposals that con
tinue to blight such "natural" 
urbanistic resources as San 
Francisco's unique and irre
placable cityscape. Filling in 
the valleys of the Bay City's 
notable profile with inade
quate buildings such as Wells 
Fargo, Bank of America, 
and, now, Transamerica, is 
landmark violation no less 
reprehensible than setting fire 
to Falling Water or destroying 
Grand Canyon.-JTB 

COMPETITIONS 
Any type of structure, includ
ing bridges, may be entered 
in the 1969 Prestressed Con
crete Institute A wards Pro
gram. All registered archi
tects and engineers practicing 
professionally - as well as 
Government agencies - in 
the U.S., its possessions, and 
Canada are eligible. Entries 
close May 15. For details, 
write to: Prestressed Con
crete Institute, 205 W. Wack-
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er Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606. 
... May 15 is the deadline 
for the Prize Bridges Com
petition sponsored by the 
American Institute of Steel 
Construction. "Any steel 
bridge located within the 
U.S. and which was com
pleted and opened to traffic 
during 1968 is eligible." Infor
mation may be obtained from : 
AISC, 101 Park Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 

SEEKING CLARITY IN BRONZE GLASS 

VANCOUVER, B.C. Construction 
is scheduled to start this sum
mer on the $45 million first 
phase of the Pacific Centre 
development in downtown 

· Vancouver, planned by Gru
en Associates and McCarter, 
Nairne & Partners. The proj
ect is the first one designed 
by Cesar Pelli to be an
nounced by Gruen since Pel
Ii joined the firm late last 
summer. 

The five-story T. Eaton 
Company department store 
will occupy the major part of 
the block, which will be dom
inated by the 30-story Tor
onto Dominion Tower. The 
department store also will 
have an additional retail floor 
at the basement level. Lead
ing north from the basement 
entrance will be an air-condi
tioned underground shopping 
mall that will accommodate 
about 30,000 sq ft of stores 
and shops. The shopping mall 
and two lower floors, which 
provide truck service and 
parking space, are designed 
to expand horizontally with 
the second phase of the de
velopment. No target date 
has been set for beginning 
the second phase, which will 
include two office towers, ho
tel and convention facilities , 
retail stores, and three addi
tional floors to be added to 
Eaton's store. Estimated cost 
of the second phase is $50 
million. 

Pelli said that he strove 

for clarity of form and sur
faces, conceiving the two 
buildings as two sculptural 
forms set in a major public 
square paved in dark rusti
cated terrazzo. 

The Toronto Dominion 
Tower will be a 400'-high 
vertical prism of bronze glass 
and fireproofed structural 
steel. Mullions will be of 
minimum thickness and 
depth, their color that of the 
glass, Pelli said, to give the 
effect of a single form and 
material. Entrances will be 
recessed spaces "carved" into 
the form, and the angled cor
ners will be vertical facets 
accentuating the upward 
movement. 

The solid walls on the Ea
ton store will be of high den
sity, smooth-textured precast 
concrete, light brown in col
or to harmonize with the 
tower. Again, there will be 
no projections - except a 
vertical illuminated sign -
and the entrances and win
dows will be under incised 
arcades. The main entrance 
is to be a large bronze glass 
cylinder open to the square, 
and is described by Bill Dahl , 
Gruen vice-president direct
ing the project, as a "major 
element of light, color, and 
activity in Vancouver's urban 
landscape." Each floor will 
contain about 75,000 sq ft of 
merchandising space. E. L. 
Hankinson is Associate Ar
chitect on the store. 
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THE THINGS OF THE SPIRIT 

ROANOKE, VA. A small but ex
panding institution of 1000 
students, pressed both for 
space and money, Roanoke 
College worked out a con
struction program that com
bines the fine arts and religion 
in a single structure. 

The compromise design, 
developed with the help of 
Vincent G. Kling & Associ
ates, will fill many of the 
school's immediate needs in 
one stroke without hampering 
further growth of individual 
departments. Altogether, the 
program calls for 65,000 sq 
ft of space for a 175-seat in
terdenominational chapel, a 
theater to accommodate 425, 
departments of fine arts, mu
sic, and drama, and facilities 
for administration and re
search . 

The single structure that 
houses all these functions is a 
low-slung, two-story brick 
building wrapped around a 
courtyard, rising to greater 
heights for chapel and the-

ater. Sloping slate roofs help 
articulate the different uses of 
each wing, giving the complex 
the appearance of a closely 
clustered village. The court
yard serves as center hall for 
the entire complex and will 
seat most of the college for 
religious and dramatic events. 
Entrance to each wing is 
gained by passing under the 
projecting second floor, 
through a broken wall of sup
port facilities and into a two
story, linear skylighted gal
lery. The gallery connects all 
spaces and activities in each 
department. 

Future expansion will oc
cur in pinwheel fa~hion 
around the presently planned 
structure. 

Awarding the project a ci
tation for excellence in de
sign, the Philadelphia Chap
ter, AJA, noted the architects' 
lively treatment of forms and 
commended their use of ma
terials already a tradition at 
Roanoke. 

FUND TO AID FAMILIES OF FIRE VICTIMS 
NEW YORK, N.Y. A memorial 
fund has been set up to aid 
the families of 11 persons -
six of them architects -
who died as a result of a fire 
in the architectural offices of 
David Rosen and Associates 
at Fifth Avenue and 48th 
Street. 

The fund, endorsed by the 
AJA, has been organized by 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bruce 
Cousins, friends of several of 
the victims. Cousins said 
plans also are underway to 
hold an exhibition at one of 
the city museums depicting 
projects the victims were as
sociated with. The dead, and 
five others injured in the 
blaze, were all associated 
with or consultants to the 
Rosen firm. 

40 P I A News Report 

Although the final report 
had not yet been released at 
the time of writing, New 
York City Chief Fire Mar
shall Vincent Canty had said 
earlier that slow departure 
and delay in reporting the 
fire were believed to be the 
main reasons for the high 
toll . One employee told the 
fire department that the fire 
"initially involved large 
sheets of tracing paper hang
ing on a wall." 

Firemen also were quoted 
as saying that the large quan
tities of paper found in the 
office and two one-gallon 
cans of rubber cement found 
empty after the fire was ex
tinguished must have con
tributed to the severity of the 
blaze. 

The victims included ar
chitects Salvatore Caltabi
ano, AJA, Gordon Bloedel, 
Patrick Caferso, Kenneth 
Greene, Frank N. Meilan, 
and Maurice D . Rockman, 
as well as consulting engineer 

D avid Carroll. 
"The Young Architects 

Memorial Fund" is being 
handled by the law firm of 
Ingber & Klapper, Suite 611 , 
295 Madison Ave., New 
York, New York 10017. 

WANNA BUY THE CITY HALL? 
BOSTON, MASS. Now that Bos
ton has a new City Hall (see 
p. 42, JANUARY 1969 Pl A), it 
is trying to sell the old one. 
Designed in the early 1860's 
by Boston architects Gridley 
J.F. Bryant and Arthur Gil
man, the building was one of 
the first large-scale ( 65,000 
sq ft) buildings to emulate 
the architectural style of Sec
ond Empire France. The vast
ness of its interior spaces are 
as impressive in this age of 
sparseness as the dignified or
nateness of its fa<;:ade. A mon
umental staircase winds up
ward through the center of 
the building from a central 
lobby. 

If you buy the building, 
you will have to preserve the 
original design of the fa9ade 
and maintain the landscaped 
forecourt. Inside, you have 
more latitude. According to a 
brochure put out by the city, 
"the ground floor is ideal for 
shops, bookstores, restau
rants, and other retail enter
prises." On the upper floors 
are spaces that could be con
verted into offices. A two
story council chamber with a 
gallery and seating for about 
500 persons could become a 
room for conferences, puolic 
performances, or special ex-

Ll 
hibitions. Spaces in the dome 
could become distinctive of
fices for an architectural or 
engineering firm . 

If Boston would relax its 
restrictions, it might find that 
Lake H avasu City, Ariz., 
would bu y the old City Hall 
and move it out into the des
ert next to the old London 
Bridge, which it also owns. Or 
perhaps Cairo, Ill ., which has 
a repli ca of the leaning tower 
of Pisa, would want to add an 
authentic piece to its collec
tion . Anyo ne interested in 
buying or leasing the old City 
Hall or in being a tenant 
should write for information 
to the Director of Non-Resi
dential Development, Boston 
Red evelopment Auth o rit y, 
1108 City Hall Annex, Bos
ton , Mass. 02108. 
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PALACE OF CONGRESS 
FOR VENICE 

VENICE, ITALY. Last January 
30, in the cold Sala del Mag
gior Consiglio in the Ducal 
Palace of Venice, plans for a 
striking new Palace of Con
gress were revealed to a large 
international audience by 
American architect Louis I. 
Kahn and Vito Chiarelli, 
president of the Tourist 
Board. This new Congress 
Center, one of the most im
portant additions to the Ve
netian cityscape since the 
construction of the Church of 
Santa Maria della Salute 
(1631-82 A.D.), will consist 
of a Congress Hall, the Bi
ennale Building, and a recep
tion structure. The site se
lected for this palace is in the 
public garden area in the 
Castello quarter, which, 
Kahn predicts, will be "a 
place of celebration." None 
of the more than 800 trees of 
the jardini will be sacrificed 
to meet the needs of this 
plan. 

Congress Hall 
The great Congress Hall, 
which will measure 460' 
long, 100' wide, and 78' 
high (approximately the 
height of the Ducal Palace), 
will be a super space for the 
meeting of minds, where all 
thoughts can be given a free 
range of expression. The 
ground level is an open piaz
za covered by the underside 
of the auditorium. Seating 
2500 people at the first level, 
the hall has been visualized 
by Kahn as a theater in the 
round - where people look 
at people - and a place for 
discussions without agenda. 
At each side of the hall is a 
15'-wide "street," to be pro
vided with niches where con
ferees can get away from the 
congress for separate discus
sion. The three domes that 
crown the reception hall on 
the second floor will be 
formed of stainless metal and 
solid glass. Flanking the re
ception hall on both sides 
will be a series of individual 
rooms, which will be a part 
of the supporting structure. 
Located at third level will be 
a terrace divided into three 
sections by the presence of 
the domes. 

The underside of the audi
torium, which suggests a re
verse bridge form, will be 
hung between the two ends of 
the Congress Hall. Support-
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ing foundations will be car
ried to bed rock, if neces
sary. Kahn believes that each 
end foundation will not be 
required to sustain a greater 
load than that of the campan
ile in the piazza of San Mar
co. Reinforced concrete -
long a Kahn trademark -
with marble details will be 
the basic construction materi
als. 
Biennale Building 
This complex is essentially a 
court with two flanking struc
tures, each 200' long, 60' 
wide, and 60' high. Both 
ends can be open: one offer-

ing a broad water entrance to 
the Biennale, and the other 
allowing the gardens to pene
trate the piazza. The 80'
wide court (or agora) can be 
enclosed at each end by mov
ing doors, 50' high and 40' 
wide, and by a movable roof 
framed in glass and metal. 
There will be a portico at the 
bases of the twin buildings. 
These structures will replace 
the present Italian Pavilion 
in the Biennale. At ground 
level there will be workshop
studios and shops; the first 
floor will house galleries for 
exhibitions; and on the sec-
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ond floor there will be stu
dios (with fireplaces) for art
ists. Here, Kahn hopes that 
the participants will experi
ence a sense of learning with
out the feeling of being su
pervised. A Ith o ugh these 
buildings may be used con
tinually as a free, self-super
vised academy, they will still 
be used by the Biennale for 
exhibition purposes when it 
is staged every two years. 
Reception Building 
This 50' long, 50' wide, and 
50' high cubical structure, 
containing information and 
reception offices, restaurant, 1 
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and other services, will serve 
as an entrance to the build
ing beyond. 

Feasibility and Cost 
The Tourist Board estimates 
that the cost of this project 
will be in the neighborhood 
of 2 billion lire ($3 ,212,-
000), and to that amount 
should be added the cost of 
operating the advanced com
munications equipment that 
will be required . Kahn him
self has asked no fee: his 
services will be a gift to the 
city of Venice. 

There are dissidents who 
question the wisdom of the 
Palace of Congress, in face 

Elel'a1io11 of Co11gr1;ss H all (above) shows piazza be11ea1h 460'-/ong a11di1ori1 11 11 floor suspen ded from end walls. of the controversial opinion 
that Venice is gradually sink
ing into the Adriatic, that a 
countless number of the ci
ty's structures are crumbling, 
the victims of age and ero
sion, and that such a princely 
sum might have been better 
spent on education, to relieve 
poverty, or to provide better 
housing. To these, Chiarelli 
responds, "The proposal is to 
be seen as a tangible act of 
confidence in Venice as a 
city which , even today, more 
and better than any other, 
can play a highly important 
role." Venice cannot be con
tent to remain a museum city 
and must keep pace with the 
progress of civilization in 
contemporary terms. "It is a 
tangible contribution not so 
much to safeguarding of Ven
ice, as to revitalize a heritage, 
a task which belongs not only 
to the citizens of Venice, but 
the whole country, and to all 
humanity." 

In his design, Kahn feels 
Congress H all (below) con lains a terrace, divided into thr ee sections by glass roof dom es, which bridges 2500-seat that be has attempted to cap-
a11ditori11111 . ture the spirit of the problem 

- - - -
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first, rather than being lim
ited by a sense of cost. The 
Board believes that the bur
eaucratic problems involved 
are no greater here than else
where. It fully believes that it 
will be able to obtain the re
quired funds, and without 
government aid. It is specu
lated that a consortium of 
agencies - province, city, 
and possibly private enter
prise - will control the un
dertaking. It is further be
lieved that Le Corbusier's 
proposed City Hospital of 
Venice (DECEMBER 1965 
Pl A) and the Palace of Con
gress, situated at opposite 
ends of the city, will bring 
the city new life, with the 
historic center left intact in 
the middle. 
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JIM BURNS 
LEAVES P/A 

James T. Burns, Jr., AJA, has 
resigned as Senior Editor of 
Pl A to pursue a number of 
commitments in the fields of 
design, planning, and envir
onmental involvement. 

Burns, who has been with 
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

since 1954, will devote his 
time to writing, criticism, and 
teaching on environmental 
subjects. Immediate plans in
clude books on the creative 
process, small parks (under a 
HUD grant), and American 
houses of the 20th Century; 
a seminar series at a New 
York architectural school; 
and consulting services for 

JACKSONVILLE, FLA . Jackson
ville's $26-million airport, 
which was opened last fall , 
was designed not only to put 
the city on major New York 
and Dallas-Fort Worth air 
routes now, but also to keep 
it there when the jumbo jets 
and supersonic craft begin 
to jar the earth beneath. 

Its designers, Reynolds, 
Smith & Hills, have provided 
two 8000' runways of suffi
cient strength to support the 
new aircraft, and with enough 
room to expand to 10,000' 
when necessary. A 4600-acre 
tract offers space for addi
tional expansion. But the de
signers' main concern was 
with the problem of assuring 
room for expansion of ter
minal facilities without in
creasing inconvenience to 
passengers. 

At present, passengers are 
required to walk no more 
than 600' from the center of 
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professional environmental
ists including the new super
planning organization called 
Overview, headed by former 
Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart Udall and landscape 
architect I planner Lawrence 
Halprin. 

the lobby to the end of any 
concourse. When the present 
18 passenger gates are dou
bled, walking distances will 
increase no more than 400'. 

The terminal building it
self is a low, two-story struc
ture, divided horizontally to 
create separate areas for ar
riving and departing passen
gers. The first floor, recessed 
below grade, has ticket and 
baggage claim facilities; the 
second floor, at grade level, 
contains the lobby, restaurant, 
shops, and other public facili
ties. With the top floor at 
grade level, delivery trucks 
and passenger cars are able to 
approach lobby level withou t 
the use of ramps . 

The terminal is of precast 
stone panels at the base and 
white concrete with exposed 
coquina aggregate at roof 
level. (Coquina is a shell in
digenous to the Florida 
shore.) 

TRANSACTION AT MIAMI OF OXFORD 

OXFORD, omo "Transaction" 
was the title and interaction 
was truly the order of the 
day at the AIA-ASC Great 
Lakes Regional Conference 
February 28-March 2 at 
Miami University. More than 
300 architectural and other 
students from colleges 
throughout the area attended 
the meeting to bear profes
sionals from the field discuss 
the changing role of the arch
itect. And the students, too, 
had their chances to sound 
off in a conference mix of 
formal programs, informal 
discussion sessions, and pan
els on such topics as design , 
computers, and sociology. 

Pl A Editor Forrest Wilson 
was keynote speaker on the 
subject "A Piece of the Ac
tion : The Changing Role of 
the Architect." Wilson also 
participated in several panel 
sessions with the other speak
ers, who included F . R.R. 
Drury, professor of architec
ture at Yale; Walter Kroner, 

who bas dealt extensively 
with computer programming 
in relation to design at Geo
metrics Inc. , Cambridge, 
Mass.; W. H. Withey, super
visor of construction market
ing at Armco Steel Corpora
tion and chairman of the resi
dential task force of the 
American Iron and Steel In
stitute; V. John Traenor, in 
charge of planning and co
ordination of construction for 
Westinghouse; Sim Van der 
Ryn, associate professor ar
chitecture at the University 
of California at Berkeley; 
Lawrence J. Prince, chairman 
of the department of systems 
analysis, and Dr. Robert 
Atchley, profe sor of soci
ology, Miami University, and 
Victor Christ-Janer, adjunct 
professor at Columbia Uni
versity. Students on the 
"Transaction" planning com
mittee were Terry Busby, Sam 
Fitton, Phil Miller, Mike 
Miller, Dave Oldham, Tom 
Pinkin, and Bob Wheeler. 

HODGETTS AND WALKER 
PROPOSE "STRIP CITY" 

NEW YORK, N.Y. Under a 
plan outlined by Craig Hod
getts and Lester Walker in a 
recent issue of New York 
magazine, Manhattan would 
become a sort of super shop
ping center, with cows graz
ing at the Battery. In an arti-

cle entitled "Redesigning 
New York-An Immodest 
Proposal ," the two winners of 
this year's First Design 
Award (see JANUARY 1969 
Pl A) envision New York 
city as a mix of prefab hou -
ing, entertainment, and shop-
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ping facilities bisecting a 
non-stop strip city stretching 
from Boston to Washington. 

The Bos-Wash Landliner, a 
60'-wide, turbine-powered 
vehicle, would zoom along at 
200 mph some 16' above 
tracks built along the shoul
ders of existing highways . 
They would slow down to 60 
mph to pick up suburban 
commuter buses and store 
them inside. Passengers would 
disembark inside the travel
ing pleasure palace to enjoy 
amenities such as restaurants, 
barber shop, or theater until 
they reached their destina
tions. 

Heavy industry and busi
ness would be relocated 
along the line, to be replaced 
by housing and parks along 
New York's waterfront. 
Broadway, Times Square, 
and Fifth A venue would stay 
as they are, and the city 
would lease air rights over 
Times Square to advertising 
combines, which would con
struct a high glass dome over 
the area for display of still 
more advertising. 

Housing rehab iii ta ti on 
would be done in sections of 
a few blocks at a time. Low
cost, high-rise housing (com
plete with underground park
ing garages) would be built 
along the north-south ave
nues. Some crosstown streets 
would be closed and the 
space between avenues 
cleared for townhouses, 
courtyards, and recreational 
facilities. 

Prefab housing would be 
used - specifically, a fac
tory-produced 6' -long super
wall designed by Hodgetts 
(patent pending). The unit, 
which contains kitchen, bath 
and storage facilities, a stair
way, entryway and heating, 
plumbing and electrical sys
tems, would be shipped from 
a factory, with floors, walls, 
and ceilings added at the site 
to suit the needs of the tenant. 

CALENDAR 
The theme "Man and His 
Future Environments - The 
Impact of Science and Tech
nology" will be developed on 
April 10-12 at the Southeast 
Region Association of Colle
giate Schools of Architecture 
sponsored by the department 
of architecture, North Caro
lina State University .. .. The 
Architectural Aluminum 
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Manufacturers Association 
spring meeting for general 
membership will convene 
April 20-23 at the Sheraton
Universal Hotel, Los Ange
les .... The University of Il
linois will be host for The 
Fifth North American Con
ference on Campus Planning 
and College Building Design, 
April 20-24. Building types 
emphasized will be centers 
for performing arts and facil
ities for education in the vis
ual arts, music, and architec
ture. For information, write 
to: "Architecture and the 
College," Department of Ar
chitecture A3, University of 
Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 61801. 
. . . "Regional Design - Yes 
or No?" will be examined at 
the Gulf States Region, AIA, 
18th Annual Conference 
planned for April 25-26 at 
the Jefferson Davis Hotel, 
Montgomery, Ala. . . . The 
"New Towns" concept will be 
examined at the BRAB Build
ing Research Institute Spring 
Conference, to be held April 
29-May 1 at the Sheraton 
Chicago Hotel, Chicago. For 
details and registration forms, 
write to: BRAB-BRI, 2101 
Constitution Ave., N.W. , 
Washington D.C. 20418, or 
call Area Code 202, 961-
1458 .... The 30th National 
Conference on Religious Ar
chitecture will assemble 
April 29-May 1 at the 
Chase-Park Plaza Hotel, St. 
Louis. Registered architects 
are invited to submit photo
graphic mounts of religious 
structures for which Honor 
Award Certificates will be 
presented. Information may 
be obtained from: Theodor 
Hoener, Chairman, Architec
tural Exhibits Committee, 
4427 Watson Road, St. Louis, 
Mo. 63109 .... Carnegie
Mellon University is holding 
a Conference on High Speed 
Ground Transportation May 
13- 15. A detailed brochure 
may be obtained by writing 
to: Dr. James Romauldi, Di
rector, Transportation Re
search Institute, Carnegie
Mellon University, Schenley 
Park, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213. 
. . . The Concrete Reinforc
ing Steel Institute's 45th An
nual Convention will be held 
May 29-31 at The Home
stead, Hot Springs, Va. For 
information, contact: F. S. 
Clough, Managing Director, 
Concrete Reinforcing Steel 
Institute, 228 North LaSalle 
St. , Chicago, Ill. 

FUNCTION WITHOUT FORM 
NEW YORK, N.Y. Theodore Waddell, an American architect liv
ing in Italy, has combined the language of Jjght with more tradi
tional methods of demonstration in order to deal with the com
plex planning problems associated with a proposed two-mile 
suspension bridge connecting Sicily with the Italian mainland. 
The photo shows part of the principal model from his city plan
ning study, which was exhibited during March at the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York City under the title, "Two Models 
of an Undesignable City." Executed in collaboration with Mi
chael C. Cunningham, the models, constructed of clear acrylic 
plastic, neon tubes, and machinery parts, represent the func
tions and organization of environment - not real building 
forms. The tubes and bulbs are arranged in nine circuits, with 
the size, shape, and brightness of the bulbs indicating differ
ences in use and density. The larger model, denoting the entire 
urban area where the bridge would connect in the toe of Italy's 
boot, is at the scale of 1 ft to 1 mile. The second model , at the 
scale of 2 ft to four-tenths of a mile, is a detail of the auto
mated port. 

OBITUARIES 
Welton Becket, who headed 
one of the nation's largest 
producers of commercial ar
chitecture, died January 16 of 
heart failure. He was 66. 

Born in Seattle, educated at 
the University of Washington 
(Seattle) and the School of 
Fine Arts at Fontainbleau, 
France, Becket entered his 
profession as chief designer 
for a Los Angeles architec
tural firm, but left in 1933 to 
form a partnership with Wal
ter Wurdeman. Their firm be
came known chiefly for its 
design of homes for Holly
wood film stars. During 
World War II, however, it 
produced 14,000 units of ci
vilian and military housing. 
After Wurdeman's death in 
1948, the firm became known 
as Welton Becket & Associ-

ates, with Welton Becket as 
president. Becket left that 
post only about two weeks be
fore his death to become 
chairman of the board, leav
ing the presidency to his 
nephew, MacDonald Becket. 

Among the more recent 
Becket projects were the 
$33.5-million Los Angeles 
Music Center, of which the 
Ahmanson Center, the Mark 
Forum, and the Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion are parts, 
and the master plan for Cen
tury City, a complex of office 
and residential buildings on 
the site of the old 20th-Cen
tury-Fox lot in West Los An
geles. In the East, his projects 
include Xerox Square, Ro
chester, N.Y., and a redevel
opment plan for Worcester, 
Mass. 
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Kenneth Kingsley Stowell, 
former educator, architect, 
and editor, died January 24 in 
San Francisco. Stowell, 74, 
began his career as associate 
professor of architecture at 
Georgia Institute of Technol
ogy and later served as edi
tor of The Architectural For
um, The American Architect 
and Architecture, and House 
Beautiful. From 1942 to 
1949, he was editor-in-chief 
of The Architectural Record, 
and he remained on its edi
torial board until his death. 
Prior to Mr. Stowell's retire
ment in 1958 he was vice
president for eastern opera
tions of Giffels & Rossetti, 
Inc., engineers and architects, 
Detroit. 

AWARDS 
The New York Chapter, 
AIA, has awarded a $2000 
Traveling Fellowship to Fred 
F. Montoya, staff member of 
the Richard · Stein architec
tural firm, New York . ... 
The Detroit Chapter, AIA, 
presented the Gold Medal for 
outstanding achievements and 
contributions in the profes
sion to Louis G. Redstone, 
FAIA. 

WASHINGTON/ 
FINANCIAL NEWS 

BYE. E. HALMOS, JR. 

The Jong, slow, and some
times painful business of ap
pointing top officials to sub
Cabinet posts - a task still a 
long way from being finished 
after two months of the Nix
on Administration - seemed 
to be setting a very cautious 
pace in Washington. 

As of the beginning of 
March, for example, a little 
less than half of the more 
than 1800 top spots bad been 
filled. Still awaiting new ap
pointees were such jobs of 
importance to architects and 
the construction industry as a 
successor to the retired Com
missioner of the Federal 
Housing Administration, 
Phillip N . Brownstein, and 
to the Commissioners of the 
Federal Water Pollution 
Control Agency and the Bur
eau of Reclamation. 
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The pace had been so cau
tious, in fact, that President 
Nixon , before leaving for 
Europe, urged his depart
ment heads to speed things up. 

Some key appointments 
had, of course, come through: 
Lawyer Robert L. Kunzig, 
former head of the Penn
sylvania General State Au
thority, succeeds Lawson B. 
Knott, Jr., as Administrator 
of GSA; Francis C. Turn
er will head the Federal 
Highway Administration; 
Maj. Gen. Frederick J. Clarke 
will succeed Lt. Gen. Wil
liam F. Cassidy (at the end 
of July) as Chief of En
gineers; Russell E. Train -
a former tax court judge and 
leading conservationist - be
comes U oder Secretary of 
Interior; John H. Shaffer will 
head the Federal Aviation 
Agency; Michigan State Uni
versity President John A. 
Hannah will head the Agency 
for International Develop
ment ; former Lockheed vice
president James D. Hodgson 
becomes Under Secretary of 
Labor; Detroit lawyer Rich
ard C. Van Dusen will as
sume the second highest post 
at the Department of Hous
ing and Urban Development. 

There was suspicion among 
insiders that, in addition to 
its announced search for the 
best available men, the Ad
ministration was having to 
combat the feeling among 
some prospective appointees 
that a four-year tenure may 
be the best to be expected; 
hence the reluctance to leave 
other private posts. 

A Slow Congress, Too -
Seemingly taking its cue from 
Administration caution, Con
gress was moving very slowly 
with new programs of its 
own. Despite the usual flood 
of legislation dumped into 
the hoppers - more than 
8000 bills as of the end of 
February - it was confining 
itself to attempts to unscram
ble some of the legislative 
and administrative problems 
created under legislation put 
on the books during the past 
several years. 

For example, chairmen of 
both House and Senate pub
lic works committees gave 
notice they would move for 
uniform application of equal
employment opportunity 
Jaws; there were a number of 
bills (S.674 and others) con
cerning added assistance to 
commuter transport systems 

(one would drain off some 
funds now flowing into the 
Highway Trust Fund for this 
purpose; another would elim
inate the remaining 15 grade
crossings between Washing
ton and New York to speed 
"Metroliner" travel); there 
was a move (S.1090) to 
grant an extension of powers 
and more funds to the "Re
gional Economic Develop
ment Commissions" that were 
authorized by the 1965 Pub
lic Works Act (five such com
missions have now been es
tablished); there was a move 
(given no chance of success) 
to empower labor-manage
ment negotiators on wage 
matters to hold their princi
pals firmly on agreements 
reached (HR 5553); there 
were further moves to ad
vance a bill that worried the 
construction industry: Sl , the 
"Uniform Relocatio n Assis
tance and Land Acquisition 
Policies Act," which would 
provide for payments up to 
$5000 above appraised value 
for property owners whose 
buildings and lands are con
demned for public purposes. 

Bills to Note - Of special 
interest to architects, amid 
this welter of proposed legis
lation, were the following 
bills: 
• HR 6287, which would 
simply abolish the often con
troversial National Capital 
Planning Commission, trans
ferring its functions to the 
District of Columbia govern
ment. 
• HR 3564, which would 
clarify the status of "profes
sional corporations," thus 
permitting architects, engi
neers, lawyers, and other 
professionals to organize as 
corporations under state Jaws, 
with some assur nee that 
Federal tax laws would not 
be changed by the Internal 
Revenue Service to penalize 
them on tax treatment. 
• HR 7723, which would re
duce the Social Security tax 
on the self-employed to the 
same rate paid by employees; 
at present, the self-employed 
pay 1 % more than employ
ees for such coverage, and 
rates are due to be increased. 

Other News - There was 
news on other fronts in Wash
ington, too: 
• The Building Research In
stitute, after trying for six 
years to make its way as an 
independent organization, 

went back to the fold of the 
National Research Council 
(from whence it came), to 
become a part of the Build
ing Research Advisory Board. 
• The AIA and the consult
ing Engineers Council at
tracted about 500 members 
for a three-day "Public Af
fairs Conference" in Wash
ington to discuss such dis
parate topics as union control 
of plans and specifications, 
"new towns," equal-employ
ment opportunity regulations, 
and the "Federal Government 
as a Client." 
• The AJA also issued a 
strong call to the Nixon Ad
ministration for "far-reach
ing" reforms in urban high
way planning, lest "urban sui
cide" result from highway 
construction. 
• HUD announced a number 
of changes aimed at speeding 
up it "Turnkey" public hous
ing program, among them a 
chance for an "experienced 
developer" to carry out most 
of the preliminary work on 
hi s own, then present a com
plete package to the housing 
authorities. 

FINANCIAL 

The U.S. Office of Education 
sa id it was finding " increased 
voter reluctance" to approve 
new school construction. Said 
OE: In 1968, there were 
1750 elections, involving $3,-
700,000,000 in school bond 
issues (elementary and sec
ondary); and voters okayed 
1 183 proposals, for a total of 
$2,300,000,000. On the basis 
of dollar value, however, the 
rate of approval was 62.5 %, 
which is down from 69.2% 
in 1967 and well under the 
1957- 67 average rate of 
72.7 %. 
• Housing construction 
seemed to be off to an excel
lent start in 1969: In Janu
ary, the seasonally adjusted 
annual rate was reported at 
1,8 16,000, up 22% from De
cember. 
• There was apparently a lit
tle more mortgage money 
available in January, accord
ing to FHA, which reported 
the third consecutive me.nth 
of slight downtrend in the 
secondary market price for 
FHA-insured 6% % new
home mortgages. 
• During 1968, state and lo
cal governments spent a total 
of $24,200,000,000 for new 
construction, which is up 
11 % over the previous year. 
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The Stanley Air Curtain. It's a great step backwards. To the bazaar and open-air market. 
Nothing comes between the great outdoors and the great indoors. Just a gentle curtain 
of air. Provides optimum two-way traffic flow and the most efficient use of space. An ex
clusive "Weather Sight" sensing system on the Stanley Air Curtain automatically adjusts 
it for varying weather conditions. Reduces costs for conditioned-air, inhibits weather, 
dirt and insects. 

Air Curtains have already become popular with banks, department stores, utilities, re
tailers, hospitals, hotels and motels. Even industrial plants, white rooms and computer 
centers are discovering how well the Air Curtain controls environment with maximum 
access. 

Because you 're involved in new buildings or renovating, for openers, ask Stanley- the 
recognized leader in automatic door operating equipment. Refer to Sweet's or the Yel
low Pages for the Stanley DOE distributor nearest you. Write tor the new Air Curtain 
folder M-83, complete with designs, application information and photographs. 
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The automatic industrial 
door, garage door and 

store door people. 

STANLEY ... 
DOOR OPERATING EQUIPMENT 

Division of THE STANLEY WORKS 
Farmington, Connecticut 06032 
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Versatile Hardwood Panels ... in your choice of 16 scu I ptu red 
see-through or solid patterns and a complete selection 
of sizes. Also available in custom designs, sizes, framing 
and finishing to your specifications. Walnut, birch , ash, 
oak, poplar and other species. 
Write for your free full color ~· Jl --~I'.. .• 
brochure. ~~ 

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS 

5800 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90058 (213) 583-4511 
REPRESENTATIVES rN PRINC IPAL cmES. COVERED BY PATENT NO. 2859781 
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Decor-Grid 
Express yourself with something new. Navaco 
DECOR-GRID Solar Screen unites beauty with 
function . Rich grillwork. Allows shading , enhances 
the total appearance of any new or modernization 
project. All-aluminum. Three designs, nine color 
combinations-gold anodized , satin anodized , 
black duranodic. Send coupon today for more 
information . 

I'd like to know more about new DECOR-GRID. 

Name: __________________ _ 

Firm: __________________ _ 

Address_·------------------
City:.~----------'State · ____ Zio : __ 

HOWMET CORPORATION 
BUILDING SPECIAlT/ES OIVISION 
221 l()WNW!llvtl •' 0 80l!lil, ll(SOl.lfll lW.S1!11'9 •121 4Jll!t-lll l 
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CONWED ® 
LANDSCAPE 
PARTITIONS* 
DESIGNABLE . . PORT ABLE . . . 
FLEXIBLE . .. ACOUSTICAL .. . 
T ACKABLE ... DURABLE ... BEAUTIFUL 

You're on your own when planning space arrange
ments with new, unique Conwed Landscape Partitions. 
They are slim, graceful, completely portable and inter
changeable for maximum flexibility. Arrange work 
spaces for maximum efficiency with both visible and 
acoustical privacy. Use partitions in schools, offices, 
churches, libraries, restaurants and many other places. 

*Pat. Pending 

Landscape Partitions come in five basic sizes. They can be 
placed either in horizontal or vertical positions and different 
sizes can be inter-combined. 

Panels are joined 
with a unique black 
vinyl hinge that also 
provides an attractive 
accent line between 
panels. Standard 
partitions are 
surfaced in natural 
burlap fabric. 
Custom fabrics can also 
be provided 
for design accent. 

TOT AL ARRANGEMENT FLEXIBILITY 

+ 
Above are just a few of the arrangement possibilities 
with these adaptab le partitions. They can be easily 
moved at any time by untrained help to accommo
date changing requirements. 

Conwed also offers a complete line of floor-to
ceiling and bank rail partitions. 

Write Conwed Corporation, Dept. C-2, 332 Minne
sota Street, St. Paul, Minnesota for the complete story 
on this new, flexible space design partition. 

ce 
Conwecl 

CORPORATION 

These partitions are called Landscape because they were pioneered 
by Conwed to implement the concept of office landscaping 
recently imported from Europe whereby conventional walls are 
replaced with free flowing, portable partitions to provide ease 
of communication and arrangement of work areas while furnishing 
acoustical and visual privacy. 

FRONT PAGE PHOTO 

PROJECT: Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, Ill. 

ARCHITECT: Campus architect office, Southern Illinois University. 



There is a difference in vinyl asbestos tile. 
How do you make a choice among resilient floor 

manufacturers? We'd like you to regard us as the quality 
line, so we put together some facts for you to consider. 

For one, the tiles we make are as close to perfec
tion as anyone has yet come. They're well made and well 
cut. They' re inspected and tested time and time again to 
insure that when they're delivered to your building project 
they're in first-class condition. 

And most important of all , we stand behind 
every box of floor tile we make. After all, we've been 
in the business for many years, and we mean it liter-

ally when we say that our reputation is riding with every 
truck we send to you. 

For another, we have a national organization 
of experienced architectural representatives and authorized 
contractors who will get you samples fast, answer questions 
and contribute their own knowledge to the solution of all 
your floor problems. 

For more information, contact your GAF repre
sentative or write to GAF Corporation, Floor Products Di

vision, Dept. PA-49, 140 West 51 st Street, New York, 
New York 10020. 
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© GAF Corporation GAF Floor Products V. A tile illustrated is Thru·Chip #3583 and #3590 





At sz35 an hour 
he should spend his time 
creating new drawings 
not redrawing old ones. 
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With the Xerox 1860 printer 
around, a draftsman has time to do a 
lot more important things than draw
ing drawings that have been drawn 
before. 

Instead of redrawing from scratch, 
you make a same-size print of the 
original on the 1860. 

Then draw just the portion that's 
changed, paste it on the 1860 print, 
and run that through the 1860 again. 
There's the new drawing. 

Drawing restoration without re
drawing? Run the original through 
the 1860. 

Fuzzy and faded lines come out 
crisp and black. 

Yellowed backgrounds come out 
white and clean. 

(Sometimes you might want to 
make an intermediate, touch that up, 
then make a final copy from that.) 

The Xerox 1860 makes prints at 
100%, 95% , 75% , 62%, 50%, or 
45% of original size. For reduction, 

it accepts originals up to 36" wide by 
any length and 1/a" thick. 

All this on ordinary bond paper if 
you want paper prints. Or translucent 
intermediates or offset master stock. 

If you 're interested in turning 
your re-draftsmen back into drafts
men, write for more on the 1860 to 
Xerox, Dept.AE7, Xerox Square, 
Rochester, New York 14603. 

XEROX 
H•O• CO•O'O• AT>OIO, llOt;HUTc•. N[WTO•OI 14601 . ovc•Hu1 lllUIOIAlllU Tl<llQUQ>IOUT ..... ,, .. ..... c•1c .. , AND'" UIOCIUION ............... O•UA>o1IA110 .. ~•o., ....... UJU) .. uo .. lOMOON 1 ..... o 

TIUIOUCIH """" •CllOX uo., TUJO·•C•O• co .. uo .. 101<~0. UllOll , . ... ll[GISUllU> TllAO[IO .. C or HllO• COllO'OUTION , ll&o .• • UAOUUIU< 011" llCllOll co••Oll•TION. 
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The Barre~® 
Chem-Ply flashing 

system 

from beginnin 
in fhe places ere 
leaks often begin. 
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Chem-PIY 
Flashing 
makes all 
ordinary 
flashings 

This exclusive one
p ly Barrett Flashing 
System was invented to re
duce roof problems. The flashing 
itself is a factory-formed 27-mil laminate of weather
resistant chlorinated polyethylene and strong glass 
fiber. Specially formu lated flashing and lap adhesives 
complete the system. 

Why is it so superior to ordinary systems? It's 
stronger, more supple, more flexible. Withstands 
bui ldi ng movements better. It's dimensionally stab le 
- almost no expansion or contraction in tempera
tures from -S0° F to +150°F. Never becomes brittle 
and is practically puncture - proof. The flashing 
adhesive bonds the sheet securely to asphalt and 
pitch felts and to substrates - masonry walls, wood, 
metal. The special lap adhesive solvent-welds all 
joints into a continuous sheet. It is resistant to fungus, 

acids, and to most corrosive agents in 
the atmosphere. All these features 

add up to far better performance. 
Specifications for the Chem
Ply Flashing System are included 

in the new 1969 Barrett Roof-
ing Systems Manual. We'd 

like to send copies for 
your files. 

Innovations, such as 
Chem-Ply Flashing, are 

part of the Barrett 115-
year-old tradition of lead-

ership in built-up roofing 
products, systems, and tech-

nical service - backed by a 
network of Barrett approved roofers. A letter or 
phone ca ll to any of the Celotex offices (located 
in principal cities) will put this "know-how" to 
work for you. 

*Trademark 

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION 
Tampa, Florida 33607 

Subsidiary of Jim Walter Corporation 
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YELLOW 
IS FOR THE BIRDS. 

NOT LIGHTING PANELS ... 

After 12 years 

these lighting panels 
of Plexiglas® are still 

like-new white 

Age and exposure to fluorescent 
light cause no noticeable 
discoloration in lighting panels of 
Plexiglas acrylic plastic. Yellowing 
does not dim their brightness, even 
after years and years of service. 
This time-proved superiority of 
Plexiglas has been demonstrated in 
thousands of installations such as 
the one pictured. 

Plexiglas assures efficient, glare
free light transmittance in both 

84 

injection molded or extruded 
light-control lenses and lighting 
diffuser panels. Plexiglas is light in 
weight and highly breakage 
resistant, adding safety and ease of 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 394 

maintenance to a lighting system. 
And it's code-approved nationwide. 

To assure the highest quality 
lighting, always specify Plexiglas. 
Write for our technical brochure, 
" Plexiglas in Lighting" and the 
names of lighting equipment 
manufacturers who use Plexiglas. 

®T rademark R eg. U. S. Pat. Off., Canada a11d 
principal Western H emisphere countries. 
Sold as O ROOLAS® in other counl ries . 

Plexiglas is made only by 

RDHMID 
~HAAS~ 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19105 
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April 1969 PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE 

"Our urban crisis involves more than 
bad housing, poor schools, and inade
quate transportation. At its root is a 
deep sense of loss of community
people uprooted by change, over
whelmed by the complexity of urban 
life, and alienated from the mainstream 
of American society. To restore this 
essential sense of community, we must 
revitalize the entire urban environment, 
not just any one part of it." 

FORMER VICE-PRESIDENT 

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY 





EDITORIAL 

Transaction - or a piece of the action? Last month, I participated as one of 
nine panelists at a student-initiated conference entitled, "Transaction: The 
Changing Role of the Architect." The conference agenda listed a series of panels 
beginning with sociology, continuing to computers and technology, and con
cluding with design. Panel discussion had theoretically been scheduled to pro
ceed in orderly 45-minute intervals from subject to subject. In practice, the 
agenda served merely to program the keynote speech and the first coffee break 
thereafter. What followed for the rest of the day was an exhilarating verbal 
free-for-all. Sociology, computers, technology, and design, it soon developed, 
were merely springboards for voicing hotly contested opinions regarding the 
changing conception of architecture. 

Two revolutionary ideas - that of the socioeconomic revolution and the rev
olution occurring in tlrn architectural profession - were hopelessly confused 
during the discussions. One concern markedly in evidence was the continuing, 
unreasoning, persistent fear that the computer will phase the architect out of 
environmental design in the same way automation threatens to phase low-income 
Blacks and Puerto Ricans out of economic existence. Fear of mammoth corpora
tions was no less restrained. When a paneli t from a major corporation proposed 
an urban solution, he triggered an immediate derisive response from an audi
ence that chose to ignore the legitimate definition of "Transaction" as a business 
transaction. The fact that prisons, slum , and factories can be classified as build
ing categories seemed sufficient grounds upon which to accuse the architectural 
Establishment of fostering social injustice, discrimination, and air pollution. A 
slightly ironic note was injected into the proceedings when it became apparent 
that the most vociferous of the world-shaking radical students were obviously 
disturbed by a change in the order of the auditorium seating arrangements. 

In the excitement of revolutionizing traditional architectural values, the con
ference overlooked the fact that a great architectural revolutionary had worked 
out the relation hip between architecture and revolution more than 40 years ago. 
Corbusier wrote in 1927, "Architecture or revolution. Revolution can be avoided." 
Which seems to define architecture as an antirevolutionary activity. 

The questioning of values that took place at the conference was analogous to 
what Edward T. Hall has characterized aR the att itude of revolutionary minority 
groups trapped in our malignant inner cities. In the process of being destroyed, 
said Hall, they threaten to bring down the structure that houses us all. The 
significant difference between the two economic groups - the students and the 
ghetto - is that "bread" is a hip expression for a "piece of the action," wherea 
the primary concern of inner city minorities is simply bread. 

The conference made quite clear that we have not solved the problem of how 
architectural action is to evolve from political action, or even if it can. Values 
have been revi ed, a the revolution continues, a to what constitutes architecture. 
but a political manifesto cannot be equated with a working drawing, and an 
occupied building is not the same as an architecturally designed space. Political 
concern might be more important than architectural concern at the moment, 
but they are not yet the same thing. 

To the credit of the entire conference, but mostly to the students, throughout 
the entire discu sion of sociol_ogy, computers, technology, design, architectural 
and social revolution, human transaction proved of more concern than "a piece 
of the action," which, after all, is the only justifiable basis for any revolution. • 



Two recent projects from the boards of Edward Larrabee Barnes are in his best tradition of 
careful geometry and subtle restraint. Both are part of educational institutions and use some 
of the same means to reach quite different ends. A seminary in Indiana and a group of dor
mitories at Bennington College in Vermont are both highly lucid intellectual statements -
logical, carefully detailed, and entirely lacking in artifice. 

They are designed under a finely balanced discipline that derives much of its interior life 
from the quality of light and whose exterior ornament is often shadow. The buildings look 
out freely on their natural surroundings, but remain somewhat aloof: quiet, self-contained, 
and contemplative. 

Ecclesiastical Geometry: 
Christian Theological 
Seminary 
The Christian Theological Seminary 
stands on a bluff overlooking the White 
River on the outskirts of Indianapolis. It 
i a graduate Protestant educational in
stitution of the Christian Churches (Dis
ciples of Christ) whose faculty and stu
dent body is interspersed with members of 
other denominations and on whose board 
of trustees the Protestant, Jewish, and 
Catholic faith s are represented. As an in-
titution , the seminary believes that. the 

ec umenical approach is today's mandate 
to religion, and that its architecture 
should express that mandate in a simple, 
universal language. 

A belief in the continuity of life and 
religion is expressed by the uninterrupted 
Row of the building that begins with the 
auditorium and common rooms and termi
nates in the chapel. "The chapel is not a 
free-s tanding structure," says Barnes, 
"something you 'go to,' isolated from 
life." The chapel is part of the east wing 
that is not yet built, but when it is com
pleted, seminarians will be able to walk 
from the social rooms past the classrooms 
and to the chapel without leaving the pro
tection of the building - nearly a quar
ter of a mile of cloistered, marble-paved 
co rridor. 

The long, linear building wraps itself 
around two courtyards. The smaller of 
the two revolves around a fountain and 
represents an ecumenical openness, read
ily accessible to the public from the park
ing area. It is bounded on one side by the 
auditorium and on the other two by ad-

88 Line and Volume 

ministrative offices. The second is a large 
grass co urt, rimmed by a long corridor of 

·glazed sections deeply recessed into pre
ca t concrete panels. It is contemplative 
and looks away from the world toward 
the steep embankment of the river. 

Barnes poetically describes the mean
dering design of the building as a living 
organism "with a tail , a stomach, a head 
and a soul." The library and chapel ( pre
sumably th e head and the soul ) will 
branch off the ·east wing, completing the 
seri es o[ major architectural events that 
occ ur at intervals along the quiet office
classroom links. 

The boldest element is the chapel, 
standing on the river bluff and dominat
ing the res t of the seminary. The interior 
is to be white, pure, and devoid of icono
graphy - lit by a large scoop light on the 
roof and high slits of clear glass on the 
side wall s. bare except for a large stand
ing cross, an organ , and the minimum es
sen tials of reli gious service. Barnes feels 
that there is a redemptive quality in lis
tening to music in austere visual silence. 
and the room is designed to enhan ce the 
reverberative qualities of th e organ. 

The interiors clearly express the spirit 
of the building. "The effect on students 
has been one of buoyancy,'' a seminary 
spokesman commented. "There is a sense 
nf continuity and community." President 
Beauford A. Norris emphasizes the 
"roominess and light" and what these 
symbolize for the modern church. "Our 
job today is to shed light on living,'' he 
says. And th e strai ght-forward logic of 
the building clearly ex presses a Protesta nt 
ethi c th at increasingly denies th e powers 
of mysti fi cation. 

The plainness of interior spaces and 

the walls of white plaster bring paintings, 
sc ul pture, and people into sharp relief. 
Although shunning Gothic iconography, 
client and architect agreed that the halls 
and walls should not be bare, and an am
bitious art program was part of interior 
pl anning. Among other works, a P omo
doro sphere dominates the entrance lob
by. a Vasarely canvas hangs beneath a 
skylight in the corridor opposite a large 
entrance into the common room, and an 
Or tman-designed felt tapestry brightens 
each of the 12 seminar rooms. 

The church member who made the col
lection possible is J. Irwin Miller, the man 
whose support of good design in Colum
bu , Indiana. has been largely responsible 
for makin g that small town one of the ar
chitectural wonders of the country. "The 
church today i in desperate need of the 
services of all the arts ... a fact which 
Protestants especially have been prone to 
overlook," Miller wrote in a dedication 
tatement. 

ISD Incorporated collaborated with 
Mary Barnes on interiors, and the major
ity of furnishings have been specially de
signed. Overscale dimensions were used 
keep furnishings in proportion to the 
large spaces where standard sizes would 
be los t. Only natural material were 
used: wood, wool, linen, and lea ther. And 
the colors are generally flat and neutral 
with accents of deep reds, browns, or 
black. Chair fram es. tables, and millwork 
are white oak. 

Furnishings. like the architecture. are 
simple, well planned. and cleanly de
tailed. Their subdued palette lends 
warmth to th e white in teriors and com
plement th e ettin g without competing 
with it. 
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Trees bordering greal grass court (aboi,e) are seen through gla=ing of e11 try wing (below) and become part of entrance "picwre" framed by projecting panels. 
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The entry court is bracketed on three sides 
liy the more secular spaces of the seminary: 
social rooms (12 , 13), dining hall (1) , meet
ing room (14) , administrative offices (15 
to 17), and auditorium ( 3). The auditorium, 
which is now being used for religious services 
pending completion of the chapel, was 
planned for conferences and concerts, and 
as the heart of the seminary's communica
tions program. A separate entry plaza on the 
south or river side of the building invites 
frequent community use. Facilities include 
radio and television studios (6 and 36) for 
educating young ministers in the use of the 
tools of modem electronics media that expand 
communications beyond the physical con
fines of the church. The seminary produces 
programs that are broadcast on several 
commercial TV and radio stations in the 
area, and has also formed a repertory theater 
group for religious drama. 

Along the administrative wing, office 
windows open onto the entry co1irt, while 
the marble-paved corridor faces a large, 
inward-oriented grass court at the edge of the 
river bank. Floor-to-ceiling glazing is deeply 
set into precast concrete panels along the 
corridor, and natural light is brought into 
secretarial offices via a long scoop skylight 
that is continuous above inner offices. 

North and east wings complete the semi· 
enclosure of the great grass court and contain 
academic and religious functions of the 
seminary. Twelve seminar rooms (19) in the 
completed north wing accommodate up to 
16 students each and flank, six on each side, a 
group of five lecture halls that open off a 
pleasant, airy two-story space, lit again by a 
shed-roof skylight. Programming spelled out 
specific relationships between teaching spaces 
and between professors and students, calling 
for direct connections between each seminar 
room and the second-story faculty offices 
(35), for example. Two small "prayer rooms" 
(20) offer quit retreats for study or con
templation at midpoint in the academic wing. 

Because of the building's long, winding 
"S" shape, it is pierced at frequent intervals 
by entryways, and the sense of entry into the 
building is enhanced by stepping 1tp to 
doorways and recessing them into the 
approach wall. 
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When the east wing is built, vertical elements 
of the chapel and bell tower will climax th e 
wandering, hori:ontal building. Model of 
rhapel interior (right) shows pattern of light 
from slit windows. Entrance from corridor 
into swdent lounge (below) is framed by jut· 
ting walls, an interior reprise of main 
entrance. Victor Vassarely painting hangs 
on corridor wall lit by skylight - a cool 
geometric painting in a cool geometric build
ing. Thrust stage of auditorium (bottom) 
is separated at proscenium by enormous slid
ing oak wall behind choir. When open, 
the two chevron-patterned panels reveal a 
handsome loose-woven curtain by Jack Lenor 
Larsen. I ts deep red tone is the only color 
in a wood-paneled room with oatmeal up
holstery and carpeting. Complex ceiling 
forms baffle ound and conceal stage lights. 

CHRISTIAN TllEOLOCICAL SEMI NARY, Indian
apolis, Ind. A rchitect: Edward L. Barnes. 
Associate: Hildegarde Bergeim . Site: Part 
of a 36-ocre campus overlooking the White 
Ri!'er. Prograrn: To design teaching, admin
istrative, religious, and social spaces for fac· 
ulty and 400 seminarians. Structural Sys
tem : Concrete block bearing walls with steel 
bar joists; steel columns and beams with bar 
joists over major spaces . M echanical Sys
tem: Gas-fired heating and air conditioning. 
M ajo r Mate rials : Precast panels with local 
cream-colored river pebble exposed aggre· 
gate; also used in courtyard paving. Interiors 
are rough-textllred white plaster; corridor 
parnd in gray Carthage marble; other spaces 
carpeted. Consultants : Dan Kiley, landscap
ing· I D, In corporated, and Mary Barnes, 
interiors; Cosentini Associates, mechanical ; 

everud-Perrone-Sturm-Conlin-Ba11del, struc
tural. Pho to graphy, except as noted : Jon 
Narr. 
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Cross formed by chimney and clerestory 
fascia (/acing page) is the only hint of 
religious symbolism in the ecumenical archi
tecture. It is seen over low roof of recreation 
room fa cing the inviting rear court. In side 
(below), fireplace wall dominates student 
lounge, where sofas of brick red and black 
brown add muted warmth to the white 
interior. Seats built into the four corners 

afford more secluded retreats from social areas 
at the center of th e room . Cross on wall over 
fireplace is by George Ortman, who also 
designed colorful felt banners hanging in 
seminary rooms (abot•e righ t ). Focal poin ts 
of meeting room (above left) are 27-place 
oak table (chevron-patt erned, like the 
auditorium wall panels) and large relief 
painting by Ben Nicholson. 



Colleg iate Geometry: 
Three Dormitories at 
Bennington College 

When Ed Barnes was commissioned to de
sign additional dormitory space for Ben
nington College, the de facto setting was 
a residential campus of 1930's colonial, 
neatly arranged along a Beaux-Arts axis. 
Barnes carefully maintained the estab
lished symmetry of the plan, and sup
ported it with a frame of six small resi
dential houses of identical design: three 
on the east and three on the west. Land
scape planning extends walkways along 
original lines and calls for a truing up 
and formalizing of the hilltop platform 
on which the residential complex is sited. 

The west three buildings have been 
completed, but the east three were post
poned pending a decision to accept men 
on the campus - traditionally a women's 
domain. The houses are modest in size 
and cost ($21.75 per sq ft, 30 students), 
but share the same respect for straight 
lines and simple geometric volumes that 
distinguish the Christian Theological 
Seminary. They create a series of secon
dary spaces consistent with the old spaces, 
and the white wood exteriors echo the 
white clapboard of their colonial neigh
bors. The sloping roofs and unassuming 
forms are also quite congenial with the 
farm architecture of the surrounding 
countryside. 

The high point, literally, of each house 
is the living room, perched atop the sec
ond-level entry. It is the social center of 
each dormitory and the only enclosed 
space on the top floor. But, in season, it 
becomes merely an adjunct to the adjoin
ing roof deck, where the time-honored 
coed custom of sunbathing is religiously 
observed. The practice is one that, for the 
architect at least, constitutes a building 
function of major importance. 

Barnes has chosen the repose of order 
over the excitement of showmanship in fit. 
ting the new to the old. Each building is 
a unit in a repeating pattern, but estab
lishes its individual character on the in-

White walls and dark roofs of completed 
residence houses (site plan, color) echo basic 
elements of older colonial buildings, and 
pattern of siting reinforces existing axial 
plan. Dominant chimney, rising above terne 
metal roof (facing page), and finely detailed 
articulation of entries, illustrate continuity 
of Barnes' style. 
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THREE RESIDENCE HOUSES FOR BEN

NI GTON COLLEGE, Bennington, Vt. 
Architect: Edward L. Barnes. 
Site: Existing residential complex 
on the Bennington cam pus. Pro
gram: To design additional dormi
tory space for a total of 180 stu
dents. Structural System: Balloon 
frame. Mechanical System: Hot 
water convectors. Major Materi
als: Vertical wood siding painted 
white ; terne metal roofs. White 
painted siding or sheetrock on in
teriors ; wood fioors. Cost: 646,-
000 for the three houses. Consul
tants: Peter Rolland, landscaping; 
Judith Chafee, interiors; Cosentini 
Associates, mechanical; Severud
p e rrone-Sturm-Conlin-B and el, struc
tural. Photography, except as 
noted: Clemens Kalischer. 

Looking up toward main entry from 
stair hall (left), chimney is seen 
through large clerestory. Roof deck, 
deserted in winter (facing page, 
top), is well populated in clement 
weather. "Sun bathing is a lovely 
custom at Bennington," the 
architect observes. 

For the so-called "harem room" 
(facing page, left, top), Judith 
Chafee designed two kinds of 
nesting platforms: 30 in. square 
for tables and seats and 30" x 60" 
for so fas, with triangular back 
supports that can be set into bases. 
Large cushions fit platforms or can 
be stacked on the fioor. Shallow
cone light shades appear to fioat 
but are suspended from ceiling 
track, and refiect light coming from 
movable "cans" below. Sleep/ 
study rooms (facing page, left, 
bottom) are also furnished with 
modular units by designer Chafee, 
who took her cue from the methods 
and materials most often used by 
students left to their own devices. 
A system of planes (desk-top slabs) 
and blocks (storage units and 
bookcases), supplemented by loose 
shelves and cork bricks, use a join
ing system that is the soul of 
simplicity: a couple of nickels 
inserted in the slots running along 
the undersides of the slabs and 
top sides of base units. 
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teriors: specifically, in the lounges, each 
of which was designed in a different style. 

Simplicity is as popular with today's 
college students as it is appropriate for 
seminarians. And, like the seminary, Ben
nington's white interiors form a receptive 
container that offers many possibilities. 
One lounge is neutral, as close to white 
as was considered practically possible, 
with bentwood, woven leather and woven 
willow furniture, stoneware crocks and 
ashtrays. Another has been described as 
"old-fashioned modern" - Breuer and 
Herman Miller chrome frames reflecting 
fabri cs of gray and black. The third is 
furnished with a custom-designed set of 
construction toys: put-together nesting 
platforms, detachable triangular chair
back supports, and cushions of various 
sizes in brilliant oranges, reds, and pinks. 
Because of the cushions, the colors, and 
the low seating, the architect had dubbed 
it "the harem room." And it has proved 
the most popular of the three. 

Although a seminary and a girls' dor
mitory would seem, traditionally, to re
quire distinct architectural habitats, a 
similarity of form and feeling illustrated 
in the two Barnes projects is the expres
sion of an ecumenicism that has gone be
yond the confines of religion. The archi
tecture not only represents the continuity 
of one man's style, but is evidence of the 
contemporary belief in the continuity and 
kinship of all aspects of living. 
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o one can say that the usually quiet
mannered Paul Rudolph does not dare. 
He dares to be primarily concerned with 
paces and equences of space ; he dares 

to construct vertigo effects that would put 
off many a prospective client; he even 
dared to build omething that might have 
been considered illegal some four years 
ago. 

"Do you realize that 95 per cent of ar
chitecture through the ages could not 
have been built under the existing laws," 
he says. "We could almost say that archi
tecture has been outlawed." 

Although architect Rudolph's first New 
York office has been dismantled - not 
because it was "outlawed" but because he 
moved to 54 W. 57th Street - PI A 
thought it a great space and a significant 
enough work in Rudolph's career to re
cord it in photographs (these pages). 

The arrival at the office involved a re
ver e form of preparation: In Rudolph's 
own words, " From the street, you went 
through a 1930's black glass, chipped 
anodized aluminum new front on a decent 
six-story loft building," which was on the 
downtown ide of 58th Street across from 
the Plaza Hotel. "The lobby was wood 
papered; then , up a Gropius-battleship
gray shipping elevator with asphalt tile 
- marbleized, of course." 

When one got off the elevator, the 
space suddenly exploded : all white, light 
and open; floating. interconnected, 
striped by flying bridges (5, 10); interre
lated by multiple-use object (2, 3, 11) 
and multiple-use spaces that superim
posed meaning on meaning; canopied by 
precarious-looking cantilevers (1, 12, 13, 
15) ; confusi ng, disconcerting, and im
mediately impres ive. It seemed at first 
glance like a lighter version of his A&A 
building at Yale. It was unquestionably a 
major space, and a major work in its ex
tension of Rudolph's art sense of spatial 
manipulation. 

When he rented this single top floor
through. Rudolph discovered that, by 
rai ing the roof over the front part of the 
building about 4 ft ( ee remodeling dia
gram and section below), he could get in 
a mezzani ne floor, which could be used as 

RUDOLPH'S 
DARE-DEVIL 

OFFICE 
DESTROYED 
a drafting space. Then he opened up the 
roof in the middle of the plan and built a 
glazed two-story pavilion, which enclosed 
a desk-conference area for himself on the 
south (at the level of the roof) and a con
ference area above that with his own 
drafting table cantilevered out over the 
desk area below (1). 

He found that he could afford to do 
such an elaborate remodeling even on a 
hort-term basis because tl:ie rent was very 

low. The platforms were supported on 
steel brackets (Ph in. x 1 in.) bolted to 
the brick party walls or to joists. "It was 
only slightly shaky," as Rudolph ob
serves. 

To connect these work areas on the 
north front with the south rear of the 
plan, two narrow platforms were built at 
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different level s on the east and west sides 
of the space: the lower one on the west 
- partially concealed in (2) by the large 
site model of Rudolph's new town of 
Stafford Harbor - was actually the top 
of a book and storage cabinet (3, 4, 5) ; 
the upper one, on the east side of the 
·space, connected the front drafting area 
(9) to a stair (10) that went up to Ru
dolph's desk area. Because of the changes 
of level, the platforms produced a kind of 
spiral circulation pattern. For one who 
really had the run of the place, it was a 
dizzying feat going up and down stairs 
around the central well of a space. 

The effect was dizzying to first- time 
visitors al o. Floating out along the east 
wall over the central well was such a 
narrow strip of a bridge that it was the 
most vertigo-producing area in the space. 
In the photographs, which were taken 
just before the office was demolished, the 
rail of that bridge shows a a wide, but 
rather low. magazine rack (9, 10) ; origi
nally, that rail had been a slim, light
weight-looking white rope hung at about 
the same height. As you passed along the 
bridge from the mezzanine drafting space 
to the desk/ conference area, the statue of 
a cardinal, which was placed against the 
wall (6), thrust you out into rhe space -
almost off the bridge. The visitor instant
ly felt Rudolph 's sense of daring. How
ever, the architect ultimately sub tituted 
the magazine rack for the rope when, as 
he says, " the look on a certain mayor's 
face said that was one civic center I 
wasn't going to do." 

One might have thought that every
thing was arranged to put the client at a 
di sadvantage in front of the master. And 
Rudolph admits that the office may have 
lo t him as many clients as it gained him. 
"It was usually disconcerting on first visit 
because" he adds, "suddenly, after being 
in the elevator, the space was not defined. 
And when people know the definite limi
tations of a space they are more happy. 
This space was free flowing vertically. 
like a Mies plan turned on edge," he says 
(see section) . 

If it seemed like a light-toned version 
of the dra {ting room at his A&A Building, 
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Rudolph points out that, basically, this 
was, instead, a sequence of open, unbro
ken spaces in which one platform led to 
another, clockwise, in a kind of spiral, 
whereas at A&A, although one could see 
a similar, multilevel space, the sequence 
from one level to another was through 
smaller enclosed spaces. He merely says 
1 hat the office was "fairly typical of the 
spaces I have been dealing with for the 
past four to five years." 

" In the original space," he continues, 
'" the law assumed that all you could pos-
ilby want was a 10-ft loft space. But I 

didn't want a 10-ft high loft space. Can 
one ever forget the sections of Mies -
parallel horizontal lines of equal dis
tance? What a negation of the human 
spirit." 

Light in the office was special. "The sun 
was arranged," Rudolph explains ; "I 
mean, the windows were arranged so that 

The drafting room (south on plan) was 
fitted with two levels of monks' carrels with 
storage beneath the drafting tables (7, 8). 
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a beam of light penetrated deep into the 
lowest level of the tall, central space. Yet 
there wa no glare." 

·'I also liked the idea of partitions that 
gave vi ual privacy but permitted you to 
relate to the adjacent act1v1t1es by 
ounds," he concludes. "There was a lot 

going on in that space. I have no preten
sions about it not being a work space. 
The utilitarian and the notion of 'a se
quence of spaces' are alien - at war 
with each other - many people say. But 
that space was used in highly intensive 
ways. and for me it worked. Besides, that 
is what I think 20th-Century architecture 
i ~ all about." Isn't that the way to dare? 
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CAMpopop 
sit ops 

Retailing is holding out a welcoming hand 
to the effects of Supermannerism, follow
ing the lead of drafting rooms, homes, and 
architects' offices. In increasing numbers, 
shops are appearing with ambiguous en
vironments and with a permissive attitude 
toward customer involvement that make 
them Retail Happenings. Some are kinetic 
boutiques that offer electrically changing 
devices to bring the customer closer to the 
merchandise. Often, this closeness is pre
sented in the guise of television or of space 
travel , which , paradoxically, have distance 
as their premise. Other stores shout for at
tention with Supergraphics and and other 
boldly painted devices, some of which make 
them Campopop Shops. A third direction in 
store design evidences an interest in sys
tems and construction kits. All these direc
tions attempt to catch the prospective 
customer's attention with imagery and in
volvement, to make them participate in the 
Retail Happening.-CRS 
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In the rear of Philadelphia's 
Vendo Nuhes Art Gallery, Lester 
Walker de igned a toy shop called 
"3-4 Platypus" as a kit of brightly 
painted, dismountahle shelves. 
The interchangeable and multi
functional parts, all of %-in. birch 

plywood, make up a series of ver
tical members with glued-and
nailed-on rails that support re
movable shelves without nails or 
bolts. The unit is free-standing 
and self-supporting. Walker ex
plains that, by cutting away the 
material not needed for support, 
he evolved a hierarchy of circular 
cutouts ranging from those large 
enough to provide a symbol from 
the front of the gallery, to inter
mediate cutouts that facilitate 
lighting and display, to small 
openings that create frames for 
delicate toys. He conceived the 
design as being strong enough to 
attract customers from the front 
of the gallery 50 ft away "yet 
sen itive enough to accommodate 
and not compete with the most 
delicate toy." This kit of slip
together, interlocking Tinkertoy 
part point to the expansive po
tential for knock-down, self-sup
porting display systems. 

PIANO~HINGEO 
SIGN 

I FLOOR PLAN 



'·On 1 t" is on Fir t Avenue at 
63rd Street in Manhattan, o pho
tographer-moviemaker Bert Stern, 
who owns it, turned on to the 
shopfront and made it the biggest 
Pop graphics in town - except 
maybe for billboards. With Sven 
Lukin, he planned the giant " O" 
as the hop window; it ha nine 
do ed-c ircuit TV screens in it that 
show changin g views of the mer
chandise and of the cu tomer ac
ti vity inside. The " " is the en
trance. "1st" is pai nted on a 
concrete-colored wall alongside. 

The America n Thought. Com-
bine, Inc., - a new group of de
ij!ners that in ·ludes a n architect, 

an art director, a phy ici t, a 
psychologist, a nd light-a nd-sound 
techn i ians - who designed the 
interior, mad the hopfront 
graphics into an illuminated sign 
that fl ashes 580 red, green, blue, 
and ye llow incandescent bulbs to 
turn on the letters in a co nstantly 
changing, pre-set series of these 

primarie and the ir combinations 
- purple. orange, and (when all 
are on together) white. 

Within the "N," gray glass 
doors and a dark concrete-colored 
vestibule crea te a l igh t lock that 
makes the entran e almo t invi -
ible from the out ide. 

If thi hopfron t is S upergraph
ics, rather than imply being la rge 
graphic at uper ca le, it becomes 
so by virtue of the sequence of 
spaces from treet through the 
capsu lar light-lock vestibule to the 
main sa les room within. There, in 
a dark gall ery of po tlighted ob
jects - all designed by contem
porary artists: paper plates by 
Gerald Laing, lamps by Billy 
Apple; wallpaper by Roy Lichten -
tein, furniture by several de
igners - cale and pace are 

ambivalent, contrad ictory, and 
especiall y when the sou nd system 
is in orbit, completely di orient
ing. Detached from visual contact 
with the street, the space is a 

sin gle rectangle covered entirely 
in dark blue ca rpet - wall , floor , 
and ceiling, all corners are curved. 
(For Valentine's Day, it was 
aflame with red light. ) Beams of 
lights pierce the gloom to singl e 
out objects in their weightlessness. 

Just as in all-white, all-red, and 
all -silver rooms, the totally en
closed, monochromatic dark blue 
makes the space appear a sunless, 
infini te outer space - or non
space. On the other hand, the 
tex ture of the carpet urfacing 
undeniably produce an acoustical 
effect as ociated with intimate en
closure - like a telephone booth. 

o the space is both visually in
finite and acou tically confining 
- a con tradictory and ambivalent 
exper ience. It i made further 
ambiguou by gray-mirrored col
umns that refl ec t the blue ca rpet's 
soft -tex tu re in their shiny, brittle 
su rfaces. 

What really send it ou t into 
orbit is the space-console-con-
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A/lam w"th lights for alen tine's Day. 
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The sound-and-light console. 

trolled sound system, which has 
speakers placed "in sound col
umns" - that is, in vertical pairs 
of speakers at the curves of floor 
and ceiling - IO columns placed 
around the room. When the sys
tem is switching the music from 
column to column, rotating all 
around the room in acoustical 
circles, and when an echo effect 
ex tends this acoustical merry-go· 
round to some indefinable dimen
sion while a tremulo wavers it, 
like a supersonic fire-engine siren 
or a flying saucer bleep-bleep, the 
emi-infinite pace capsule starts 

to spin around and around as the 
music spirals and echoes and 
wavers and the whole flying saucer 
absolutely lifts off. Unsettling? 
It's the most flying apart orbit 
you've ever experienced. It's un
freaking-believable ! 

Next to the dark blue "candy
apple" finish on the light-and· 
sound control console ("candy 
apple" is a deep-lacquer-over· 

silver finish used on motorcycles 
and hotrods) is a circular stair to 
the downstairs shop. The balus
trade of the stairwell is also dark 
blue candy apple so that, as you 
begin to descend, you feel you are 
going underwater. But under the 
downstairs ceiling, which is a 
single fixture of exposed, frosted, 
incandescent bulbs, the color 
spectrum changes to laser-like 
brightness; the spectrum starts at 
the top with pale yellow and de
scends through orange to red, 
ending in a brilliant red carpet. 
One Par on design tudent noted 
that the temperature actually 
changes as you go downstairs. 

On this lower level is another 
sales area for clothe and acce -
sories : scarves by Jack Younger
man, Richard Anuskiewicz, and 
Robert Indiana; clothes by Ken 
Scott and others. Exposed con
crete block and basement piping 
in this red-carpeted room are 
painted in horizontal stripes that 

rise vertically through the color 
spectrum from bright red to deep 
red to deep purple to light purple 
to violet on. the ceiling. One feel 
that the blue room is immediately 
above. From the violet ceiling 
hang sparkling lights on violet 
wires (below). 

Retailing aspects of "On 1st" 
are somewhat contradictory, if en
lightening: There is really not 
enough merchandise in evidence 
yet, though obviously the stable 
of artist-designers will be built up 
in time; furthermore, the staff 
seem as out of it as the envi ron
ment. Moreover, the shopping by 
television that is the image of the 
show window is a black-and-white 
image that is less than half of the 
riotous color effect offered by the 
objects on sale inside. So the TV 
conceals rather than reveals. 

Well, we have a way to go, it 
appears. But if this shop isn't the 
blast off, you'd better strap your
self in for the real thing. 
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While sitting in San Francisco's 
Ghirardelli Square to di cuss the 
de ign of a new record shop, 
form er P / A enior Editor James 
T. Burns, ] r., spun out "Hear· 
Hear" for a name. Barbara Stauf
facher pun it around even further 
in her logo design as "HY3: ·HEAR 
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(after all, it is '69). She then 
added more of her meaningful 
tripe to Daniel Solomon's diag· 

onally partitioned space: Facing 
the pro pecti ve cu tomer on Ghir· 
ardelli Square are mega· ymbols 
of recordings in blue, black, and 
red, which are diagonally super· 
impo ed with upergrooves of 
purpl e and black. Adjacent red· 
and-white bands and groove-like 
arc sugge t the spread of con· 
centric sound waves. The red· 
white-and-purple scheme persists 
on all partitions facing the street 
( top and center), but when the 
customer get to the back of the 
hop and sta rt toward the door 

again (bottom), Bobbie Stauf
facher low him down on his way 
out with the danger symbol 
black-and-yellow diagonal stri pe . 
These are not-so-hidden, persua· 
sive uperstripes. P erhaps the 
longer the cu tomer lin gers or is 
detained, the more likely he will 
be to buy - or at lea t to Hear 
Hear here. 
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"Altre Cose" in Milan is a couple 
of other things altogether. It 
brings an image of space travel to 
retailing, adding kinetic to that 
imagery, and it brings the partici· 
pation of the cu tomer to the sell · 
ing procedure, making him an 
active performer in the retail 
happening. 

Designed by Ugo La Pietra, 
Aldo Jacober, and Paola Rizzatto, 
the ales area of the shop consist 
of two mall rooms on the ground 
floor (two adjacent rooms in iso· 
metric) with ome fitting rooms 
upstairs (not hown). 

One can enter in either of two 
ways: first, from the street ("e" 
in diagram) into the larger main 
room, where 30 transparent plas· 
tic cylinder on the ceiling can 
be lowered by the customer at the 
push of a button on the con trol 
board (below and facing page, 
bottom). Each cylinder contain 
merchandise-hangers for dresses 
or shelve for mailer items -
acces ible through long ovate 
opening in the cylinder. It is "the 
tele election of this or that dress, 
"as Tomma so Trini ha written 
in Domus, which make the CUS· 

tomer a performer. 
econd, one can enter the 

mailer, second room by means of 

a raked elevator capsule (right 
and facing page, top), which as· 
cends from the discotheque 
"Bang·Bang" beneath the shop. 
The control·board entryway and 
the clear capsule of this elevator 
make this access a space trip for 
each visitor. 

In the larger cylinder room, 
circle.perforated aluminum panels 
- like those used on the street 
en try (above, left) - line three 
walls; a mirrored fourth wall 
double the room's size visually. 
The ambiguity of this environ· 
ment- reflective, silver, mirrored, 
transparent, and reiterative in its 
circle motif -seems a visual in· 
terpretation of the element of mo· 
tion throughout the space. 

Lining the smaller room that 
connect with the discotheque be· 
low are panels of textured trans· 
parent plastic (facing page, top ), 
patterned in La Pietra's two·scale 
reiteration (inverted) of the cir· 
cle·perforated aluminum panels 
in the other room. They are lumi· 
nously lighted from behind, mak· 
ing the space an appropriate 
floating landing pad for the orbit· 
ing elevator cap ule. 

What ha "grabbed" Italian 
critics about the shop is the inter· 
change between fashion and en· 
"ironment that is achieved by the 
emphasis placed on the active 
presence and participation of the 
customer. But what may be an 
even more important contribution 
of this de ign is the environmen tal 
expre ion of several degrees of 
motion in space - from visual 
motion by means of the reiterated 
patterns and texture to the actual 
motion , at various speeds, of the 
elevator capsule, of ascending and 
de cending cylinder , and of the 
yncopated activity as customers 

suspend action, trance.like, to 
wait for the movement of these 
mechanically operated object . 
Thi dreamlike superimposition of 
speeds and kinetics brings another 
thing altogether to shop de ign. 

c 

a elevator capsule 
connecting 
discotheque 

b sliding, trans
parent plastic 
panels 

c reflection in 
mirror wall 

d operable trans
parent plastic 
cylinders 

e electrically 
operated street 
door 

/ control console 
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Milan's "Altre Cose" dress 
shop has two sales rooms: The 
larger displays merchandise 
in ceiling-suspended transparent 
cylinders that are electrically 
lowered or raised when customers 
push buttons on the control 
board (facing page, bottom; right, 
and following pages). The 
smaller sales rooni (above and 
facing page, top right) is entered 
from below by way of a raked 
elevator with a transparent 
capsule, which is controlled at a 
console-gateway. Th e street 
entry {facing page, top left) 
also is electrically operated and 
opens in unequal parts, one 
sliding laterally and the other 
liding upwards. 







"Lucidity.' What a great name 
for a hop that sell all-pla ti c 
items : furniture, frame , table· 
ware, lamps, accessories, jewelry. 
and custom-made piece . Like the 
name, the hop' logo, which was 
designed by Alan Mitelman, is a 
graphic presentation of its tran lu
cent imagery. In ide, bold black
and-white stripe provide a super
sca le environm nt designed by 
Alan Buchsbaum . Against glossy 
black and matte-white triped 
walls and a warm tea k floor, own
ers Lloyd Jordan and teve Lax 
di play their multi colored and 
tra nsparent pla tic merchandise 
on gla s shelves among fern~ and 
other greenery. Mirrors redu pli
ca te the super ca le s tripe , which 
are topping cu tom ers bold in 
their tracks at econd Avenue at 
51 t treet in Manhattan. 



The Paper Poppy 
i a card and 
gift hop at Broad
way and Dyckman 

trec t in an Upper Manhat
tan area that the Dutch used to 
ca ll " Blum ndael ," meaning val
ley of flowers. Alan Buch baum's 
poppy red de ign drag that an
cient Rip van Winkle image into 
today with its glossy, brilliant 
red-painted poppies, bold red 
tripe-. and eye-ca tching, ci ty-

brightening shopfront. Poppy 
ymbol blo som onto the treet 

through the store window; th y 
flower on partition. and on the 
til e floor; they are rei terated in a 
chandelier over the cashier' 
checkout counter; and, finally, 
they are ab tracted in the counter 
cutout . in the super cale stripe , 
and the entry door itself. The 
stripes are not purely decorative 
but erve lo lead customer around 
the tore, avoiding dead corners. 
and ending at the cashier counter 
and its splashy chandelier. Red 
porcelain-enamel teel panels are 
u ed on the hopfront; red glos 
enamel paint on the interior wa 
varni bed to bring out the inten-
ity of the red and to protect its 

petal thinness. The cashier count
er is a bold cale culpture with 
two curve in it: one for a seal 
where cards and stationery are 
selected; the other for the cash 
register. Red and purple lacquer 
with black plastic laminate are 
the fini shes. Above is a chandelier 
shaped like the poppy ymbol on 
the floor below; a red center i 
surrounded by petals of purple 
bulbs. Irene Grabowich was Alan 
Buch baum's design as ociate. 
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Paraphernalia 
lrich Franzen's fifth shop for 

Paraphernalia in ew York is as 
near to being a Non-Object as any 
de, ign we have een. Proj ction 
and people are the whole elec tric 
show. 

The fron l is com posed of two 
elements : a sin gle rectangttlar 
opening that ex tend the full 
width of the shop, and a white· 
letter -on-black-ground illumi 
na ted ign that fl a he in gle red 
letters in an unphotographable 
cha e sequence: red "P ," white 
"A R PHER ALIA"; white "P, . 
red "A," white " RAPHER A
LIA"; and so on, chas in g down 
the length of the hop in the di
rec tion of the one-way traffic on 
th e . tree t. It's today: honky-tonk 
gone chic. (Or it was in the b . 
ir innin g; sin ce then, the hop next 
door has cheaply imitated the 
•a m chase sequence in its ign , 
an<l F ranzen has copped out by 
makinp: Paraphernalia's . ign all 
red all the time.) 

Inside, all attention is focu ed 
on the rear wall: a projection 
. creen on which plashily colored 
projection are flashed from three 
carousel units mounted overhead 
behind the exterior sign. Flip
click: a pants suit, a bejewelled 
mini skirt, a girl with the Para
phernalia "target" logo on her 
chest. Flip-cl ick: a striped mini 
skirt, a tasseled belt, a bosom of 
bead . It is almo l flashy enough 
for Tom Wolfe to agree that ar
chitect may ca tch up with the 
~ignmaker. 

Everything else in the shop is 
designed to vanish, lo be as un
obtrusive a po sible. The ide 
walls are sheathed in panel of 
shiny black acrylic plasti c; the 
front window ha minimal bla k 
framing and is set hack from the 
building line so that the s ide 
walls seem to continue through 
the nearly invisible glass ( p. 121, 
top ). A tructural column is 
•heathed in black aluminum. The 

ceiling i black; the carpeting i 
dark tan, cont inuing the color of 
idewalk into the interior. ix 4'· 

6"-high stainle s-steel arc , which 
echo the target logo in plan, carry 
the " ilver screen" effect of the 
rear wall down to the floor, so that 
the space is all silvery 1 hite in the 
middle and black everywhere else. 

From the out ide, apparently, 
there are no di play ca es, no 
counters, no lights, no merchan
di e - nothing except the projec· 
tion on the rear wall of a black 
hole punched into the buildin j? 
( p. 121, bottom l . The views of 
projected merchandise and the 
girls trying thin{! on ( plu the 
mu ic, music - "Freedom, FREE
DOM!" It' a Dresscotheque ! ) 
are the new idea in retailing. 

Franzen explains that the hop 
is de igned " o that the projected 
images, rather than the merchan· 
di e in the tore, become the en
ti cement, provide the impul e to 
look and to come in. Everything 
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was done to create an environment 
and an ambience in which the 
people and the projections are 
the performance, in which the 
customers project themselves into 
a different context, into the 
ambience of a discotheque. And, 
from the outside, they feel left out 
until they come in and join the 
show." 

Merchandise, in fact, han gs on 
low racks within the stainless·steel 
arcs, which screen these surprises 
until customer come in to ex
plore. Obviously, this daringly 
contradicts the traditional ap
proach to retailing, in which as 
much merchandise as poss ible is 
displayed to the prospective cu -
tom er. 

"The Paraphernalia people have 
been understanding and percep
tive about this," Franzen explains, 
"recognizing that it isn' t the gar
ment that you ell but rather an 
image of what one could look 
like." 

Joseph Lesser, the man who 

holds the fran chise to this shop, 
which is at Lexington Avenue and 
55th Street in New York, tends 
toward the traditional retailing 
approach. As a result, he has re
arranged the arcs and has hung 
dresses on the outside of them 
and on the black walls so that 
more merchandise is visible from 
the street; he has added display 
cases and signs (including the 
name of the shop painted on the 
glass twice). He points out that 
the new arrangement of the arcs, 
which opens up the alcove effect, 
has cut down on the ever-present 
problem of shoplifting. 

He may be right for his loca
tion and for his time. However, he 
has not maintained the minimal 
design of the shop as a on
Object, nor has he given Franzen's 
idea of merchandising a fair trial. 
Too bad, because elling by means 
of projected images in a shop may 
be the first step toward retailing 
by television, which i a predic
tion for the future. 



The projection show, which 
communicates th.e image of Para
phernalia as well as illustrating 
its line, was devised by M enell 
Associates, who also were involved 
in fabricating th.e equipment 
and in producing the slides. 
Jerome Menell explains that th.ree 
carousel units mounted over the 
entry have 1200-w lamps, special 
condensers, and optical systems 
as well as a fan-cooling system. 
Controls for stopping and starting 
th.e show are near the cash. reg· 
ister. The screen is a special, high
ref/ectancy, matte white paint. 
The budget was about 5000. 



FORTRESS 
FOR 

PHVSIES 
Laboratory houses 
world 's largest electron 
synchrotron. 

When the Wilson Synchrotron Labora
tory was still a project, several alternate 
off-campus sites were being con idered 
for it. After a preliminary feasibility 
tudy inve ligating adequate radiation 

protection and con truction that would 
make the laboratory compatible with the 
rest of the campus indicated that a cam
pus location was not only safe but de ir
able, the board of tru tees gave the go
ahead signal. Thus, Cornell is the 
po ses or of the world's largest electron 
ynchrotron, with related re earch facili

ties housed in a turreted building by 

122 Fortress For Physics 

Mackinlay / Winnacker of Orinda, Cali
fornia. 

The site location was a good decision, 
since not only is the lab convenient to 
professors and students, but it gives the 
Cornell campus a uniquely academic 
looking building, a kind of trong, dark 
fortre s for the magicians of a very new 
mystery. It even stand on the lope over 
little Cascadilla Creek like a castle on 
the Rhine. What i vi ible to the eye from 
the exterior, however, is very far from the 
entire story. The architects have com
pared it to an iceberg, the part that how 
being only a fraction of the actual com
plex. Extending out from the structure, 
buried under parking lots and playing 
fields, is the circular ynchrotron tunnel, 
one-half mile long and wide, and high 

enough to accommodate equipment as 
well as the dentists and technicians who 
ride mall bicycles through it, checking 
and maintaining the gear. Great empha
sis wa laid on returning the terrain to it 
original state, and thi has been accom
pli bed sati factorily, so that tudent 
eque trians ride in the practice ring 
aero the creek from the lab little us
pecting that in ide electron are being 
accelerated to an energy of 10 billion 
electron volts. Somber brown brick with 

pecially cast radial hape for the curved 
corner , and bronze sash and olar bronze 
gla add to the fortres -castle image. 

The radial towers of the building house 
the electrical power equipment and the 
cooling y tern for the building and the 
accelerator. Air intake i between the 
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WILSON SYNCHROTRON LABORATORY, Labora
tory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, 
I thaca, N-Y. Architects: Mackinlay/Win
nacker & Associates. Site: On-campus near 
university playing fields. Cascadilla Creek re
aligned to run around building. Presence of 
rare and experimental trees nearby required 
that site be disturbed as little as possible dur
ing construction. Program: House 10 GeV 
synchrotron and related activities and re
search facilities. Basic building program de
veloped by university in conjunction with 
architect to provide services and environment 
necessary to conduct high energy physics re
search. Structural System: Reinforced con
crete bearing walls and floors; trusses for long 
spans. Linear accelerator stack is designed as 
a vertical Vierendeel truss to resist large 
lateral earth pressures. Roof of synchrotron 
tunnel route is steel decking with 2 ft of con
crete and 6 ft of stone overhead. Here, 8-ft
thick concrete shielding walls bear on rock 
concrete. Spread footings under building 
walls; cassions under tunnel walls. Mechani
cal System: Air conditioned from central 
plant system. Steam from campus central 
boiler plant used to generate hot water for 
low-temperature hot-water heating system. 
Two 250-ton centrifugal chillers provide cool· 
ing for air-conditioning system. Chillers are 
also used to dissipate heat, using heat ex
changes in the synchrotron low-conductivity 
water cooling system. Major Materials: 
Brick used to veneer the concrete; bronze 
sash and solar bronze &lazing. Inside, gypsum 
board and exposed concrete, concrete and 
vinyl asbestos tile floors. Cost: Approximately 
5 million including building and tunnel, all 

utility services and connections, and synchro
tron support equipment. Consultants: Preg
noff & Matheu, structural. William M. Bro
beck & Associates, mechanical and electrical. 
Don I acobs, I acobs Associates, civil (plus 
tunnel). Irwin & Leighton, general contrac
tor. Photography: David Hirsch. 
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Main Experimental Hall 

towers, and exhaust is from the tops of 
the towers. The expulsion of the heated 
air into a cold winter atmo phere can 
produce spectacular plumes of steam -
a great effect. The architects feel that the 
radial form of towers and corners reflects 
the nature of the accelerator itself, and 
the ma ive hulk of the building echoes 
the thick concrete radiation shielding 
walls on the inside. 

The tunnel contain a ring of electro
magnet that force the electrons to move 
in a circular path. For technical reasons, 
the electron mu t be brought into the 
ynchrotron at moderately high energy 

and so the lab has a linac, or linear ac
celerator, for thi ta k. 

Electron are introduced into the yn
chrotron at an energy of 150 million elec
tron volts. After about 3300 revolution 
around the half-mile track, taking only 
eight-thousandth of a second, the elec
tric field will have brought the particle 
to the requi ite 10 GeV energy. The entire 
process occurs 60 times each second. Af
ter this no doubt harrowing experience, 
the tudy particle are brought to the 
huge, colorful main experimental hall 
there, hopefully, to reveal more secret of 
the nature of matter. The great block of 
iron and concrete in the hall are for 
purpose of shielding particle-detection 
equipment from radiation . The vast yn
chrotron can be controlled with electronic 
apparatus by a single operator in a cen
tral control room. He can adju t or 
"tune" the many components of the ac
celerator to guarantee the supply of elec
tron particles in the number and with the 
energy needed for experiments. 
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1 pherical space: man projects his personal sphere, A, into B, dance, C, shelter, D, the celestial sphere. 

By Michael Leonard, A .R.l.B.A., London, 
England. The author is a practicing architect 
who has taught in England and Germany, and 
who has been active in design and production 
in the fields of theater and the dance. 

"Architecture," according to Laszlo Mo
holy-Nagy in The New Vision, "will be 
brought to its fulle t realization when the 
deepest knowledge of human life as a 
total event in the biological whole i 
available. One of its important compo
nents is the ordering of man in pace, mak
ing space comprehensible by its articula
tion. The root of architecture lies in the 
mastery of the problem of space." 

Architecture has generally been evalu
ated as though man and space were two 
entirely eparate entities. Concrete or 
stone may enclose volume, but it is roan 
who creates and experiences the sensation 
of space. The formal characteristic of 
the structure are the generating forces. 
They are the source of a great range of 
sensory stimuli, and the first tage in per
ceplion is the receipt oE these messages. 
The activity of the nervous sy tern and the 
mind which follows is complex but al o 
constructive and selective. The informa
tion e ential for spatial orientation is a -
imilated and correlated. and a great deal 

that is irrelevant is filtered out. Normally, 
this proce is largely automatic and as 
natural a breathing or walking. Al
though man becomes aware of a given 
space through the whole range of his 

128 Humanizing Space 

sen es, the final product in the perceptual 
proces is a single sen ation - a 'feeling' 
about that particular space, and this he 
projects onto it, so that any space will ap
pear to have its own specific character. 
Whereas the first stage in the proces 
operates more at the uncon cious level, 
the final pha e evoke a reaction that i 
emotionally charged. An ill-proportioned 
and badly lit space can have o unplea -
ant an atmo phere as to be repulsive, and 
a really inspired space will be found up
lifting. 
Your Own Space 
The womb provides man with his fir t 
enclo ure; exactly how much thi experi
ence affect his later thinking is still 
conjectural. The first actions in Jl\an and 
animals make use of body control before 
vi ion is fully operative. The point at 
which the child reaches out to touch ob
ject is when he i coordinating his bodily 
sen e of space with the visual structure of 
hi environment. Psychologi t have 
tended to clas ify the perception of space 
as a visual process, and textbooks show a 
bia toward factors such as convergence, 
overlapping, and texture gradients. How
ever, space may also be revealed by the 
sense of touch, sound, or smell, and in
evitably some aspects of these erve to re
in force the vi ual sen e. The deadness of 
ound in a heavily uphol tered and car

peted apartment, or the resonant echo of 
foot tep in a cathedral, give added defini
tion to space . The smell of the damp 

walls of a cellar heighten the en e of en
closure. 

The feet utilize the sense of touch, or 
rather of pres ure, to gauge changes in 
floor surface from carpet to wood, tone 
to cobble , and, more important, they 
sense the changes in inclination of the 
floor plan. 

Keeping an Even Keel 
The kinesthetic sen e i the one by 
which the actual position of the limb i 
ascertained. The vestibular en e, which 
is centered in a mechanism in the ear, 
mea ures changes in the rate of motion 
and inclination of the body on it verti
cal axis. I ointly, these two sen e main
tain the body in balance. The horizontal 
and the vertical have become the domi
nant visual elements in architecture. be
cau e the horizontal plane allows the 
body to be navigated aero it with a 
minimum of effort, and the vertical give 
man a con tant reference again t which 
he unconsciously parallels his lance. In
clined planes and diagonal lines conse
quently will always have a dynamic qual
ity, because they provide a challenge to 
human equilibrium. 

The body in motion, looked at as a 
piece of kineti culpture, pre ents an ex
tremely complex pattern of relationships 
in space. The controls needed to coordi
nate this movement operate largely at an 
unconsciou level and provide the founda
tion to man's spatial ense. 
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2 Positive space. S pace contained, visual 
fie ld limited, inner focus, static. 

3 Negative space. "Space left over," visual 
fie ld unlimited, lacks center focus, dynamic. 

4 Combination of positive and negative space. 

..... u 

5 Rectangular space is generated from 
the three axes: up-down, left-right, 
backward- forward. 

/ 

I 
I 

I 

6 The sensation of space. As surfaces 
come closer to body, they give an implied and 
then a real restriction to movement, 
and induce "tension." 

The curves created by the swing of ex
tended arms and legs define a space that 
is basically spherical. This sphere encom
passing man is a physical reality that he 
has translated into a psychological one, 
for he has come to identify this zone as 
his own personal property. His attitude 
to this space is revealed in metaphors of 
daily speech, such as "keeping one's dis
tance." There are prescribed conventions 
for t4e distance to be maintained between 
individuals due to nationality, c1 11ss, or 
circumstance. Generally, if the space is 
intruded upon, the reaction is to draw 
away. Between fri ends, this space may be 
reduced ; between lovers, abolished. The 
egocentric individual may feel his per
sonal aura of such dimensions that he 
expands this sphere accordingly. 

Communication by expressive sounds 
and signs undoubtedly preceded lan
guage and is still an essential in hum&n 
relationships, for such ge tures reinforce 
the pattern of speech. Man is generally 
unaware of the way in which he expres
ses himself in movement or of the way in 
which he reacts to the movement of 
others. 

Significance of Spatial Form 
It is astonishing that psychologists have 
only recently acknowledged "Nonverbal 
Means of Communication" as a valid field 
of study, when man's movement anq ges
ture provides so obvious a window into 
the subconscious. In the search for prin
ciples that will explain the ex pressive 
power of shapes in painting, sculpture, or 
architecture, attention must be directed 
back to man and to the pattern of gesture 
that is the richest and most instinctive 
ource of expression . 

The circular or spherical space is the 
one found most consistently in the bur
rows of animals and the nests of birds, 
and it is also the first form by means of 
which man expressed himself, both in 
architecture and in dance. It is a projec
tion of his personal " sphere," and is 
found both in the shapes of individual 
huts and igloo , and also in the circular 
grouping of villages. Using only this sin
gle element, the circle, primitive com
munitie across the world exhibit a wide 
differentiation . This is space u ed at its 
most fundamental level, and as such can 
be used to illustrate first principles. 

The placing of a single dwelling in an 
empty plane immedia tely "charges" the 
scene spatially. The space within the 
building is clearly contained and " posi-

tive" ; the space around the building has 
no clear character of its own other than 
having been displaced by the hut and i 
"negative." (An equivalent relationship 
in two dimensions has been classified by 
Gestalt psychologists as "figure" and 
" ground.") When a number of huts are 
set together, the space between them reg
isters more strongly as remainder or 
" negative" space. 

Positive space is more sta tic in charac
ter and has an inner foc u ; negative 
space is dynamic, for it gives no feeling 
of center , the visual field is not limited, 
and there is a sense of ex pansion out
ward. Modern architects have provided 
many sophisticated adapta tions of cluster 
groupings. 
Space in a Circle 
The circle as a two-dimensional symbol 
derives great power because it is inca p
able of further simplification, and circu
lar and spherical spaces derive a similar 
s trength visually, for they, too, appear in
capable of further reduction. The eye 
moves freely in such spaces, findin g no 
corners or edges. There are no axes and 
the focus tends always inward toward 
the center. As man's personal movement 
is so closely related to the sphere, any 
experience of space built upon this form 
will affect him in an indefinable way, as 
some kind of projection of himself. The 
celestial sphere is a concept of the heav
ens found at many times and in many 
places, and is the ultimate projection of 
man's personal space. 

In World History of the Dance, Curt 
Sachs writes : "When men were no longer 
content to eek out caves or overhan ging 
rocks or to set up sim ple windbreaks to 
protect themselve from rough weather. 
when they set about building huts, it wa 
a circular room they made for themselves. 
The dwel1ings of primitive peoples look 
like beehives; no perpendicular wall , no 
square grew from his hands. The space 
conception of the basic cultures, and of a 
large part of the early levels, r equires 
the circle. This noteworthy fac t stands 
convincingly beside the other fact, that 
in dancing also the circle is the earlies t 
space form. In dance, indeed, it is infi
nitely earlier ; before man expresses his 
space requirement objectively with fo r
eign materials, with wood stalk and 
stones, he must satisfy the impulsive 
movements of his limbs and trunk . How 
strong this inner need is, how inseparable 
is the form ation of movement and con
stru ction, is illustrated by a further fact: 

7 Sensation of space. Planes inclined in section (l.) can give a sense of uplift or de pression. 
Planes inclined in plan ( r.) can im pel th e body fo rward or imply a restraint to movement. 



In those cultures which depart from cir
cular building and set up rectangular 
huts - and quite exclusively in uch cul
tures - the choral dance also takes on 
the form of the straight line. The forma
tion and development of dance coincides 
essentially with the formation and devel
opment of the circuJar hut; the front 
dance is connected with the formation 
and development of the rectangular hut." 

To the Angle 
The rectangular space is a space concep
tion of man that is also strongly related 
to the form of the body, but at the same 
time is a development that reflects the 
power of man for conceptual thinking. 

The axes up:down, backward:forward, 
and left:right provide an invaluable sys
tem of coordinates. Consciousness of 
these dimensions would have provided a 
more effective means of communication 
and of coordinating group activity in 
hunting and fighting, and would prob
ably have necessitated the development 
of language to the point where it could 
express these terms. The concept of the 
right angle, the square, and the cube was 
a cornerstone in science, which ultimately 
gave man further control over his physi
cal environment. It also provided the 
points of the compass, an essential aid 
to navigation. 

Our complex sense of gravity makes us 
prefer a horizontal plane on which to 
step. Standing and walking on a ramp or 
incline requires many more trickily bal
anced movements than walking on a level 
floor. Our entire architecture, stratified as 
it is on level planes, is evidently preju
diced in this circumstance. 

The strength of gravity, for example, 
naturally and strongly contributes to our 
awareness of above and below, the "up
ward" and "downward" in space. When 
we react to the space in front of us, it is 
to something quite different than to the 
space behind us. The human species, 
like its more recent mammalian ancestors, 
has eyes, its visual receptors lodged in 
the front of its head, not in the sides or 
the back of the skull. Nose and ears are 
less clearly oriented in their function; 
nevertheless, when stimulated, they make 
us turn and face the issue. Arms and 
hands, legs and feet are so jointed that 
the range of their effectiveness is greatest 
if we bring our body into a frontal rela
tion to events in space. 

As a matter of course, the meaning 
"ahead" and "behind," a space concep
tion endowed with "forward" and "back
ward" permeates our thinking and feel
ing. All things in front can be controlled 

or tackled; things behind are out of such 
control, but are better not left unsettled, 
lest they remain a source of peril. "There 
is nothing metaphorical about this, per
haps in a million years it penetrated into 
primitive reasoning and it has given emo
tive color to all the aiming and struggling 
of the species, and the individual," writes 
Richard Neutra in Survival Through 
Design. 

In the course of time, the three axes 
have developed symbolic assocrntlons. 
Man unconsciously make u e of different 
patial zones in his movements and ges

tures, which make the handwriting of 
each individual a personal statement. 

The axis up:down is one on which the 
body moves in emotions varying from ela
tion to despair. In moments of joy and 
happiness, the mood of buoyancy leads 
to an elevation of the body on its vertical 
axis and man "walks on air" or is "on 
top of the world." Depression is accom
panied by a relaxation of the muscles, 
and the body slumps into a typical pos
ture, expressed by metaphors like "feel
ing low" or "down in the dumps"; even 
the term depression itself refers to a 
pressing down or lowering. The ultimate 
is his axis for man's lofty aspirations or 
base desires: heaven and hell. 

The axis backward:Jorward can have 
associations of past/future, introvert/ex
trovert, passive/active. 

Left:right has had an extensive litera
ture, perhaps because of the tendency to 
left- or right-handedness. In gesture, the 
right hand is usually more active and de
monstrative, but the left hand is often 
more revealing of unconscious motivation. 
Insincerity in gesture is often identified 
through an exaggerated or distorted pat
tern, and similarly in attempts to disguise 
handwriting it is the element of shape 
that is altered before all others. 

Most architects today have an allergy 
to symmetry, and yet, in the design of 
religious buildings, ome element of sym
metry may well be an essential, for the 
movements used in ceremonials around 
the world show a preponderance of move
ments in which left side exactly balances 
right. 

The reader can better understand thi 
i£ a gesture of the hands be made so that 
each is the mirror image of the other, the 
limbs will move out from or toward the 
body, or toward and away from each 
other. The effect is to create spatial ten-
ions that are complementary, and in a 

way self-canceling. 
"The habit of projecting the image of 

our own functions upon the outside world, 
of reading the outside world in our own 

terms, is certainly ancient, common and 
profound," ob erves Geoffrey Scott in The 
Architecture of Humanism. "It is, in fact, 
the natural way of perceiving and inter
preting what we see. It is the way of primi
tive peoples, who in the elaborate business 
of dance give bodily rendering to their 
beliefs and desires, long before thought 
has accurately expressed them. 

"The scientific perception of the world 
is forced upon us; the humanist percep
tion of it is ours by right," Scott contin
ues. "The scientific method is intellectu
ally and practically useful but naive; the 
anthropomorphic way which humanizes 
the world and interprets it by analogy 
with our own bodies and our own wills 
is still the aesthetic way; it i the basi 
of poetry and it is the foundation of ar
chitecture." 

The three axes of reference form a 
"three-dimen ional crucifix" which man 
carries to the desert or the ice cap, for 
whatever the terrain; these axe are pro
jected out to become the horizontal 
planes and the walls of his dwellings. 

The rectangular box is a mirror of 
man's physical and mental make-up. It 
was the nature of man to conceive space 
in this form, and perception works con
versely to rectangular form in a specif
ically human way. A rectangular volume 
is sensed as a space before it is examined 
as an envelope. It is gauged on the axes 
of height, breadth, and width before the 
nature and dimensions of the enclosing 
planes are observed. A space may appear 
as high, wide, or long: alternatively, as 
low, narrow, or short, and in each case a 
single pair of planes is distingui bed from 
the others by being wider apart or closer 
together. This is the natural and obvious 
way of seeing, and gives the key to our 
understanding of space. 

The Open and Shut Case 
One of the chief qualities of space is the 
degree of openness or enclosure. Prox
imity of surfaces is one of the factors 
governing man's reaction to pace. Living 
and moving within a building involves a 
complex pattern of body movement and 
yet it is rare even for a person given to 
the most flamboyant gestures actually to 
strike a wall, for unconsciou ly the loca
tion of surfaces is noted and movement 
adapted accordingly. However, movement 
under a low ceiling may induce a reaction 
of hunched shoulders and lowered head 
even though there may be ample clear
ance. The inclined surfaces of an attic 
room give a definite feeling of diagonal 
pressure. Much remains to be found out 
about the nature of muscular tonus, but 

8 Completion. Though each diagram consists only of 
points ancl lines, these are mentally structured and seen 
as indicating the square. 

9 Completion. As with the two-dimensional patterns, 
walls and columns are seen as being the periphery to 
rectangular volumes. 
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10 Space is experienced through movement. 
The sensation movement/space is a 
complex one in which either component 
mar dominate. A complex movement 
in a single space (l.). A simple movement in 
a complex space (c.) . Movement on 
square or diagonal axes ( r.) provides 
different spatial experience 
and conditioned orientation to form. 

a 

11 Spatial Axes. In contrast to A, the planes 
in B have strongly implied axes. Movement 
will be sensed as cutting across them. 

12 Completion. At GM Tech Center, the 
buildings share a common outer space. The 
spaces "complete" themselves with the 
viewer's aid, then merges into the totality. 

B 

B 
r----· 
' ' ' . 

A 

13 Overlapped spaces. From A, space 
completes as rectangle and is dominant over 
B. From B, the action is reversed. 
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it varies from relaxation in sleep to ex
treme tension in excitment. It is closely 
related to emotional states, and tension 
can change from the alertness of a happy 
and active person to the limpness of de
pression. As a hypothesis, it could well 
be that there is a correlation between the 
form of a spatial enclosure and the reac
tion to it by some form of muscular ten
sion. Clearly, there is a distinction be
tween the actual perceiving of a space 
and reacting to it. Whatever the precise 
nature of this reaction, the term "tension" 
will be used to describe it. 

The awareness of the wall surface in 
close proximity induces a sense of ten
sion; at the junction of two planes, this 
is obviously doubled. 

The reaction of Frank Lloyd Wright 
to the rectangular space: "When I looked 
at the hideous efflorescent boxing in of 
humanity I took out the corner and put 
glass in instead; the corner window. I 
gave here a real blow to 'boxing up' or 
'boxing in.' Later in the Johnson [Wax] 
Administration building I came up with 
the elimination of the horizontal corner 
between walls and ceiling. Making away 
with the box in plan and section became 
fundamental ~o my work." 

The simplification of experience and 
the shaping of it into terms that can be 
grasped and understood as wholes - a 
desire for unity - is more than a psy
chological fact; it is a fundamental need. 
So great is the innate tendency of man to 
find order and meaning in the world that 
he attempts to simplify what is complex, 
to make regular what is irregular, and to 
rationalize the irrational . 

In this search for order and simplici ty, 
the mind works in two ways - ei ther by 
reducing or by building up. In the formu
lation of a theory, i olated facts that can
not be fitted in are conveniently ignored; 
alternatively, a theory may be built up 
from limited information and then the 
gaps filled in. Visual perception works 
in a similar way. In looking at a form, 
the complex pattern of stimuli are filtered 
down and certain general lines of struc
ture are registered before the detail. Al
ternatively, where there is a minimum of 
information, the mental activity is con-
tructive and tend toward "completion." 

The four pattern shown (8) do not 
register as isolated lines and dots, but all 
have the quality of "squareness." Trans
lated into three dimensions (9), the walls 
and columns imply a rectangular volume. 
The phenomena of completion bridges 
the gaps in the fabric. Stepping into any 
of these spaces there is the feeling of 
moving through an invisible membrane. 
This is the most important single fact in 
the creative use of space, for the architect 

can deploy form to provide triggers to 
perception. Space i most alive when the 
enclosing element are implied rather 
than completely stated physically, for 
where the architect u es an economy of 
means, it is in fact the observer who com
pletes and builds the spaces around him
self. 

If two spaces are overlapped diagonal
ly, the comer tension is di persed and a 
strong diagonal axi is implied. Standing 
at "A" in the illu tration (13), there i 
completion of the immediate pace, the 
other appearing subsidiary to thi . At 
"B," the situation i rever ed. 

Complex spaces can be built up on this 
principle and will have many nuance 
from different viewpoints. In the GM Tech 
Center Plan (12) by Saarinen, the observ
er, circulating between the buildings, 
feels each zone as an individual space, 
which at that moment will be dominant 
over the others. 

"Less i more' has new meaning if the 
plans of Mies van der Rohe are looked at 
as demonstrations of the completion the
ory. His technique ha alway been one in 
which spaces are implied with a minimum 
of means. 

Spatial axes are implied in the major
ity of architectural compositions. In the 
example shown (11), space "A" has main 
and diagonal axes, but not strongly 
stated. In space "B," the grouping of the 
plane is uch that the cro s axe become 
extremely dominant. Movement in uch a 
space is not only oriented to the structure 
at the periphery but will also be sen ed as 
moving to, or away from, or through the 
line of these axes. Where a building has a 
trong patial axis, one may feel com

pelled to move forward with it; the effect 
can be dynamic and even overpowering. 
Axes running across the main axis can 
counter the sense of movement and hold 
it in check. 

The Darwin D. Martin house by Frank 
Lloyd Wright i one of the finext exam
ples of his use of pace in thi way. There 
are a serie of linked space that are run 
through at many points by axes and coun
ter axe'. Every space is penetrated by 
these invisible line of force; each volume 
is threaded aero s with a grid of axes 
that create dynamic tensions not only to 
the space but toward each other. 

The composition of space can have the 
formal quality of sculpture ; it can also 
be composed in an entirely different way, 
one that is not static but related to human 
life and movement. The experience of 
space is continuou , and changes as man 
moves. Sequence of pace can add up to 
a continuity of experience as in film, mu-
ic, or dance; the equences can have pat

tern and structure. 
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Continuity of Movement/Space 
The inner life of a building is not the ex
perience of MOVEMENT plus SPACE but i a 
continuity MOVEME T/ PACE in which the 
effect of each i inextricably interwoven 
with the other. 

As an example of the correlation of 
space and movement, travel along the 
main axis will be completely different in 
character to movement on the diagonal. 
Spaces them elves may be set at an angle 
to each other, so that movement on the 
major axis of one space continues on the 
diagonal of the next. The spaces will al
way have an ambiguity, for moving 
quarely in one volume the other is seen 

a diagonal lo it; and then, as movement 
and perspective ch;mge , the role are re
versed. 

The house by Wright at St. Joseph 
(15) uses both of these principles, for the 
main bedroom and living room are set 
diagonally to the main body of the hou e, 
and the circulation is carefully controlled 
to change from major to diagonal axes. 

Circulation is generally given no more 
consideration than being the means of 
getting from one point to another, and 
preference i given to the horte t route. 
But movement may be left/right; up/ 
down; spiral clockwise or anticlockwise; 
it may be erpentine or angular. Change 
in level may al o be coupled with changes 
in direction. Circulation is generally con
trolled by T-square and triangle, but once 
the expressive as well a the functional 
pattern of movement is considered, archi
tecture will take on something of the na
ture of dance. 

Architects have been obses ed with the 
phy ical form of building, often at the ex
pen e of the life lived within. The reality 
of a building has been een only in its 
physical substance, and yet the experi
ence of a building in time, a movement 
through its paces, is equally real. There 
is a form in the architectural structure, 
and equally a form in the pattern of ex
perience. 

A building becomes known only by 
movement around and through it. Famil
iarity with a building means an individual 
can find his way about it, which means 
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14 Square and diagonal spaces. Orientation to form is conditioned by the 
axis of movement. Movement on line C: form appears assymetrical; the two 
square spaces are linked by a diagonal passageway. Movement on line D: form 
appears symmetrical; two diagonal spaces are linked by a straight passageway. 

that the layout pattern has to be memo
rized in some form of mental model. Once 
the formal arrangement of any building 
is as imilated, any immediate experience 
will be conditioned by this knowledge. 

As an analogy, familiarity with a piece 
of mu ic means that any part of it will be 
experienced in relation to the whole. The 
re trained pa age will have more mean
ing, becau e, during it, the listener antici
pates the explo ion of ound that follow . 

Rambling groups of building lack 
identity, becau e they lack a formal ar
rangement that can be taken in and held 
mentally. Orientation within them is im
possible. The plan needs to have some
thing in common with a good trademark if 
it i to be quickly and clearly registered. 

Through the knowledge of his own 
body, man acquires an empirical knowl
edge of the mechanics of gravity. He doe 
not need to calculate the center of grav
ity of a mas when he lifts it, for he auto
matically adjusts his bodily stance to the 
most effective position. Thi s knowledge 
conditions hi reaction to form in archi
tecture, for they too appear to have ten
ion of balance and imbalance. 

Tension and Movement 
Any space will have a center point, and a 
com pl ex space may have a series o £ sub-
idiary center around a main cen ter 

point. If a visual focus i added, tensions 
may be set .up between the real and the 
artificial center of interest. 

As man move within a building, he 
orients all hi movements in relation to 
the form, so that, even in a simple space, 
movement may be felt as being toward or 
away from the center. Circulation 
through a building will be registered as 
moving toward or away from certain nod
al points. If a building is to have a posi
tive identity, it needs a formal arrange
ment closely keyed to the circulation pat
tern. Where a building has a clearly 
defined center point, all other spaces will 
be experienced as being near to or far 
from it. A large building may have a se
ries of such foca 1 points that exi t in a dy
namic equilibrium with one another. 
Movement between these centers could be 

compared to moving through fields of 
force, for transition from a major space 
to a minor one, or the rever e, i en ed as 
a decrea e or increase in dynamic . The 
endle s ribbon building ha no identity, 
no sense of place, and movement within it 
lack orientation and spatial contra t; it 
will impart omething of it negative 
quality to tho e working and living with· 
in it. 

Experience of architecture is extremely 
complex, for the sen ations induced by 
moving through any series of spaces are 
not elf-contained; they are affected by 
the knowledge of the over-all form. Move
ment is oriented to, or away from, or pe
ripheral to, major pace and focal 
points. Immediate experience is affected 
by prior sensations and conditioned by 
the anticipation of the form ahead. 

If man i to under tand the power of 
architecture to influence him, he must 
realize that the reality of a building is a 
complex equation in which are figured the 
element · of form and experien e. Both, in 
the end. are ubjective. 

How can sequences of space be com· 
posed? Consider simple linear movements 
linking one space with another. The 
change can be one of hape, a from 
square to circle, or from flowing to angu
lar forms. Change in cale may be low or 
sudden, and the transition may be from 
low to high; narrow to broad; hort to 
long ; or, simply, small to large. Major 
spaces may be juxtaposed or separated by 
transitional spaces. Space is revealed by 
light and any pace can be dramatically 
changed by the way in which it is lit. 
Unit of space can be a embled rhyth
mi cally and co rrelated with lightness and 
darkness or openess and enclo ure. "Man 
still breathes in and out. When is archi
tecture going to do the ame?" a k Aldo 
van Eyck. 

The contra ting elements of openness 
and enclosure can be related to the move
ment pattern in an infinite number of 
ways. Moving through spaces, they may 
expand and contract, open up in one di
rection and then another. The clo e t par
allel is that of dance, and the architect 
could learn much about the composition 
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15 Diagram of Wright's St. Joseph house. 

of space from the dancer and from his 
own bodily experiments in dance. 

The psychological dimensions of space 
are the least obvious and therefore the 
most difficult to divine. They are also ip. 
many ways the most important. The ar
chitectural shaping of space can be such 
that it gives a strong sense of shelter. 
Wright achieved this by the use of broad 
overhanging eaves, and horizontal lines 
that identify the building with the earth. 
In contrast, the buildings and projects of 
Lou Kahn often present a bastion-like ex
terior, relieved internally by a broad cen
ter space, and thus the same end is 
achieved by completely different means. 
The shaping of a space can determine to 
some extent the kind of activity that will 
arise within it, and can foster or discour
age family and group relationships. 

As Lewis Mumford has written: 
"More light ; ye but some darkness. 
More openness : yet some enclosures. 
More volume: but some mass. 
More flexibility: yet some rigidity. 
"As the modern movement matures, an 

organic architecture will do justice to the 
introvert no less than to the extrovert, to 
the subjective no less than to the objec
tive, to the dark, primitive, unconscious 
forces as well as to the cold illuminations 
of science and reason. In short, it will 
take irrto account the fun ctions and pur
poses of the whole man, and not try to 
whittle him down to the size and shape 
that will fit some less-than-man-size for
mula." 
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16 Square and diagonal spaces may be fus ed together in many ways. 
Orientation within such space will always be ambiguous. 

17 Formal qualities of space: (A) individual centers relate to the main center of a 
space; (B) space is felt to extend out from the main center ; (C) movement within 
the space is always oriented as toward, away from, or peripheral to these centers; (D) 
visuc;il fo cus set off. center, exists in dynamic tension to true center. 

A 8 

c 

18 Spatial sequence: (A) contrast in shape; ( B) sudden change; (C) slow change; 
(D) plasticity of space. 

19 Rythmic sequences of space. 
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As Bob Venturi, Tom Wolfe, and others 
have been commenting, road ide land , 
auto dealer ' signs, filling stations, and 
similar "anonymous" architecture repre-
ent design of the American scene that is 

basically more representative of our fast
speed culture than the refined provincial 
mu eum and ymphony hall going up 
all around. To tho e offended by the 
ubiquitous McDonald's hamburger arch 
or the inescapable Holiday Inn ign, the 
prefabricated sy tern de igned by Booth 
& agle of Chicago for another nation
wide drive-in hamburger chain might of
fer aesthetic respite while on the road. 

tructure is a steel frame on 8-ft-mod
u le , two modules high, fabricated from 
3-in. steel tubing bolted together on the 
site, with steel deck roofing expo ed on 
the in ide spanning 8 ft. Insulated panel 
or gla zipper into this frame for en
clo ure. Upper panels are red and white 
acrylic plaster clipped into 1he frame. 
They are arranged " o that in several po
sition definite Ge talt pattern occur.'' 

134 Erectoburger 

In the daylight, movement of sun and the 
spectator cau e change in the images of 
the panels and the structure; at night, 
the panels are back-lighted. Expansion is 
simply accomplished by pouring more 
floor slab, unbolting section , and adding 
component . The entire building can be 
dismantled and transferred to another site 
if economics so dictate. Interior materials 
are quarry ti le floor, wood laminated seat
ing, and formica ervice counter in the 
center of the public pace. 

Architect Lawrence Booth feels that 
"buildings of 1hi sort of function are not 
taken seriously by the profe sion and yet 
they are re pon ible for much of our en
vironment, at lea t our automobile en
vironment." He comments that "our solu
tion represent a nonromantic approach 
to the fun-building function of the e very 
successful 'hamburger joints.' In fact, 
the economic uccess of these franchise 
operations guarantee that they will be 
around a long time and that there will be 
many more of them all over the place." Isometric of . 'tructure 
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Taller buildings requ ire 
improved elevator 
design, both to speed 
service and to reduce the 
fl oor space elevators 
occupy. 

By Charles W. Lerch, president of Charles W. 
Lerch & Associates, elevator consulting engi
neers, Denver, Colorado. 

Fifty-story office buildings are no longer 
remarkable in major cities, and a few 
IOO-story structures are already under 
construction. How far this trend of in
creasing office building heights will con
tinue depends partly on the growth in the 
size of business corporations. Corporate 
mergers involving staffs of 20,000 to 
40,000 people require huge spaces if of
fice functions are to remain integrated. 
And if they are to be housed in single 
buildings, there is only one direction to 
go-up. 

In 1956, Frank Lloyd Wright esti
mated that IO structures similar to his 
mile-high building concept would accom
modate the entire business core of New 
York City. If the number is doubled, 20 
very tall buildings would provide office 
space for 2 million people, and the open 
spaces around the buildings could be 
planned for the enjoyment of everyone. 

These open public spaces depend on 
the construction of buildings that will ex
tend much higher than at present, but be
fore they can be built, engineers will have 
to develop better approaches to vertical 
transporation. As buildings increase in 
height, they require more floor space to 
provide satisfactory elevator service. This 
results in floor plans honeycombed with 
elevator shafts that cut into valuable 
rental space. 

About 11 per cent of the gross area of 
a 60-story office building is taken by ele
vator hoistways and elevator corridors. 
This accommodates 32 elevators and 32 
hoistways. Comparing the tracks or guide 
rails of 32 hoistways with the 2 to 4 
tracks in a horizontal system such as a 
subway, it is obvious that many more 
tracks are needed in a vertical system 
than in a horizontal system for the same 
volume of traffic. This is partly due to 
the much better service expected of an 
elevator. To have to wait 1 minute for an 
elevator is intolerable; to have to wait 5 
minutes for a train or bus is accepted. 
Yet the spread between 32 hoistways to 4 
tracks is great, and this spread underlies 
the great economic burden imposed on 
large buildings by vertical transportation. 

The cost of a vertical system involves 
not only the elevators themselves, which 
cost more than $100,000 per hoistway, 

but it involves also the loss of rental area 
taken by the hoistways and lobbies. The 
loss of rentable area income of one hoist· 
way and corridor for a 60-story building 
is about $44,000 a year at $6 a sq ft, and 
$80,000 for one shuttle car. At 5 per cent 
interest, the above rent-loss estimates 
would justify an investment of from 
$875,000 to $1,600,000. 

In the 110-story World Trade Center 
under construction in New York City, 
(1) there are 23 shuttle cars in each 
tower. Since there are more than IOO 
hoi tways in each tower, it is readily ap· 
parent that engineers must reduce the 
number of hoistways, and make each ele
vator more efficient in a tall structure. 
This article will explore some of the ways 
elevators can be made more efficient. 

Two Elevators Per Hoistway 
If a vertical transportation system could 
be made more like a horizontal one, we 
could approximately halve the number of 
hoistways. In 1931, the Electrical World 
de cribed a system of dual elevators (2) 
in which two independent elevators oper
ated in the same hoistway of a 20-story 
Pittsburgh building. One local car served 
the lower 10 floors, and the other, which 
was an express, served the top IO floors. 
They were interlocked electrically so that 
they could only run in one direction at 
the same time. 

Each elevator was assigned a certain 
number of floors, so that the average 
round-trip time could be approximately 
the same. Thus, the lower elevator would 
return to the lower terminal just ahead 
of the upper (or express) elevator. If the 
probable number of stops in the upper 
zone of the building were low and the 
expr~ss caught up with the local elevator, 
a block signal system would stop it until 
the hoistway below was clear. These ele
vators were operated by attendants, since 
self-operated elevators of this kind had 
not been perfected until 1951. With the 
Jes ophisticated hand controls available 
in 1931, there was interference due to the 
wide variations in the number of stops 
each elevator needed to make. The ex
pre s elevator could make two tops on it 
way down, whereas the local made four. 
For this reason, it was never a succes . 

However, with curren t computer con· 
trols, hall calls could be assigned to ei
ther car while they are in motion. Fur
thermore, with self-operated elevators, a 
far more efficient and sophisticated con
trol could be used today. With analog 
computers and the integration of both 
hall _and car calls, a program of control 
could be made the instant an elevator 
left the lower or upper terminal. These 
controls could be continually modified 
while the car is in motion, and could be 
used to integrate its operation with all 
the other cars in the hoistway. 

Another innovation was made in 1932 
with a double-deck system of elevators 
for a 60-story New York building (3). 
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The tower elevators had two cars in tan
dem, one on top of the other, one floor 
apart. Entering passengers wishing to 
get off at even-numbered floors entered 
the top car at the first floor, and those 
wishing to get out at odd-numbered floors 
entered the lower car at the basement 
level. The street entrance was midway 
between the first and basement floors, 
and escalators served the fir t five floors. 

The advantage of this system was that 
it gave one elevator the carrying capacity 
of two, and in theory reduced the number 
of hoistways by nearly one-half. There al
so were disadvantages: first, if a car 
topped for a passenger at an even floor 

and no passengers in the odd floor car 
wanted to get off, they simply stood wait
ing in the car. Second, an interfloor pas
senger entering on an even floor and 
wishing to travel to an odd numbered 
floor would have to walk up or down one 
floor to reach his destination. These in
conveniences are inherent in the double
deck idea. 

Today, the double-deck concept is be
ing tried again at the Time and Life 
Building in Chicago. This is a 30-story, 
760,000-sq-ft structure with 12 elevators 
that are to be expanded to double-deck 
cars for the heavy incoming and outgoing 
traffic periods (4). Only a single car on 
each unit will be u ed during lighter traf
fic hours. Another double-deck in talla
tion is to be installed in the new Hancock 
Building in Boston. The logical applica
tion of cars in tandem would be shuttle 
cars serving sky lobbies, where there 
would be only top and bottom terminal 
stops. 

Stacking and Shuttling 
The number of hoistways in a tall build
ing can be reduced by dividing the build
ing into two or tnree sections to give the 
effect of eparate buildings stacked one 
upon another. Each section is served by 
its own elevator system, and the lower 
terminal of each building section becomes 
a lobby in the sky. Passengers travel in 
express elevators from street level to the 
ky lobbie , where they transfer to local 

elevator . The World Trade Center (1) 
will have two sky lobbies, one at the 
forty-fourth floor and the other at the 
evenly-eighth. 

It is, in effect, three buildings - two of 
them placed on top of the lower building. 
The hoi tways are stacked so that the 
space taken by one hoistway will accom
modate three elevators instead of one. Ad
ditional space is required for shuttle ele
vators to move the passengers from the 
treet terminal to the sky lobby of each 

building ection, but this area is substan
tially maller than if regular direct ser
vice from the fir t floor were provided to 
all levels of the building. 

The 100-story Hancock Center (.5) in 
Chicago has only one sky lobby located 
at the forty-fourth and forty-fifth floors. 
This building ha commercial space be
low the ixth floor, parking from the sixth 
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(1) lf/orld Trade Center (above and far 
left). Eleven express elevators stop at forty
first floor, and 12 at seventy-fourth floor where 
passengers transfer to locals. 

(2) Dual elevators designed in 1931 by 
H.D. James and F.J. prague serve 20 floors, 
and carry 3000 lb at 600 f pm. 
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(4) Twelve elevators in Chicago Time and 
Life Building are being converted to double 
deck cars to expand peak hour capacity. 
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to the twelfth floors, offices from the thir
teen th to the forty-first, and apartments 
from the forty-sixth to the ninety-third. 
Three shuttle elevators serving the apart
ment run from the first to the forty
fourth floors. The television, restaurant, 
observatory, and mechanical equipment 
take up the top seven floors and are 
served by three 4000-lb, 1800-fpm eleva
tors. 

Two disadvantages of the stacking sys
tem are the waiting time for the shuttle 
elevator and the transfer time at the sky 
lobby. A fqrther undesirable feature (in 
the ca e of the World Trade Center) is 
the crowding of 50 to 55 people on one 
platform of a shuttle elevator, and the 
loading and unloading of such a large 
number of people at the terminal land
ings. The advantage lies in the large sav
ings of usable floor space : only 12 per 
cent is used for hoistways. 

Methods of Drive 
A casual study of the San Francisco cable 
cars and modern ski lifts sugge t the po -
sibility of using a similar method for a 
vertical lift. Perhaps if this were done, we 
could have five or more elevators in one 
hoistway serving a building a mile high. 

A vertical ski tow drive running at con
stant speed - say, 3000 £pm - winds the 
driving rope around two sheaves on the 
car in a manner similar to a double-wrap 
traction machine (6). The speed of one 
sheave could be controlled by a dyna
mometer to regulate the elevator speed. If 
the sheave speed is kept at the same speed 
as the rope, the elevator car will stand 
still. As the dynamometer is energized (in 
the right direction) slowing down the 
sheave, the car will increa e in speed and 
reach the rope speed when the dynamom
eter exerts enough torque to stop the 
sheave. 

Through the dynamometer, the rates of 
acceleration and deceleration could be 
controlled very similarly to variable volt
age control now used on all high-speed 
elevators. Another approach to the con
trol of these heaves might be a clutch 
mechanism such as the hydromatic used 
in automobiles. The use of new materials 
with greater strength-to-weight ratios 
might make a counterweight necessary. 

Preliminary studies by Professor 
George Bardwell of the University of 
Denver indicate that two such elevators in 
one hoi tway would be 80 per cent as ef
ficient as two in separate elevator hoist
ways - independent of the load in the 
car for buildings of 10, 50, and 100 floors. 
Tru could be equivalent to a 36-per-cent 
reduction in the number of elevators re
quired . Thus, a 110-story building, such 
as one tower of the World Trade Center, 
would require 48 pas enger elevators in
stead of 72. 

The studie also strongly suggest that 
the efficiency would improve with the 
number of elevators per hoistway for tall 
structures. Since this technique presents a 
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very complex problem of systems engi
neering, a simulated system having 1, 2, 3, 
4, etc., cars per hoistway may well sug
gest some optimum scheduling. Because 
the initial tudies showed promi e, Pro
fessor Bardwell wilJ make further studies. 

Machine Performance 
The floor-to-floor performance of all ele
vators is a very re\l measure of value. It 
makes a significant difference in the num
ber of elevator required : i.e., in a 20-
story, single-purpose building a floor-to
floor time of 7 seconds (from the door 
open on one floor to the door open on the 
next floor ) would require 5 elevators, 
whereas 9 seconds would require 6. This, 
of course, assumes an efficient power-door 
operator well synchronized with the land
ing operation. Although a few manufac
turer can supply 7-second operation, it 
is difficult to hold these adjustments. In 
the future, through better design of ma
chines, motor generator sets and controls, 
we will have consistent 7-second and even
tually 6-i1econd floor-to-floor operation. 

With the development of controls and 
machines, motor generator sets will prob
ably be replaced with some form of rec
tification and regenerative braking. 
Smaller and more powerful engines are 
sure to be developed with the application 
of super conductors, super-conducting 
magnets, atomic energy, and new energy 
conversion devices. The present gearless 
hoisting engines, to be used for 23 shuttle 
elevators in each of the World Trade Cen
ter towers, develop 400 hp and weigh 60,-
000 lb each. This load has to be sup
ported at the top of each hoistway. Other 
hoi ting engine for elevators of 1400 to 
1600 fpm weight 28,000 lb each and de
velop about 150 hp. 

Operational Systems Efficiency 
In addition to the elevator hoisting motor 
efficiency and the primary control of the 
speed, the group supervi ory control sys· 
tern is of great importance in the over-all 
efficiency of an elevator installation. Many 
important improvements in supervisory 
control have been made in the last 5 
years, and still more may be expected in 
the next 5 years with much greater sim
plicity and consequent greater dependa
bility in operation. Let us examine the 
methods of measuring performance. 

For many years, the over-all perform
ance of an elevator installation was based 
upon its handling capacity and average 
interval of departure from the lower term· 
inal floor. The time to d stination was al
so con idered. In theory, the average wait
ing time to answer a hall call could be 
one-half of an interval if all the elevators 
were paced equally apart, but, because 
of the variation in the tops, equal spac
ing is impossible. However, with a good 
supervisory system, the average waiting 
time hould not exceed one-half of the 
interval by more than 50 to 75 per cent. 

Since modern supervisory control does 
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(6 ) Mult iple elevators in one hoistway could 
be controlled with a dynamometer regulating 
the rope speed on double sheaves. If one 
sheave rotates at same speed as the rope, the 
car will stand still. 
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not u ed timed terminal di patch, there is 
no readily mea urable method to deter
mine the interval. With instant dispatch. 
digital demand divider, variable interval 
programming, and multiple zoning, the 
old method of mea uring cannot be used. 
The best measure of a system's perform
ance is the actual passenger waiting time. 
Elevator service mu t be controlled so 
that the majority of calls are answered 
within about 30 seconds and no more 
than 2 to 3 per cent remain unan wered 
after 60 seconds. 

A programmed computer using a build
ing's population and elevator parameters 
will readily give a readout of the opti
mum elevator y tern ba ed upon the 
morning peak traffic period. It i more dif
ficult to prepare a program to evaluate 
performance ba ed upon waiting time for 
hall calls after the building has been 
filJed. Designing an optimum elevator sys
tem requires a complete analysis of the 
relationship between expected traffic and 
elevator system performance. Rapid, ac
curate calculations and comparison of al
ternate models are practical with a com
puter. The ideal performance in waiting 
time is hown in the chart (7 , 8). 

The combination of individual car per
forman ce moving from floor to floor, and 
the performance of the elevator group de
veloped by the upervisory control ystem 
actually determine the effectiveness of a 
group of elevators to handle traffic. The 
number, speed. and size of elevators in a 
building, although very important, are 
only part of thl performance picture. 
The total performance mu t be related to 
the efficiency of the individual elevator 
and the elevator group supervisory con
trol ystem. In the future, both floor-to
floor and waiting time performance fig
ures, in addition to rated speed and ca
pacity. will have to be guaranteed by 
bidders. 

Controller Design 
Future manufacturing costs will be low
ered by the wider use of tatic switch con
trol, the principle of modular construc
tion for easier assembly, different control
lers, printed circuit , and more rapid 
replacement for repair and adju tments. 
Modular construction can mean a more 
compact assembly taking less space in the 
machine room. We can expect wired, 
wireless, or pulse code modulation con
trol in very tall buildings to reduce to a 
very mall number the control wire nec
es ary to tie the elevator car to the con
troller in the machine room. Rapid repair 
and maintenance will insure minimum 
elevator down time with resultant im
proved efficiency of the system. 

Passenger Elevators 
In addition to the methods that may in
crease tlie efficiency of elevators in future 
buildings. other factors are worthy of 
consideration and improvement. To begin 
with, the elevator ride itself will be im-

proved, and o will the ventilation and 
.lighting facilitie , door operation, and the 
smoothness of topping and tarting. Low 
cost, poorly de igned elevator cars have a 
detrimental effect on the public's impres
, ion of a building. The deoign, material , 
and the entire environment of the eleva
tor car, lobby, and corridors deserve far 
more importance than they are frequently 
as igned at present. Quietne and 
moothness of operation are very impor

tant mea ure of value, a i high fidelity 
music when it i used. 

In th e interest of comfort and luxury. 
elevator car platforms will be larger. A 
car capacity of 2500 lb ha almo t been 
standard fqr many year , but now it i 
giving way to 3500 lb and 4000 lb. With 
larger platform , wider doors hould be 
used - say. 48 in. in tead of the present 
42 in. 

Service Elevators 
One of the eriou mistake in the design 
of tall building today is the omission of 
a service elevator, or providing one that is 
too mall and too low. Generally, there is 
enough building remodeling, repairs, and 
maintenance traffic to warrant a service 
elevator for building over 300.000 net sq 
ft. Larger building should have more 
than one ~ervi ce elevator. For a large ser
vi ce elevator, the car platform should be 
6'-5" x 10', which require a capacity of 
6000 lb with a 12-ft clear height. Doors 
should be at lea t 4'-6" wide. and 8' to 
8'-6" high. Horizontal center-opening doors 
should be u ed wherever pos ible becau e 
of the danger and delay of vertical bi-part
ing doors. Center-opening door for ervice 
elevators adapt much better to automatic 
operation. 

The larger-size ervice elevator car is 
becoming necessary to meet code require
ments that prohibit car-top platforms due 
to their inherent danger. 

It is also fa] e economy to use 500 fpm 
on buildings of 30 floors or more. Speeds 
greater than 1000 fpm are justified for 
building of 50 floor or more. 

The height of buildings depends. 
among other thing . on the maximum ob
tainable speed of automatic elevator . It 
was only 43 year ago that a peed of 800 
fpm with the fir t automatic control was 
perfected and the first 25-story office 
building was built. Ten years later came 
the 102-story Empire State Bujlding, 
whose elevators have a rated · speed of 
1200 fpm. Then, during the Depre sion 
and World War II. the upward climb of 
building structures temporarily stopped. 

We now have elevators of 1800 fpm, 
and controls that could provide obtain
able speeds much in excess of that. 

With the rapid march of scientific re-
earch and the application of numerous 

new devices, materials, and knowledge, it 
is perhaps not too much to expect peeds 
of 4000 to 5000 fpm used in pressurized 
buildings within 50 years' time. Then the 
vision of Frank Lloyd Wright' Mile High 

kyscraper could become a reality. 
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GEORGE 
BRIGHAM 
A Quiet 
Force In 
Domestic 
Architecture 

By Leonard K. Emon, who is an old colleague 
nf George Brigham and is Professor of Archi
tecture at the ll11iversity of llich1gan's Col
lege of Architecture and Ve5ign. lie is the 
1111thor of Land cape Artist in Americ·a: The 
Life and Work of JensJen,en and a further.m
ing book on the riients of Frank Lloyd Wright 
and llou·ard Van Doren Shaw. 
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With a few notable exceptions, academic 
communities in the United States have not 
been especially adventurous in the field of 
domestic architecture. Indeed, more than 
one observer has remarked that something 
in the ivy-covered environment seems to 
inhibit architectural innovation among 
academicians. While the last two decades 
have seen an amazing change in the insti
tutional attitudes of colleges and univer
sities, the professors themselves have re
mained surprisingly conservative. We 
may, in fact, safely say that few of the im
portant modern residences in the United 
States have been built for professors. This 
article is a tribute to a man who worked 
long, hard, and with a urprising degree 
of success to change this state of affairs in 
one academic university. 

George Bickford Brigham was born in 
1889 at Westboro, Mass., a small town 
near Worcester. His earliest education 
was in the local public schools and at 
Worcester Academy. but for his future as 
an architect, his boyhood hobbies were 
more important than any formal academic 
training. Brigham was apparently one of 
those youths who are happiest when at 
the workbench or in the shop. When he 
was a teen-ager, he built sailboats, a cab
in in the wood , and furniture for his sis
ter's room at Wellesley; this last, he now 
remarks, was "rather William Morris in 
flavor." He can, in fact, be understood as 
an architect very much in the arts and 
crafts tradition a sociated with Morris. In 
later years, his houses showed much of 
the close attention to fine detailing in 
wood and brick that characterizes the 
work of the Greene Brothers, whom he 
knew in California. Like them, he was 
himself well-trained in the handling of 
wood, stone, and other materials. 

Brigham's Early Career 
Brigham's background in the building 
crafts led naturally to an interest in ar
chitecture, to a job in a local architect's 
office, and ultimately to M.l.T., which he 
attended from 1910 to 1913. It is interest
ing that his program at Tech was appar
ently a series of courses designed for 
young men who already possessed some 
office experience and were therefore high
ly motivated. Like the night law schools 
which used to flourish at various univer
sities, the program belonged to a category 
of profe sional education that hardly ex
ists any longer in this country. We may 
be the poorer for its di appearance. 

During World War I, Brigham was a 
draftsman and designer in various Boston 
offices, and taught briefly at Tufts College 
and M.I.T_ In 1920, however, he moved to 
California. There were several reasons for 
this decision . He was attracted by the cli
mate, by the offer of a leaching job at 
Berkeley (which ultimately fell through) , 
and because he was doubtful of ever get
ting anything built with his own name at
tached to it in the staid architectural at
mosphere of New England. 

From 1920 to 1923, Brigham worked 
for various California architects. notably 
Erne t Kump, Sr., and in the· latter year 
settled in Pasadena, where he accepted a 
teaching position at Cal Tech and estab
lished an architectural practice with the 
engineer Randolph Bainbridge. 

The First Designs 
For the next seven year , they built a se
ries of residences that were well planned 
and solidly constructed but quite tradi
tional in design. Brigham's own 
house (1), built in 1926 and the nearby 
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Hoffman Keese house (2) of the following 
year are good examples. Both take excel
lent advantage of their sites and show fine 
relationships between interior and exter
ior spaces; but are in no way advanced 
for their time and place. Quite clearly, 
there was a good deal of the tradition
minded New Englander about George 
Brigham in the 1920's. Nonetheless, in 
these years he came to know well the 
work of the Greene Brothers, and of Ru
dolph Schindler and Richard Neutra, who 
were bringing an advanced variety of Eu
ropean modernism to California. Brigham 
recalls that he particularly admired 
Schindler's vacation house for Dr. K. M. 
Lovell at Newport Beach (1926), with its 
powerful series of reinforced concrete 
frames. This kind of solution seemed to 
offer obvious benefits in deaHng with the 
informal living patterns that had devel
oped in California. He was also, of 
course, attracted by Neutra's superb mas
tery of the mechanics of construction. By 
1930, when he accepted a teaching posi
tion at the University of Michigan, Brig
ham was ready to make a break. 

Because of the Depression, there were 
no opportunities to build in Ann Arbor 
for the next five years. The period was 
not, however, a loss as far as Brigham was 
concerned. He now views it as a time 
when he had a chance to reflect and re
think his views on architecture. It was 
during the Depression that he concluded 
that he had to make a new start. 

Breakthrough for Ann Arbor 
His opportunity came in 1935, when a 
chemical engineer, Professor Walter L. 
Badger, approached him with a commis
sion for a house. Badger had visited the 
Chicago Fair of 1933, as had Brigham, 
and both men were enormously impressed 
by the technical innovations there. Bad
ger wanted an up-to-date house, and 
Brigham wiis determined to give it to him. 
The result was a dwelling that created a 
local sensation. It incorporated a great 
deal of glass block, Stran-steel, and Ros
tone, a synthetic limestone, which ap
peared to be a promising new material. So 
forbidding was the project that local con
tractors were exorbitant in their bids, and 
Brigham built it himself for about one-
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half the highest bid. The house (3) was a 
genuine breakthrough for contemporary 
architecture in Ann Arbor. It attracted 
much attention, and, in the next few 
years, Brigham was able to design sev
eral other houses in a similar vein. 

Of these, the most noteworthy is per
haps a 1938, two-family dwelling for 
Mrs. Anna Burt, which was a pioneering 
experiment in the use of concrete block. 
For this house, the architect had to engage 
in protracted negotiations with the city 
building inspector, as, indeed, he did on 
several other occasions, to convince that 
official that the new construction methods 
were as sound as those already in use. 

Significance of the Designs 
The significance of these houses in the 
late 1930's was both social and architec
tural. They represented the first attempt 
in Ann Arbor, then a quiet college town 
with a conservative architectural tradi
tion, to create a truly contemporary do
mestic idiom. In terms of design, they 
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were not as advanced as the creations of 
eutra and Schindler, from which they 

were derived, but Ann Arbor, after all, 
was not Los Angeles. To mention only 
one important difference, the climate was 
much more severe, and the empha is on 
year-round, open-air living could not be 
the same. In terms of materials and con-
truction, they were certainly advanced. 

The proof of thi i to be found in the 
difficulty of getting contractors who were 
willing to build them. One of George Brig
ham' achievement is that he educated a 
number of contractors in a new building 
technology. A later generation of archi
tects benefitted by these effort . 

In terms of planning and site orienta
tion, the houses exhibited the same funda
mental soundne that ha characterized 
Brigham's work throughout his entire ca
reer. Substantial experience in building 
had given Brigham great awareness of the 
economic problems confronting the build
ing industry, and, with the advent of 
World War II, he turned to a series of ex
periments with prefabrication in the hope 
that it offered a solution to the vexing 
question of co t. Under his direction, a 
program of sponsored re earch in prefab
rication was establi hed at the University 
of Michigan, and several Brigham-de
signed houses were built at LouisvilJe. 
Ky., and Los Angeles, Calif. It is signifi
cant that his program wa perhaps the 
fir t effort at architectural re earch in any 
American university, and was the prede
cessor of a great number of larger proj
ects to come. In the area of research, as 
in several others, Brigham was a pioneer. 

By 1949, Brigham had returned to the 
practice of architecture, and from this 
time until his retirement from the Univer-
ity in 1959, he did about ix or eight 

hou e a year. The importance of these 
structures wa , it must be emphasized, 
much greater than their number would 
indicate. Although never "daring" in the 
conventional sen e, they exhibited much 
greater area of glass than the city was 
accu tomed to. Combined with this use of 
glass was a di tinctive type of detailing, 
especially in redwood and cedar, and an 
extremely sound ense of planning. Each 
hou e wa a careful solution of the prob
lems of the ite and the requirements of 
the owner. Thus, the Wayne Hazen House. 
1949 (4), took full advantage of its steep 
ite overlooking the University Arbore-

tum. and the Gilbert Ross House, 1953 (5), 
was built around the mu ical life of its 
owner, who wa first violini t of the string 
quartet in residence at the university. Its 
large living room is an ideal space for 
chamber-music concerts. Because most of 
the clients were professors, the budget of 
these houses were not lavish. They were 
demon trations of the feasibility of good 
dome tic de ign for a cla s which, a we 
observed earlier, i not particularly noted 
for adventurous architectural attitudes. 
Thank largely to George Brigham, mod
ern de ign became respectable in Ann 
Arbor. This is no small achievement. 
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Experimenting with Prefabs 
On a trip to California two years ago, 
Brigham visited the migrant labor camps 
and came away determined to use his ex
perience in prefabrication to alleviate the 
condition he had seen. Since that time, 
he has been working full time on two pro
totype structures intended to be winter
ized, code conforming, and capable of be
ing built in one week. With the backing 
of a local industrialist, Donald H. Bacon, 
he has developed a 16' x 24' shelter with 
a modular aluminum framing system and 
%" sandwich panels (6). 

De igned originally for year-round use 
in California, the shelter can also be u ed 
in colder climates for summer vacation 
homes. A prototype model was built at a 
lake near Ann Arbor, and the local Boy 

cout troop has erected several more at 
nearby camp site. 

At pre ent, Brigham is working on a 
20' x 32' structure with the panels in
creased to 1%-in. thickne s, two bed
rooms. and a prefabricated bath. It i in
tended to ell for $6000, and would, he 
feel , be "a real contribution to solving 
the hou ing que tion," which he charac
terizes as the most pressing ocial prob
lem facing the country today. 

Brigham is refre hingly frank in his 
approach to prefabrication. He admits 
that what he ha produced is "no archi
tectural masterpiece," but adds that it is 
not upposed to be. He does not, for ex
ample, like the roof lines. but say that it 
offers all sorts of possibilitie for roofing 
materials and wiring in tallations. 

With hrewd ew England common 
ense, he remark that "there are too 

many people going at the problem of pre
fabrication with far-out scheme ." The 
ba ic thrust of hi proposal is toward a 
modular form that can be adapted to al
most any kind of plan. It is very definitely 
not in tant space. In short, in George 
Brigham we have a man who is still crea
tive and perceptive in his retirement years. 
We can only wish him well. 
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NO SPACE 
FORA 
CULTURAL 
SQUARE 

You don't have to be hip to reject a cul
tural square. The off-beat triangulation 
of Gunnar Birkert's library are contem· 
porary in style even though derived via 
an established design approach rather 
than the inspiration of cultural "zaps." 

A re ounding architectural tatement 
wa e ential to mark a pot of culture 
in a rapidly expanding, nonde cript uh· 
urb just out ide Detroit. The site faces a 
busy street and is surrounded by low-rise 
commercial and residential structures of 
no particular clas or kind. 

The building had to affirm its being in 
no uncertain terms. It does so by massing 
major element toward the thoroughfare, 
thu firmly imprinting the library's pre . 
ence upon the awareness of passing 
motorists. However, the elevation i more 
than a subliminal notation for passing 
motorists. The fa<;ade i composed of two 
element : a clerestory that admit con
trolled northern light, and, beneath it, a 
windowless wall of book stack that pro
vide a noi se barrier against the bu y 
street. torage and workrooms have been 
placed behind the pectacularly massed 
fa<;ade. 

The asymmetrical massing wa not for 
kick ; it was dictated by the different 

space requirements of the adult and chil
dren' book section . 

At the end of the building, the trian
gular configuration ha been continued 
beyond the building in an open perfor
ated wall that complete the triangular 
geometry and achieve the desired longer 
dimen ion of the fa<;ade. The extreme 
ends of the clerestory roof mark the be
ginning of enclo ed interior space; they 
then rise to an apex and return upon 
themselves, forming a reveal at the divi
sion between adult and children' library 
sections. 

The pede trian's approach reinforces 
the building' geometry. People walk di
agonally from the main treet and ap
proach the center of the building from 
either direction and continue in ide to a 
control point. The library can be man
aged by one person located at the charge 
de k, which over ees the adult and chil
dren' fan- haped reading room . 

Birkert'. ite concept can better be ap· 
preciated from the drawings than from 
the building and site. His intention was 
to reinforce the de ign of the building 
with earth form and planting. Unfortu
nately, the budget did not allow for a 
landscape architect, and propo als for 
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planting could thus not be realized. Con-
equently, it will be a number of years 

before the small planting now in place 
will appreciably influence the design 
concept. 

The program had been e tabli hed and 
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ite elected by the owner before the Ar
chitect was commissioned. Given these 
two drawbacks, Birkert decided at the 
outset that a square, one-story building, 
a ugge ted by the original program re
quirements, would be lost on the site. His 
triangular solution admirably uit the 
program and provides the desired cul
tural "zonk." 

!! !! 
(_°!:"..,._.,._,._,._,,._===a.a-.-.::.=.:.::..-=-..::::[_) SECTION A · A 

LFREO NOBLE BRA CH LIBRARY, Livonia, 
Michigan. Architects: Gunnar Birkerts & 
Associates. Site: Suburban, nondescript com
mercial mixed with low-rise, middle-income 
residential. Program: Branch library (see 
text for program amplification) . Structural 
System: Combination of block bearing walls, 
wood trusses, masonry piers, steel colum.ns. 
Mechanical System: Air conditioned, with 
additional heating at the glass areas; lighting 
combines fluorescent and incandescent. Major 
Materials: Brick exterior, copper on sloped 
roof; interior, brick and exposed concrete 
block, acoustical plaster on low horizontal 
ceiling, drywall, wood trim and wood board 
paneling in entrance and charge desk area; 
carpeted throughout. Consultants: Robert 
M. Darvis & Associates, structural; Siegel-

wiech Associates, mechnical. Cost: Bud
geted, 250,000; .bid, 248,650; actual, 281,-
909. Photography: Orlando Cabanban. 
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C~iNE .. ARTd 
PAST AN 

EC~Noloqy.-ART 
PRESENT 

The holiday season in New York was en
livened by two notable exhibitions dealing 
with the integration, or frequent lack 
thereof, of art and technology. At the 
Mu eum of Modern Art, K.G. Pontus 
Hulten, Director of the Moderna Mu eet 
of tockholm, mounted an impres ive 
cholarly show examining how artists 
ince 1900 (although Leonardo, Diirer, 

and a few other precursors were thrown 
in) have regarded or dealt with the ma
chine - as a blessing, bane, in piration, 
or threat. The MOMA exhibition, weight
ily titled "The Machine a Seen at the End 
of the Mechanical Age," presented a host 
of old friend s from the movement of the 
Teen , 20's, 30's, and later: Con tructiv
i m {including a replica of Tatlin's model 
for the Monument for the Third Interna
tional), Futurism, Purism, Surrealism, the 
Bauhau (Moholy-Nagy's "Light-Space 
Modulator" with its filmed version hold 
it own with contemporary piece ) , and 
others, including Bucky Fuller's redi -
covered Dymaxion Car No. 2, a 1931 
Bugatti Royale, and stills and films by 
Lumiere, Leger, Moholy-Nagy, and Chap
lin ("Modern Times," of cour e). 

In his text for the MOMA show, Hulten 
properly ob erved that "We are sur
rounded by the outward manifestations of 
the culmination of the mechanical age. 
Yet, at the same time, the mechanical ma
chine - which can most easily be defined 
a an imitation of our muscles - i lo ing 
it dominating position among the tool 
of mankind; while electronic and chemi
cal devices, which imitate the processe of 
the brain and the nervous system, are be
coming increasingly important." ·Mo t of 
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the newer pieces in hi exhibition, un
fortunately, did not indicate that today' 
artists have made a creative rapproche
ment with thi new technology. The most 
succe ful things were the "fun" machine 
-Tinguely' "Rotozaza," which Los ed 
rubber balls back and forth with gallery
goers, and Stankiewicz's "The Apple," 
which, when fed with a coin , did a mar
velou noisy performance of napping 
jaws and whirring motor until the metal 
apple was aved from de truction. The e 
were still playing with the old muscle
machin e. The only real indications of what 
i to come were prize winners of the com
petition for collaborative arti t-engineer 
works run by Experiments in Art and 
Technology, and a few other pieces by 
people like am June Paik. Consequently, 
the MOMA how, de pile it aura of pre
senting the avant garde in art vis-a-vis 
technology, was really mainly a historical 
overview. with just as much, if not more, 
emphasis on the cla ical fine arts of 
painting and culpture as on more far-out 
techniques. 

Meanwhile, a half-hour's subway ride 
away at the Brooklyn Mu eum, the fifth 
floor of the venerable pile had been turned 
into a snapping, cracklin g, popping Coney 
I land of a place, with more than 130 of 
the entries in the E.A.T. competition 
doing their thing imu ltaneously - or 
usually simultaneou ly - there was as 
mu ch breakdown trouble in ide the mu
seum most day a there wa Hong Kong 
Au outside. The E.A.T. show, " ome More 
Beginnings," indicated far more power
fully than the MOMA how the possibili
tie for environmental creations inheren t 

in the marriage of art and technology. 
The jury report for the competition, 
written by the cientist juror (there were 
no artist on the jury) um up rather 
succinctly the tate of the art-and-tech
nology art today: "In each of the winning 
entries, a spectrum of technology wa used 
with great impact on the art form . Evi
dent i the realization that neither the 
artist nor the engineer alone could have 
achieved th e result . Interaction must have 
preceded innovation. Going beyond a dem
onstration of art and technology, the en
gineers and arti ts together have created 
more than a well-executed realization of 
fanta y. The unexpected and extraordi
nary, which one experience on viewing 
these piece . re ult from inventivene and 
imagination , timulated not by the brute 
fo rce of technical complexity but by prob
ing into the working of natural law .. " Al
though the jurors were speaking of the 
three top winners - "Heart Beat Du t" 
{engineers : Harris Hyman and Ralph 
Martel; arti t: Jean Dupuy), "Fakir in 
34 Time" (engineer: Niel 0. Young; art
ist: Lucy Jackson Young), and "Cyber
netic Sculpture" (Wen-Ying T ai: arti t 
and engineer ) - the theme of u ing tech
nology creatively for environmental effect 
and affectivene came through very 
strongly in Brooklyn . A the title of the 
show indicated, we are till at the stage 
of beginnings in this field. But if energy 
and inventivene and continued 'probing 
into the workings of natural law " are su -
tained and elaborated on, we can expect 
larger and larger scaled environmental 
work in the future, and architecture will 
be forced to take note.-JTB 
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( IT'S THE LAW 

CHANGES 
IN A FIRM'S 
NAME 

BY BERNARD TOMSON 

AND ORMA COPLAN 

) 

P/A's legal team examines 
the impact on an architectural 
firm's name of a partner's 
death or withdrawal. 

There are many areas of both 
legal and ethical uncertainty 

in the professional practice of 

architecture and engineering. 

One of these relates to the 

question of what changes must 

be made in an architectural or 

engineering firm name upon 

the death or withdrawal of a 
partner. Since the applicable 

statutes and regulations of the 

various states differ, many ar

chitectural and engineering 

firms that practice in more 
than one state have difficulty 
complying with conflicting 
rules. A large firm with many 

partners, which may have ex
pended many years and much 

effort in building the prestige 
of a particular firm name, is 
particularly subject to hard

ship if its name must continu-
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ally be changed as partners 

die or retire. 

A few professionals appar

ently feel that the continuance 
in the firm name of a deceased 

or retired partner may be mis

leading and thus frown upon 

the practice. On the other 

hand, there appears to be no 

objection to the practice of not 

including the names of all the 

partners in the firm name. The 

professional assoc1atlons, as 

reflected in the AIA's Stan

dards of Professional Practice 

and the Code of Ethics of the 
National Society of Profes

sional Engineers, do not pro

hibit the retention of the name 

of a deceased or retired part

ner in the firm name, a prac

tice quite common in other 

professions. The Board of Eth

ical Review of N.S.P.E. has 

ruled that an engineering 
partnership consisting of three 

members, all of whose names 

appear in the firm name, could 
continue such name where the 

surviving partners acquired all 

of the intere t of the deceased 
partner under the Articles of 

Partnership. The Board 
pointed out that the firm name 

"had acquired the significance 

and value which would be lost, 

at least in part, if it were nec

essary to change the name." 

It concluded that such a 

change was unnecessary to com

ply with the canons of ethics. 

In 1967, the AIA, the 

N.S.P.E., and the Consulting 

Engineer Council formed an 
Architect-Engineer Liaison 

Commission Ta k Force to 
study the problems relating to 

architectural and engineering 

firm names. This commission 

did an outstanding job of re

search and evaluation and 
made its report and recom
mendations in October of 
1968. The commission found 
that the statutes or regulations 
of approximately one-fifth of 

the states prohibited the con
tinuation of a deceased or re
tired partner's name in the 

firm name, that a few states 

had no restriction upon such 

use, and that the majority of 

states permitted the continua

tion of the name either under 

certain conditions or for a lim

ited period of time. 
Illustrative of the latter 

group is Florida or Georgia, 

where the retired or deceased 

architect may be continued in 

the firm name if his s ta tm~ is 

indicated on the firm's sta

tionery. In New Jersey, Ohio, 

and Alabama, the continuancy 

of the name of a deceased or 

retired partner may be con

tinued for not more than two 

years after his membership in 

the firm has been severed. The 

New York statute appears to 

be a peculiar one, in that it de

fines the situation under which 

former employees of a de
ceased architect or engineer 

may continue the firm name 

but appears to leave open the 

question of the circumstances 
under which surviving part

ners may continue the firm 

name unchanged. 

It was the conclusion of the 

commission that, "in the light 

of the legitimate needs of the 
architectural and engineering 

profession and becau e of the 

experiences and requirements 

of most of the registration 

boards, that rigid prohibition 

of the use of the names of re

tired or deceased person in 
firm names is too restrictive." 

The commission recommended 

to the respective associations 
authorizing the study that all 

states adopt a uniform policy 

permitting the continuation of 

a deceased partner's name in 
the firm name subject to cer

tain conditions. The policy 

statement of the commission 

and its recommendation was 
as follows: 

"Names used by firms of archi
tects and of engineers shall meet 
the following requirements in a 
manner sati factory to the appro
priate Registration Board: 

"(1) Na mes of retired or de
ceased partners or officers may 
hereafter be retained in the firm 
name after their retirement or 
death, only if: 

a. There is a written agree· 
ment providing for the continued 
use of the names of the partners 
or officers in the firm name, and 

"b. They had been active part
ner or officers continuously for 
not less than live (5) years at the 
time of retirement or death, and 

"c. The retired partner or offi
cer does not practice hi profes
sion under his own name, and 

"d. The names of the retired or 
decea ed partners or officer~ are 
appropriately included on the sta
tionery with suitable indication of 
Status. 

"(2) When the firm name does 
not include the names of all ac
tive partners or officers: 

"a. Their names and addresses 
and other pertinent data required 
by the Board shall be on file with 
all applicable Registration 
Boards, and 

"b. Their names shall be listed 
on the stationery of the firm as 
partners or officers." 

If the recommendations of 

the commission are to be car

ried out, it will, of course, be 

necessary for substantial 

changes to be made in the 

laws of most states. The archi

tectural profession has not in 

the past been singularly suc

cessful in influencing state 

legislatures to adopt laws that 

are in the interest of the pro

fes ion. To accomplish the ob

jective recommended by the 

commission will require a uni

form strategy and a great ef

fort on the part of the associa

tions that created the commis
sion. 
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PRODUCTS ON 
MICROFILM 

BY HAROLD J. ROSEN 

The author's office collabo

rated on a microfilm system 
for retrieving information on 

1500 manufacturers' products. 

Rosen is Chief Specifications 

Writer for Skidmore, Owings 

& Merrill, New York City. 

At the 1967 fall conference of 

the Building Research Insti

tute on the subject of informa

tion retrieval, several speakers 
pointed out that architects and 

engineers spend about 20 per 

cent of their time searching 

for information. The time spent 

in seeking information is a by

product of the inadequate li
brary services available to the 

architectural profession. Re

cently, however, a catalog ser
vice and an architectural firm 

jointly developed a microfilm 

library of products and ma

terials that can be quickly re

trieved and projected on a 

screen. 

Architects and engineers 

must have access to three ma

jor areas of information in or

der to design and specify. 
These areas include building 

science, product literature, and 

standards and codes. A con

ventional library housing this 

kind of information has never 
been assembled satisfactorily. 

Product literature contain
ing manufacturers' informa

tion has never been developed 
in depth. The currently avail
able Sweet's Architectural 

Catalog File consists of 12 vol
umes containing information 
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from about 1200 manufactur

ers. However, because of its 

co t to the companies included 

in it, it is limited both as to the 

number of manufacturers and 

as to the amount of product lit

erature they can inco rporate in 

the annual file. In addition, 

this system has drawbacks be

cause it can only be updated 

on a yearly basis. 

Standards and codes that in

clude Federal Specifications, 

ASTM Standards, USASI 

Standards, Commercial Stan

dards, NFP A Standards and 

local building codes are quite 

voluminous, and very few of

fices have complete files on 

this subject. 

In the spring of 1968, 

Sweet's Construction Catalog 
Services and the New York of

fice of Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill started a program to 
develop a product information 

library. The goals established 

were predicated on the follow

ing needs: 
• That the in-house library be 

fully comprehensive in terms 

of manufacturers and pages. 

• That it be kept up to date, 

with revisions being made fre

quently, every two or three 

months. 

• That it be organized and 
packaged for easy use, main

tenance, and survival. 

• That it be classified and in
dexed for speedy search, re

trieval, and comparison of data. 

• That it contains complete, 

clear, and well-organized cata

logs and data pages. 
In December 1968, the ar

chitects' library developed by 

the research group was in

stalled in S.O.M.'s New York 

office. The library consists of 

both hard copy contained in 

172 binder volumes and a mic
rofilm library. The paper li
brary, which occupies 60 lin
ear ft of shelf space, contains 

150,000 pages of printed prod
uct information from 1500 
manufacturers of building 

products and materials. 
The microfilm component, 

which is a duplicate of the 

hard copy library, 1s the 

CARD Viewer/ Printer, manu

factured by HF Image Sys· 

terns Inc. This system is on 

microfiche film of an automat

ic type that allows a push-but

ton search of the microfiche 

images. This system eliminates 

any direct handling of film 

and reduces the problem as

sociated with loose microfi che 

cards. 
The hard copy library is 

classified and indexed accord

ing to a new classification sys

tem. There is a Buildings Sys

tem Division, a Materials Divi

sion, and an Equipment and 

Furnishings Division. 

The Building Systems Divi· 

sion is organized on a func

tional end-use system and is 
divided into the following 

categories: 
AT Structure: Systems, prod

ucts, and their accessories that 

combine to provide primary 

support of the building or 

construction. 
BE Building Enclosure: Sys

tems, elements, products, ma

terials and their accessories 

that separate and protect the 
inside climate and space from 

the outside climate or space. 
IE Interior Enclosures: All 

systems, elements, products 

and their accessories that 

shape, separate, and modulate 

interior spaces. 
CP Circulation and Passage: 
All elements, products and 

their accessories that accom· 
modate or control the passage 

and circulation of people and 

goods. 
FP Finishes and Protective 
Materials: Coverings and ve

neers applied over any of the 
above to fun ctionally protect 

and/~r aesthetically enhance. 
E Electrical: Systems, prod

ucts, and accessories that com

bine to provide power for 
lighting, machinery, equip

ment, and communication . 
L Lighting: Products and ac

cessories that combine to pro
vide artificial illumination. 

C Conveyance: Systems, prod

ucts, and their accessories that 

mechanically move people or 

goods. 
MS Mechanical and Sanitary: 
Systems, equipment, and ac

cessories that combine to pro

vide thermal control, waste re

moval, and other ervices re

quired for human comfort. 

The Materials Division com

prising multi end-use and fun c

tion consists of the following: 

MA Materials: Manufactured 

or natural items that can be 

part of more than one func

tional element, or have several 

end uses or applications: i.e., 

it is not designated for one 

specific functional element. 

The Equipment and Fur

nishing Division by facility 

type includes: 
EF Equipment: Items typical

ly not in the fabric of the con

struction, but fixtures and oth
er fixed packaged products 

that are brought into specific 

spaces or facilities as required 
accessories for performing the 

specific functions of those 

spaces, such as medical, lab

oratory, and food service 
equipment. 
EF Furnishings: Items typic

ally not in the fabric of con

struction or fixed equipment, 
but typically loose item that 

are brought into specific 

spaces to aid, accommodate, 
and enhance man during his 

use of these spaces. 
The above ca tegories apply 

to the microfiche library. How· 

ever, the hard copy library 

needs a classification system so 
that it can be organized in the 

loose-leaf binders that can be 

maintained and updated peri

odically. The microfiche li

brary needs only an indexing 

system of products, brand 
names and product category. 
since it can be stored and re
trieved in a random fashion. 

A research and development 

program is now underway 
dealing with building science 

information and with stan· 

dards and codes. 
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THE AUSTIN COMPANY, arcliilect, engiruer & general co11trac/or • UNIVERSITY MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS; URBAN, ll'iC.; 

HASKELL CORP. , mechanical contractors • CRANE SUPPLY COMPANY, J;lumbing wfl(l/e.nler • CRAI>E CO MPA NY,ji:>.fl//f 11/{lll/lfarturer 

Boeing 747 
Manufacturing Facility 
World's largest building-
/or world's largest commercial jet 

• 205 million cubic feet- the world's largest 
building by volume - si ts next to Paine Field 
in Everett, Washington, where O\·er 12,500 
workers turn out the world 's larges t .i et air
liner-The Boeing Company's 747 superjet. First 747 jet, the world's largest commercial j etliner, 

011 the a /1ron before Everett j1la11f. Under one roof is housed space for manu
facture , subassembly and final assembly of a j etliner 231 feet 4 inches long, with a wing 
span of 195 feet 8 inches and a tail 63 feet 6 inches high- taller than an average five-story 
building. Boei11g's rnaiu assenJ)ly area here is 115 feet high and consists of three bays 
with 1 365,000 square feet of covered fl oor area. Adjoining are areas devoted to cleaniug, 
sealing and pain ting ·ections of the aircraft before final assembly; areas for full scale 
mockups, static testing, warehou ·ing, and plant services . Two office buildings and a 
cafeteria complete the huge complex. 

Preparation of the 780-acre site began in Spring 1966. By the time peak production 
is reached in early 1971 , over 17 ,000 are expec ted to be employed. Just as this huge 
complex houses the most modern manufacturing equ ipment in the 
aerospace industry, so its personnel facilities are designed for the 
utmost comfort of workers and visitors . For example, Sloan Flush 
Vah·es for the washrooms were selected-ass uring quietness, efficiency, 
reliability and long life with a minimum of maintenance. 

Owner, architect, engineer, employee and guest, all intuitively re
spond to the quality and performance found in Sloan Flush Valves. 
Your building, too, can share this same Sloan quality . Just specify and 
insist upon Sloan Flush Valves-most people do. 

SLOAN VALVE COMPAN Y •4300 WEST LAKE S T REET• CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60624 
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( BOOK REVIEWS 

BAUHAUS 
BASIC 
IS BEST 

BY PETER COLLINS 

) 

APOLLO IN THE DEMOCRACY: 

THE CULTURAL OBLIGATION OF 

THE ARCHITECT. By Walter 
Gropius. McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 330 W. 42nd St., 
New York, N.Y., 1968.182 pp., 
illust., 12.50. The reviewer is 
Professor of Architecture at 
McGill University, Montreal, 
and Editor of the Journal of 
the Society of Architectural 
Historians. He is currently on 
sabbatical studying law at the 
Yale School of Law. 

The vague title of this volume 
appropriately reflects the fact 
that it is a miscellany of short 
essays - mainly speeches de
livered on festive occasions, 
such as birthdays, or the re
ceipt of honorary degrees; and 
because of the similarity of the 
circumstances prompting their 
composition, they all manifest 
that basic conceptual unity 
that may be said to character
ize the essence of Walter Gro
pius's legendary prestige. For 
whereas other total architec
tural reformers have spent 
their time revising their own 
theories, exemplifying them in 
radically new building forms, 
or searching for ways of cu-
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ring the changing defects of 

our rapidly evolving environ
ment, Gropius' polemical 
strength and stature have 
paradoxically lain in the fact 
that he has advocated the same 
panacea for all architectural 
ailments for nearly half a cen
tury. Even the historians of the 
Gothic Revival would find it 
hard to parallel such single
minded persistence, since Pug
in died young, Ruskin soon 
abandoned architecture for so
ciology, and Viollet-le-Duc's 
polemic grew stale within 20 
years. 

Apollo in the Democracy to 
some extent exemplifies the 
Madison Avenue technique 
that Gropius derides in his 
fifth essay: namely, how to 
create a widespread conviction 
that the product one has been 
marketing for 50 years is even 
more essential for man's pres-

ent well-being than ever. 
Each speech diagnoses a new
ly developed ailment that can 
only be cured by regular doses 
of Dessau. Each speech, what
ever its initial theme, usually 
attains its climax with the rit
ual doxology: "I am proud to 
report that the basic method 
of art education, developed by 
the Bauhaus, has proved the 
possibility of establishing .. . " 
or some such formula. Opin
ions will differ as to whether 
or not Bauhaus Basic should 
be extended beyond kinder
garten level (where, as Gro
pius points out, it is already 
widespread and popular) to 
be introduced forcibly into ev-

ery school and college curricu

lum. But few readers will 
share Gropius' optimistic as
surance that the traditional 
universal instinct for environ
mental harmony will inevitab
ly be reestablished once the 
electorate has been properly 
imbued with the mysteries of 
nonrepresentational art. 

Moreover, even those with 
unshakeable faith in the Bau
haus Elixir must occasionally 
be bewildered by the contra
dictory diagnoses of the newer 
yndromes that it is guaran

teed to cure. For example, the 
second essay puts the blame 
for our environmental ills on 
urban conformity, whereas the 
six th essay put the blame on 
urban chaos. The first essay 
laments modern society's re
fu sal to cooperate with crea
tive artists, whereas the sixth 
essay laments the refusal of 
creative artists to cooperate 
with one another (especially 
the inability of selected archi
tectural firms to cooperate 
with The Architects Collabor
ative) . The seventh essay re
grets the passing of the eras 
when authoritarian govern
ments were available to impose 
architectural unity, whereas 
the fifth essay asserts that, on 
the contrary, authoritarian so
cieties in the 20th Century 
have demonstrably contributed 
less cultural coherence than 
democratic societies. The first 
essay regrets that we have no
where built the new city of the 
20th Century as an organic 
whole, whereas the seventh es
say optimistically explains 
that Chandigarh and Brasilia 
can only provide "a skeleton 
which future times will fill in 

with live tissue and with the 

cultural humus that will give 
it its specific character." 

The text is, of course, suf

fu sed with the prophetic op

timism lo be expected in the 

set speeches of a professional 

pioneer; but between the 

chinks in the ou tworn and 

threadbare slogans, one per-

ceives only too clearly a new 
nostalgic awareness of the 
past, and of the Orient, far re
moved from the complacent 
contemporaneity of Gropius's 
earliest writings. His new en
thusiasm for the persisting 
aboriginal tradition of J a
pan ; his wilful insistence (de
s pile well-publicized historical 
evidence to the contrary) that 
the rue de Rivoli exemplifies 
"anonymous prototypes of a 
public spirit of decency and 
propriety"; his use of illustra
tions of the Parthenon, Vige
vano, Venice and Bath in jux
taposition with his own de
signs - all seem to indicate 
that the dreams of Dessau 
were irretrievably shattered by 
the traumatic experience of the 
Pan-American controver y. 

However, any shortcoming 
in his prophetic or analytical 
utterances become insignifi
cant when we reflect on the oc
casions of their delivery. It is 
to his personal prestige as an 
inspiring teacher that this 
book is a memorial, and the 
poetic qualities of its contents 
can only justly be appreci
ated by reading these speeches 
with constant awarene of the 
festivities that call them forth . 

Students Teach Teachers 

BY H. H. WAECHTER 

PROJECT ROM ULUS : AN ADAP

TABLE HIGH-DENSITY URBAN 

PROTOTYPE. M.l.T. R eport No. 
12, edited by Anthony K et
taneh. The M.l.T. Press, 50 

Ames Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
1968. 7.50. The reviewer is 
Professor of Architecture at 
California State Polytechnic 

College, San Luis Obispo, Cal

ifornia, and a practicing archi
tect in Oregon. 

This book has a two-fold in
terest: It describes proce
dures, and the thinking be
hind it, of applying system 
engineering to the design of 
citie and uh-cities; and it is 

Continued on page 162 
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Pouring Zonolite~ Masonry Fill Insulation into ma

sonry walls can increase fire ratings from two up to 

four-count them-four hours. 
Reduces sound transmission to a murmur. 

Doubles the insulating value of the wall to prevent 

chills and sweats of the occupants while inducing a 

state of euphoria over low heating and air condition

ing bills. 
What more do you want for as little as a dime per 

square foot? 
Remember. Stuff the block, save the building. 

Also remember to mail coupon right now for com

plete info. 

Stuff the block, 
save the building. 

r----------------------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CGAACEj INQUIRY DEPT. 
•------•-• Zonolite Div., W.R. Grace & Co., Dept. PA·04 

62 Whittemore Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02140 

Gentlemen: Please send me complete information on your comfort
ing, quieting, saving, fire-resisting Zonolite Masonry Fill Insulation, 
with complete technical data and specifications. 

I NAME·--------------------~ I TITLE ___________________ _ 

I FIRM----------------------

1 ADDRESS·--------------------
1 I c1Tv __________ sTATE ______ z1p __ _ 

L---------------------~ 
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a product of an interdepartmental student 
project in sy tern s engineering at M.I.T.'s 
School of Engineering (Spring T rm. 
1967). 

With regard to the second point, at
tention i called to the univer ity as a 
re ource. overnmental agencie and in
du try have increa-ingly drawn on the 
university as a ource of idea and plan
ning for solution to problems. Although, 
in thi re. peel, we u ually think of the 
work of profe ors, this s tudy is one of the 
few case where the work of studen ts was 
published, although profe sor were m 
the action a a re, ource. Thi reviewer 
knows from experience that many valu
able studie undertaken by students re
main unpubli hed. Let u have more of 
such good studies. One might only wish 
for easier acce sibility of such ofTset
printed typescript material at le s ost. 

In order to e emplify a high-density 
urba.n prototype, the team decided to u e 
for its exerci e Thompson and pectacle 
Lland in Bo ton Harbor a reali tic 
sites. The two i land were combined to 
form a new Thomp on Island. 

Although the systems approach could 
be applied to any kind of location , it was 
found that the island wa particularly 
well uited to providing for those quali
ties that were deemed favorabl e for new 

town site . It is largely undeveloped, ha 
close proximity to an urban core, and 
could. by de ign and policy, become ac
ce sibl for the type of use that was con
templated. The i land would cover ap
proximately a square mile with an ulti
mate population of 100,000. 

Although the students went throu gh 
th motions of population tudie , land 
u e plan . discus ion of city administra
tion , and other planning a pect , th two 
strongest chapter are undoubted ly the 
ones on tructure and Transportation . 

The key thought on structure is to 
trive for adaptability of the system and 

fo r flexibility within each space unit. To 
an wer changing mode of living. this 
concep t will provide for a large degree of 
mobility. Unu ual for a tudent proj
ec t. the structure i worked out in fine 
detail. 

The tructural system consists of three 
type of independent elements: (1) fac
tory-built activity modules for homes and 
offices, which can be plugged into each 
other and into the ervice core of the 
megastructure; (2) mega tructure that 
will hou e these or any later developed 

module ; and (3) floating foundation 

for the water-based areas of the cho en 
location to make possible the moving of 
entire buildings. 

Although the general concept is not 

new, it i detailed neatly to a great ex
tent. In contrast to heavy concrete mod
ul es that are the . tru ctur it elf, the pro
posed modules might weil qualify for 
accep tan e by applying Buckmin ter 
Fuller's weight per unit efficien y quo
tient. The module would be tran. ported 
by road. rail, barges. or helicopter, and 
in talled ei ther on platform or beams. 
For foundations. good oil or bedrock 
will be u ed where available, and floating 
fo undations where uitable and when 
poor oil is competitive in co t becau e of 
in creasing land shortage. 

For a high-den, ity city, which will be 
, elf-con tained to a large degree, the 
mega tructure will prevail and become 
the ho t organi m for the module. Al
though motor transportation i located at 
lower levels. within a neighborhood "all 
buildings may be connected by enclosed 
pedes trian walks at a level several torie. 
above ground." ' At certain levels. there 
may be park and recreational facil itie · 
in tead of li vin g unit . The space be
tween the two original isliinds provide. 
for a marina. 

The chapter .on transportation is also 
very thorough. with deta iled traffi flow 
and co. t tudie . The deci ion-making 
process lead to a bias again t mass rapid 
transit such a ubway . Intead. a high

leva ted exp re way 



worked out that would largely - and, in 
the end, entirely - depend on automated 
control. It is a sumed thAt " no changes 
would occur in the operatin g characteris
tics of automobiles during a de ign peri
od of up to 25 years," and th at rapid 
transit is neglectin g fac tors uch as pri
vacy, comfort , convenience. and door-to
doo r travel without transfer. Obviously, 
change in behavioral patterns were not 
considered. and matters of convenience 
are not onl y criteria rela ting to individ
ual . but also to ociety as a whole. Also 
overlooked i th e factor that ri ght now 
moH indi viduals cann ot afford many im
porant thin g fo r a full life because of 
sacrifi ces made for the automobile. There 
is the fur ther que tion whether all people 
would enj oy the excitement of racin g 
safely on automated roadways. Cutting 
down the need fo r transportation would 
be more important. A small er but impor
tant chap ter is the one on Utilities. Good 
conce pts on sanitary engineerin g were 
developed. thinkin g of im proved air and 
un polluted discharge into the sea . Re-use 
of wa ter h as been considered for fire 
fi ghting, but not fo r the re toration of 
the eq uili brium of a viable ecological ys
tem. 

On the more critical side, someth ing 
ought to be said about the claim of inter
departmental study. Although the book 

shows much evidence of engineering 
thinking, all other important disciplines 
are s paringly re presented, or not at all. 
There are no students representin g archi
tec ture. landscape architecture, geogra
phy, anthropology, human ecology. 
biochemistry, p ychology. and other dis
ciplines im portant for work on environ
mental design. 

Engineer , even at M.I.T., seem to be 
un aware that architects are primarily 
tra ined in an integrated approach to de
jgn, leading to a comprehensive under
standin g o[ I he problem. The application 
of this skill would have made their sys
tems approach more compl ete. In tead. 
we find all these self-con cious side 
glances at " aestheti cs," "style," "monoto
ny," and so on, as a matter of beautifying 
the engineer' work. One can cringe 
when reading. " Since only the perform
ance and some basic dimension of the 
module are s pecified, the customer should 
be able to choo e from a wide variety of 
s tyle . color, and finishes. And since the 
megastructure orders the modules into 
large_ significa nt shapes and masse , com
petent and imagina tive architecture can 
be brought to shape the city to an acce pt
able aes thetic standard." It is not insig
nificant tha t the engineers received th eir 
"acce ptable aesthetic s tandard" from a 
gra phic artist. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 320 

Finally_ there is the weighty problem of 
socio-economic feasibility, which is too 
complex a matter to go into in a review. 
The major concept is that of a private 
conso rtium that i willing to provide the 
risk ca pital. Although there is intere. t in 
our current problems of economic and so
cia l deprivation, there is also unflinchin g 
confid ence in the businessman's imagina
ti on and a large middle class, all provid
ing fo r a trong labor market. Conse
qu ently. an enthu iastic picture is con
jured up where the happy middle-cl a 
individual's every whim will be accom
modated by courte y of the benevolen t 
and profiteerin g consortium. Everythin g 
that is missing today in the burgher' 
mundane li fe will be provided fo r in the 
new city. He will not only be freed h orn 
traffi c jams, but can change hi mind and 
dress "whenever the mood trikes ." ' It 
will be the fi rs t " City of H omeowners·· 
where up-and-coming famili es from all 
over the country come "eager to plug in
to Am erica 's mos t exciting community.'" 
Technocracy will bring this dream at no 
cost in term of socioeconomi c chan ges. 
What is bad in our ci ties will not really 
have to be changed ; it j ust has to be 
done ri ght and better. It's the engineer's 
dream of havin g their cake and eatin g it. 
too. 

Continued on page 170 









Architectural 
Triumph. 

Cast-in-place 
and precast 

in white. 
MEDUSA 

WHITE. 
The aesthetic Garden State Arts Center is an 

architectural as well as construction triumph. 
Eight main columns with a flavor of Rome, 

the post-tensioned circular box girder, 
the compression and central tension rings 

were all cast-in-place of Medusa White. 
And 254 roof slabs in 56 pie-shaped sections 

were all precast of Medusa White. 
When color and strength are the design 

factors, specify white Medusa White with 
confidence. For complete data, write 
Medusa Portland Cement Company, 

P. 0. Box 5668, Cleveland, Ohio 44101 . 

~ MED u SA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 

~ White and 6r1y Portl1nd Cements • White , 6r1y ond Custom Colar M1sonry Cements • "Cl-15 Strl11" <11 C~omComp<ll Cement 

GARDEN STATE ARTS CENTER, Holmde l, N. J. 
Architect: Edward Durrell Stone, New York, N. Y. 
Structural Engineer: T. Y. Lin & Associa tes, New York, N. Y. 
Gen. Contractor: Sovereign Construction Co., Ltd., Fort Lee, N. }. 
Ready Mix: Duncan Thecker Associates, Wanamassa, N. J. 
Precast Producer: Strescon, Baltimore, Md. 
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New Andersen Perma-Shield 
value of wood plus a rigid vinyl 

No painting 
Vinyl sheath doesn't 
need It. Can't rust, 
pit or corrode like 
metal, either. 

Flexible Vinyl glazing bead 
eliminates all face----...;_---'-------· 
putty problems. 

Ylnyl weatherstripping 
seals out drafts, 
springs back to shape 
Indefinitely. 

Welded Insulating glass 
Is standard. No need 
for storm windows. 
(A real sales feature.) 

The warmth of wood 
plus weatherproof 
vinyl cuts heat loss 
and gain, checks 
condensation. 

The dimensional stability 
of wood. Won't stick, 
twist, warp or bind. 

New Andersen 



Windows offer the insulating 
shield that needs no painting. 

(No wonder you're seeing more of them lately.) 
I nside a Perma-Shield sash there's a core of 
warm, stable wood. Outside, there's a thick 
sheath of rigid, weatherproof vinyl. And the 
glazing is welded insulating glass. 

Is it the perfect window? You'll have to 
decide about that for yourself. We're proud 
of it, and we're pleased that Perma-Shield 
windows are being specified for some of the best 
new commercial buildings and residences. 

Wide range of styles and sizes. 

Choose casements, awning style, fixed types, 
single or multiples right from stock. There are 
26 ba ic Perma-Shield sizes and 3 sizes of 
gliding doors-6, 8 and 12 feet . 

For more information check Sweets file. 
Or mail the coupon below for literature or a 
Perma-Shield Demonstration in your office. 

~----------------------------------------------------------, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Andersen Corporation 
Bayport, Minnesota 55003 

O Please send complete Perma-Shield Literature 

O I'd like a Perma-Shield Demonstration in my office. 
Please have an Andersen Distributor call me for an 
appointment. 

Firm. __________ _ 

Address, ________________ _ 

City ________ State ____ Zip __ _ 

A_ndersen \Vindowalls· 
Window Beauty is Andersen 

L-~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

Washington Club Inn, Virginia Beach, Virginia, features 40, 8-foot 
Andersen Perma-Shield Gliding Doors. Guests get a sweeping view of 
the ocean through snuggly weathertight gliding doors. No problems 
... even under the most severe salt-air conditions. 
Architect: Evan J. McCorkle, Virginia Beach, Va. 

Emma Norton Methodist Girls' Residence, St. Paul. Difficult elevation 
could make window maintenance a nightmare, but there's little or no 
maintenance with Perma-Shield . They've been performance proved on 
thousands of residential and commercial jobs like this one-exposed 
to every climate over the last 9 years. 
Architect: Progressive Design Associates, St. Paul, Minn. 

Low maintenance home, Long Lake, Minn. The Perma-Shield Windows 
in this home won't need painting, or storm windows, and they won't 
pit or corrode like metal. They combine the insulating value of wood 
and the maintenance savings of a rigid vinyl shield . 
Architect: George F. Panuska, Virgin Islands. 

Perma-Shield Windows 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 329 
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Although there is nothing wrong with 
engineers displaying their literary suffi
cien y, I would think it unnece ary to 
inter per e a good technological treati e 
with various quotations from Shake
speare, Whitman, and Schopenhauer to 
Edgar Lee Master . evertheless, a 
mu ch as I may disagree with some of the 
premises and analyses, Project R omulus 
i a thought-provoking s tudy and should 
be read by everyone who wants to con
front the imperative questions of our ur
ban environment. 

The Nucleus of a Community 

BY BRYA SCRIVE 

THE S CHOOLHO USE JN THE CrTY. Edited 
by Elvin To/fier. Frederick A. Praeger, 
111 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y. , 
1968. 242 pp., illus., 5.95. The reviewer, 
an instructor at the Pratt Institute School 
of Architecture, New York, was a U.N. 
techn,ical consultant for school building. 

This book gets to the root of the problem 
of the school and the city. It is divided in· 
to three parts : The City, The System, and 
The Schoolhouse. Each section contains a 
series of articles by different contribu
tor ; most of the articles wer e taken from 

the transcript of a conference sponsored 
by the school planning laboratory of Stan
ford Univer ity in association with the 
Educational Facilitie Laboratorie and 
the U .. Office of Education. The editor 
is Alvin Toffie r, author of The Culture 
Consumers. 

In P art I , The City, U.S. Commissioner 
of Education Harold Howe describes the 
fi scal and administrative structure of the 
city, it land u e and demography. It is a 
preci e account of why the cities a re what 
they are. The problems of the schools 
cannot be se parated from those of the ci
ty. It i impo ible to have good chools 
in bad citie . This article is a necessary 
basis for any undesrtanding or discussion 
of city schools. An article by Ben Graves 
catalogues the extent of the school build
in g effort tha t is required to eliminate 
outdated schools. Other contributor 
show the imbalance between the city and 
the suburb. Surpri ingly, uburban 
chools still receive more state aid than 

city schools; on a per student basis, it is 
165.48 as again t $124.91, a difference 

of $4·0.57. 
In Part II, The Sy tern, Pre ton Wilcox 

describes what a community centered 
school could be - one in whi ch student , 
par ent . and the community are part of a 
single educational proce . Mario Fantini 
and Ri chard Magat of th e Ford Founda-

ti on argue the case for school decen trali
zation and community control. Kenneth 
Clark sees a need for competition to the 
public school other than parochial and 
fee paying school s. These schools would 
be finan ced by corporations, labor 
unions, or universities. 

In Part III, The Schoolhouse. there are 
articles on some of the chool concepts 
that may help to solve some of the prob
lem outlined in Part I and II: the com
bined occupancy concept in ew York. 
the Pitt burgh Great High schools. the 
Baltimore Education P ark, the Brooklyn 
Linear City. It end with an ex tremely 
good article by Frederick McDonald , 
"Beyond the choolhouse," which chal
lenges some fashionable ideas and pro
po e way of u ing all the educational 
r esources available in the city, not as pe
cial events, but as a part of the curricu
lum. Children would not nece arily be 
educated in their neighborhood or in a 
schoolhouse, but anywhere where there 
was a "learnin g reso urce," which could 
be an art in titute, a theater. or a trip of 
the Californian coast. 

The inevitable unsettlin g conclu ion i 
that mo t schoolhouses, other than tho e 
cited a nd illu trated in this book and a 
handful more, are out-of-date a t the de
, ign s tage. Thi cannot be afforded fin an-

Continued on page 180 

Hollow Metal Doors by Michaels 

Few building elements reveal quality (or the lack of it) 
more obviously than entrance doors and frames. It is 
the epitome of false economy to specify doors which 
may require excessive maintenance or early replace
ment. Michaels tailors doors to exceptionally high stand
ards of strength and appearance to meet the most 
exacting architectural requirements. 

An example of Michaels' engineering is the Heavy Duty 
Aluminum Door specially developed for the extreme 
traffic loads of educational buildings. Extra heavy ex
trusions and massive reinforcing are carefully integrated 
with hardware requirements to assure optimum strength 
and rigidity. Attention to detail and careful craftsman
ship are reflected in the precision fit and finish of 
all members. 

For more intormation on how Michaels solves entrance 
problems in alum inum, bronze and stainless steel, write 
for the sixteen page brochure, Doors and Entrances by 
The Michaels Art Bronze Co. 

THE MICHAELS ART BRONZE CO. 
MAILING ADDRESS: P. 0 . BOX 668, COVINGTON, KY. PLANT & OFFICE : KENTON LANDS ROAD, ERLANGER, KY. 

Metal Curtain Walls• Architectural Castings • Windows • Entrance Doors •Custom Store Fronts • 
Railings • Ecclesiastical Work • Bank Equipment • Tablets & Signs • Astragals • Exhibit Cases 
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Georgia· Pacific 
has a recessed dispenser 

. for every design need: 
Recessed towel dispenser. 

Recessed seat cover dispenser. 

All are completely recessed 
for best space utilization, greatest 
design flexibility. All have 
piano-hinged doors for easy 

maintenance. Each is designed to prevent wa1nu1. 

pilferage. Cormatic towel dispenser mechanisms are 
completely automatic with adjustable feed timing for low, 

medium and high traffic areas. 
Think of G-P's Cormatic recessed dispensers whenever 

you want to plan a washroom instead of a head. 
Choice of four easy-care vinyl finishes. 

Driftwood. 

Sable. 

r--------------------------
Add this new G-P dispenser 
specification catalogue to your files. 

• 

Georgia-Pacific Industrial Tissue Divis ion 
800 Summer Street, Stamford, Connecticut, 06902 

D Please send me your 4-coror catalogue. 

D Please have a representative contact me with 
further information. 

Name 

Firm 

Title 

Address 

City State Zip 

.GEORGIA-PACIFIC/THE G R OWT H C O M PA N 

Industrial T issue Division 



Three divisions of Habitat Inc: Habitat furniture and accessories/Habitat indoor lighting/Habitat outdoor lighting 
Three binders (illustrating more than 15,000 Habitat products) are available on request-$3 each-to the trade only 

HABITAT INCORPORATED, 341 EA$T 62 STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 I TEL. (212) 758-0922 



son new beauty in 

Republic Tower, Baton Rouge, La. 
Architects: Lewis P. Manson and 
Associates, A.I.A., Baton Rouge; 
Porcelain enameled panels: Rit
tiner Industrial Enameling Inc., 
Bay St. Louis, Miss. 

18 ga Porcelain Enamel Skin 
1 Y2" Rigid Insulating Core 
20 ga Galvanized Skin-Painted 

itr=====;iv 16 ga Steel Reinforcement in Panel 

-
These bank build ings show the beautiful 
new look in porce lain-enameled steel ... 
the soft, subdued aura of Nature-tone 
colors. 

For the Republic Tower, the architects 
chose muted gold curtain wall panels to 
express the verticality of a high-rise struc
ture. The Wells Fargo Bank building fea
tures embossed spandrel panels in a soft 
olive-gray. 

Twenty-four Nature-tone hues have 
been created by color experts, in collabo
ration with leading architects. This helps 
you to develop a projection of Nature in 
porcelain enamel. They are fully in tune 
with the low-chroma values of contem
porary design. 

The colors are permanent, the finish 
is durable. Porcelain finishes resist dirt, 
weather, and atmospheres. Panels can be 
designed in a wide variety of textures and 
embossed patterns. 

Bethlehem supplies Bethnamel stee l 
sheets to fabricators who form and coat 
Nature-tone architectural panels. We are 
enthusiastic about the aesthetic possibil
ities of Nature-tones, and will glad ly send 
you the Porcelain Enamel lnstitute 's 
brochure. Address your request to 
Room 1047, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, 
Bethlehem, PA 18016. 

18 ga Embossed 
Porcelain Enamel 

Panel 

BETHLEHEM 
STEEL 

9ETHr E14 
ST El 

Hung 

f"; 
Section " A-A" 



uorcelain-enameled steel 

Wells Fargo Bank, Sacramento, 
Calif. Architects : Harry J . Devine, 
Inc., Sacramento, Calif. Porcelain 
enameled panels : Ferro Enamel
ing Co., Oakland, Calif. 





When it comes to setting thermostats, 
the girls in Martin Dorm each do their own 
Midwestern College, Dennison, Iowa, is a 
brand-new coeducational school that be
gan in October of '65 . 

Now, when you start off new like Mid
western did, you can have the latest of 
everything. 

Take Martin Dorm, for instance. Wall
to-wall carpeting, panelled walls in each 
room. 

And to really spoil the gals, each room 
has its own GE Zoneline heating/cooling 
unit. So the coeds can set any temperature 
that pleases them. How's that for individ
uality? 

But don't get the idea this is a rich kids' 
school. Not so. Midwestern is run on a tax
payers' budget. It's a gem of architectural 
efficiency. 

That posh Zoneline comfort, for example, 
actually cost Midwestern a good bit less 
to install compared to traditional heating 

and air-conditioning sys 
True, any good . zonal g/cooling 

system could have done the job for Mid
western. So why was GE Zoneline the 
choice? 

For one thing, GE service is nearby- a 
comforting thought to the building main
tenance staff. A lthough with Zoneline you 
can keep a spare unit on hand for instant 
replacement. What could be easier? 

The architects naturally considered GE 
exclusives in choosing Zoneline. 

·The GE rotary compressor, for instance, 
is much quieter than the reciprocating type 
generally used . Quiet enough to save a mid
night complaint because of noisy air condi
tioning. For quietness, too, GE has a special 
low-speed blower. 

Also nice to know, the unique GE Spine
fin coils use continuous tubing to eliminate 
many of the brazed joints found in most air 

conditioners. Every brazed joint is a poten
tial refrigerant leak. Who needs headaches 
like this? 

Zoneline controls are prominently lo
cated on top of the chassis, and so simple, 
a coed's little sister can operate them. 

For added reliability, GE keeps the elec
trical connections of each unit on the room 
side of the weather barrier. Why give 
weather a chance at them? 

There are many more GE features the 
architects liked. The attractive grille, the 
washable air filter, the unique interior 
baffle, the positive seal air vent and so on. 

Maybe the same features are what you 're 
looking for in your next dormitory or office 
building. Find out. Check out a Zoneline 
application near you.Your GE Central Air 
Conditioning Distributor will tell you where. 

Zoneline Cooling and Heating Systems. 

GENERAL . ELECT RIC 
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For better 
Color TV reception 
specify the 
MATVSystem 
by Winegard. 
"The System" is Ultra-Plex-an all-new, solid state 
package that delivers better all-channel color and 
black & white TV and FM reception at lower cost. Be
cause Ultra-Plex is completely flexible, it never be· 
comes obsolete; a simple plug-in unit adds a new 
UHF or VHF channel instantly, with a perfectly bal
anced signal to hundreds of outlets. There's no need 
to install a separate system for UHF! 

Ultra-Plex is ultra compact, easy to install, and 
inexpensive to operate; its unique circuitry and 
highly efficient transistors keep maintenance to an 

absolute minimum. 
Winegard offers a full line of com

pletely compatible equipment for master 
antenna installations, from a wide array 
of antennas to the individual wall out
lets. Because of their flexibility, Winegard 
systems are being specified more and 
more for replacement of obsolete units 
as well as for new installations in apart
ments, motels, commercial buildings 
and institutions. 

The coupon below will bring you full technical spec
ifications and costs on Ultra-Plex and its many prob
lem-solving applications. 

r--------------------, 
I WinegardANTENNA svsTEMs 
I 3015· B Kirkwood Street • Burlington, Iowa 52601 

I D Plea se send additional informat ion on your Ultra -Plex 
MATV systems. 

I O Please have a representative call for a n a ppointment. 

I I Name _______________ __ _ 

I Title Phone, ______ _ 

I Company ________________ _ 

I Address, ________________ _ 

I I City _________________ _ 

I State Zip ____ _ 

L--------------------~ 
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cially, socially, or artistically. It is the ar
chitect's professional role to prevent this, 
of course, at its origin. This is not his 
fault but it is possible to question and 
challenge the program. This is dangerou 
and most are anxious to get the building 
into "the works"; there is a team of 
draftsmen who must earn two-and-a-half 
times their salary. They are no longer 
professionals, but in the business of plan 
production, content to design obsolete 
buildings. 

Even when the program is enlightened, 
the new schoolhouses look disturbingly 
like the old. The Conte School, New Ha
ven, illustrated in this book, is a commu
nity-centered school designed by Skid
more, Owings & Merrill. Its library dou
bles as a branch public library, its 
auditorium as a community little theater, 
it houses an old peoples' center and 
neighborhood offices of city agencies, yet 
it looks exactly like any of SOM's other 
schools - a sterile exercise in this firm' 
hou e style. The community school bas 
not found its identity yet; it is in its 
"horseless carriage" stage of develop
ment. 

It i recognized in contracts and in the 
fee structure tha,t each school is and 
should be the objective of the architect' 
individual creative design effort. How
ever, most architects start with an idea of 
what a chool hould look like in tead of 
letting themselves be inspired by the par
ticular problem and the activities and life 
tyle of the people who will use the 

building. This is academicism, the oppo
site of the creative process. When a paint
er or culptor does this instead of being 
in pired by the subject and the material, 
the d ullnes and lack of creative effort 
are at once apparent. This was largely 
the case in the arts in Europe at the end 
of the 19th Century and in Russia under 
Stalin. Government and authority can no 
longer dictate to communities, which are 
only beginning timidly to dictate to gov
ernment. The New York school system is 
obviously in an uncomfortable period of 
tran ition and confu ion, but everyone 
knows that the outcome will not be a 
strengthening of central authority. Vital
ity mu t come from a new source. The 
Bundy report on decentralization in New 
York City (described in Part II ) is titled, 
"Reconnection for Learning." For ome 
reason , this title never caught the imagi
nation of the press. The report recog
nized that the formal education of chil
dren cannot be separated from the fam
ily, the community, or the environment; 
that the home was as much an educator 
as the school ; that there was a split be-

Continued on page 186 
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How to stav. Open 
after Closing 

And an increasingly important answer to ar
chitects and designers involved with the trend 

COOKSON 
Rolling Grilles 
and S10e Coiling Grilles 
are the Answer. 

and Side Coiling Grilles can close openings 
without diminishing air circulation or block

ing light sources. toward open, controlled climate shop
ping malls where the need for weather-
tight closures has been eliminated yet For more complete information on 

Cookson Rolling Grilles, Side Coiling 
the need for security remains. Grilles, " Servire" Fire Doors, counter 

Combining round-the-clock mer- Fire Doors, Cookson Steel Rolling 
chandise display, tight security and Doors and Counter Doors, write for 
great visual appeal, Cookson Rolling Bulletin 6901, or see us in Sweet's. 

"Best Way to Close an Opening" 

700 Pennsylvania Ave. 
THE COOKSON COMPANY San Francisco, California 94107 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 338 
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So unique it's patented. 
This exclusive Tremco Vision Strip digs its fins into a layer of Mono Sealant for a 
secure barrier against moisture. On the outside, Tremco 440 Tape adheres firmly to 
the glass for another tight seal. 

Together, these three components of the Tremco Glazing System give windows 
100% leak-proof security for twenty years or more. Besides, they look great. Sight

lines stay clean and uniform with tape and vision strip that come 
in a choice of colors to match your sash . 

Specify the Tremco Glazing System and you've got the econ
omy of a tape, the security of a sealant, and the attractiveness 

Canadian Pat. 777,537. 

THE TREmco mAnUFACTURtnG comPAnY 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 401 

of gasketing for any sash you 
choose. Your Tremco man can 
help you add the finishing 
touches to most sealant specifi
cations. His professional assist
ance-and Tremco's forty years 
of sealant experience-can help 
you design enduring beauty into 
any application_ 

Want more information? Ask 
us to send your Tremco man. 
He's got a color-sample kit so 
you can see our great new shape 
right in your office. 
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The 
Definitive 
Table ... 

Program 4/4 
An innovation in furn itu re and light
ing concepts offering exciting pos
sibili ti es to the architect, inter ior 
designer, and lighting consu ltant
Program 4/4 is a complete line of 
distinctive tables and coord inated 
lumina i res , designed by Don 
Meserve. A vailable in hand f in
ished aluminum, mirror-pol ished, 
enameled , or anodized to your 
specification with clear or smoke 
gray glass. Send for brochure and 
full specificat ions. 

Represented by D.G.M. Associates 
160 East 56th Street, N.Y.C. 10022 
212-751-4870 

Cathedral Art Metal Company 
Providence, Rhode Island 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 314 
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tween the school and the home; that 
teachers were often in opposition to par
ents, the values of home and school in 
conflict; that parents and the community 
have a tremendous potential energy for 
improving the schools that has never been 
tapped. The basic purpose of decentral· 
ization is to reconnect the school with the 
home and the community. 

The building of a schoolhouse should 
be part of the "Reconnection for Learn· 
ing" process. Teachers, parents, and tu
dents should design and build their own 
schoolhouse. I t is difficul t to think of a 
more potent weapon to end the alienation 
between chool and home and to make 
the school " their" institution. The in
volvement could be intense. Architects 
hould set up shop in an existing school 

or in the neighborhood and open their of
fice to the public. They would have to 
shed some of their professional pride and 
become collaborators in a process; it 
would require infin ite patience, but the 
re ults could be infini tely rewarding so
cially and artistically. 

Bastions and Cren elations 

BY SANDRA BLUTMAN 

A INTRODUCTION TO E GLISH MEDIEVAL 

ARCHITECTURE. By Hugh Braun. Freder
ick A. Praeger, 111 Fourth Street, New 
York, N.Y ., 1968. 392 pp., illus., 17.50. 
The reviewer is an architectural historian 
in London, England. 

The first edition of th is book appeared in 
1951, and, in the intervening 18 years, a 
good deal of serious research has been 
done on medieval architecture that has 
not been incorporated. It is not really 
history of medieval architecture so much 
as a series of essays on various topics re
lating to the architecture of the Middle 
Ages in Britain. The tone is somewhat 
amateurish - antiquarian rather than 
cholarly or architectural - and the style 

is too discursive to inspire much confi· 
den ce. Generalizations abound and rare
ly are the problems of the subject indi
cated, let alone discussed . Braun, for ex
ample, regards Anglo-Saxon medieval 
architecture as an offshoot of the Byzan· 
tine tradition and states this opinion as 
fac t. One ques tions his authority, particu
larly since there are no notes, references, 
or bibliography to support such asser
tions. 

The book begins with an historical es
say on pre-medieval architecture that is 
so general as to be useless to any but the 

youngest and most unsophisticated read
er. He then talks about England in the 
Middle Ages, giving us a sort of potted 
history. Al;nost too aware of the need 
for background, so much of the book is 
taken up with this sort of loose essay that 
one tends to believe he might have been 
better advised simply to plunge into the 
main subject, explaining background as 
he went along where it was necessary. 
The ubstance is such that anyone with 
the slightest experience of the subject 
would find it unsatisfactory. 

The section on medieval builders pro
vides a u eful account of the techniques 
of ston~-cutting, timber construction, and 
so on . Probably the most interesting 
chapters are those dealing with specific 
types of buildings : The Parish Church. 
Greater Churches, The Hall, Private 
Houses, Monastic Houses, Towers, and 
Great Houses. In each of these, Braun 
discusse the development of a particular 
type of building with attention to its 
functions, origins, construction, and orna
mental features. The section on parish 
churches, for example, with illustrations 
of such types as the "p eudo-cruciform" 
as at Worth in Sussex or the "turriform" 
church as at Breamore in Hampshire, 
would make interesting reading for those 
concerned with English local history and 
with the visual features of smaller vil
lages. The essay on castles give the 
reader the basic knowledge necessary to 
appreciate a visit to, say, the Edwardian 
Castle of North Wales more fully. The 
final two chapters discuss detail and 
ornament, not the least important aspects 
of medieval building. 

The book is well illustrated. Its basic 
fault are that it is too loosely written 
and yet not really selective or authorita
tive enough to provide the introduction to 
the subject that it promises. 

(~~~~~B_O-'--O_K~N_O~T-=--=E~S:__~~~) 

Acoustics. By Michael Rettinger. The Chemi
cal Publishing Co., Inc .. 200 Park Avenue 
South, New York, .Y., 1968. 385 pp., 17.50. 

Provides basic information on acoustic de· 
sign with emphasis on practical examples. 

Architectural Models. By Rolf Janke. Fred
erick A. Praeger, 111 Fourth Avenue, ew 
York, N.Y., 1968. 140 pp., illust., 8.95. 

A compreh ensi11e treatment in text and 
photographs of using the three-dimensional 
medium as an instrument of design and 
presentation. Unfortunately, the book does 
not delve into th e mechanics of model-mak
ing; however, it does provide a good descri p
tion of th e tools. 

Build in11: Con tracts For Dcsi11:n and Con
struction. By H. D. Hauf. John Wiley & Son$, 
Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, .Y .. 

Continued on page 204 
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Is resistance 
still a virtue? 

J & J says yes, with Veetra fiber. 
New J &J "Commercialon 2900" tufted contract carpet 
made with Vectra® fiber resists stains, 
fading and wear, but can't resist being beautiful. 
Consider a classic carpet problem. An 
area with more daily traffic than you like to 
think about. Where food and drink is 
served ... and frequently spilled. And which 
is exposed to much too much direct 
sunlight. This is the place for new 
J&J Commercialon 2900. 
Commercialon 2900 is made with spun 
yarns of 100% Vectra olefin fiber. So 
stain-resistant, you can depend on fewer 
commercial cleanings. So abrasion
resistant, it can stand up to the toughest 
traffic. And it's enduringly fade-resistant. 
All this, coupled with rich natural-looking 
tufted beauty. J&J 's new Commercialon 
2900 is also an indoor-outdoor carpet in 
the truest sense. But when you see how 
lush and natural it looks indoors ... you 
may not have the heart to put it outside. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Pile of 100% solution dyed 
Vectra olefin fiber. 

5/64 Gauge (345 Pitch) 
Pile Wt.-29 oz. per yd . 
Pile Ht.-.134 
Stitches per inch-10 
Tufts per sq. yd .-166,000 
Yarn Count-2.85 cc (2 ply) 
Primary Backing-Du Pont Spun 
Bonded Typar® 

Secondary Backings 
High Density Rubber 
Durogan 
Jute 

J&J lndustries/P.O. Box 966/Dalton, Georgia 30720 
Please send me samples and Information on J&J "Commerclalon 
2900" Carpet. 

NAM'°--------------------

CITY--------------------

STATE ZIP 

9 Vectra® olefin fiber is manufactured by Enjay Fibers and 
Laminates Company, Odenton, Maryland, a division 

of Enjay Chemical Company. Odenton: (301) WO 9-9000. 
New York: 350 Fifth Avenue, (212) LO 3-0720. Charlotte: One 

Charlottetown Center, (704) 333-0761 . Enjay makes fiber, not carpets. 

Vectra ... the fiber that believes resistance is still a virtue. 
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Cable roof permits load-free 
power window system for Brandywine clubhouse 

This new, $4-million clubhouse at Brandywine 
Raceway, near Wilmington, Delaware, posed an 
unusual problem. The owners wanted to heat and 
air-condition the enclosure to accommodate some 
2,500 spectators. However, they also wanted to 
move the windows out of the way so that spectators 
could have a completely unobstructed view of the 
track whenever weather conditions were suitable. 

Architect Lionel Levy devised an ingenious move
able window system which can be raised entirely 
out of view by telescoping it into housings above 
the roof. Engineer Robert Rosenwasser chose a 
cabJe-supported roof scheme as the most feasible 
and economical way to do the job. It permits what 
normally would have been roof-supporting front 
columns to serve as mullions and tracks for the 
window area measuring 196 ft long and 28 ft high. 

Bethlehem supplied more than 2,600 ft of cable 
(with end fittings) and 804 tons of structural steel. 
We also furnished the engineer with cable and con
nector data, a service we have provided for many 
of the nation's cable-roof structures. Bethlehem 
Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. 
A classic cantilever, the cable system 
takes over the load-bearing job from the 
window supports, while providing column
free viewing within the large overhang 
area required. Eight wide-flange girders 
were spaced at 28 ft intervals. Each 
is braced by a pair of 145-ft-long, 2Ya -in .
diam steel cables which pass over 
a 24-ft-high steel mast. Tied down with 
fixed bearing sockets on the track side, 
cables are anchored to a back row of columns by adjustable connectors. 

Architect: Lionel K. Levy • Structural engineer: Robert 
Rosenwasser • General contractor: Ernest Di Sabatino & Sons 
• Steel fabrication: The Belmont Iron Works • Steel erector: 
McCormick Construction Co., Inc. 

BETHLEHEM STEEL 
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SEND YOUR METAL PANELS TO WORK 
KORAD® A WILL PROTECT THEM 

Once there were a lot of places where metal build
ing panels just couldn't be used with confidence 
-the smoggy atmosphere of many industrial 
plants, for example. 

No more. Now there's Korad A acrylic film, the 
better finish for panels because it provides a 
solid, three-mil 1003 acrylic plastic barrier 
that protects the surface of the metal and 
keeps the panels colorful for years. 

Korad A film bonded to panels outperforms 
liquid finishes three ways: 

1. Korad A offers the superior weatherability, 
chemical resistance and color stability inherent 
in acrylic plastics. Its overall durability is 
unmatched by any surfacing of comparable 
cost. 

2. Korad A is three times thicker than con-

ventional liquid coatings, providing excellent 
mar resistance. 

3. Korad A gives a uniform, solid protective 
barrier. There are no pin holes or thin spots. 
Forming does not cause surface microfractures. 

Learn more about Korad A, the tough film 
coating that permits metal buildings to be used 
in areas and for applications previously con
sidered impractical. Write to us for color 
samples and the names of panel suppliers. 

RDHMID 
IHAAS~ 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19105 

KO RAD is a registered trademark of Rohm and Haas Company 
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Gigantic new factory roof 
in·seal·ated for the ages with 
sprayed-on urethane foam 
The way to sock 
the sealant/insulation 
to a few acres 
of rooftop is as 
simple as dialing 
a urethane foam 
applicator or 
systems supplier.* 

"You can design the most exciting structure in the world", says 
architect Daniel F. Tully, "but a leaky roof or excessive heating bills 
can turn it into a nightmare for the owner." Mr. Tully recently de
signed this 105,000-sq-ft. building with a hyperbolic paraboloid roof 
for Atkins & Merrill, Inc., builder of space vehicle technical models 
and electronic aircraft training simulators. 

Resembling a tufted mattress from above, the roof consists of 38 
concrete shells, each self-supporting and joined by light reinforcing. 
The design permits a vast expanse of floor space with minimum sup
port columns. But finding a low-cost combination for effectively 
insulating and sealing the complex surface posed a problem. 

To insure against heat loss, an airtight, moisture-tight, seamless 
shield of sprayed-on urethane foam insulation was specified. With an 
R value of 9.09/in. of thickness, urethane has twice the thermal 
resistance of the next-best insulant known. At 2 pct density, urethane's 
compressive strength is 36 psi, flex strength is 45 psi and shear 25 psi. 

But among its list of second-to-none advantages is the easy appli
cability of urethane foam . It can be sprayed on, as in this case, poured 
in place (as between walls) or used as pre-tabbed slab stock. Trying 
to insulate a complicated job like this one by any other method or 
with any other material would have made a shambles of the time 
schedule and had the cost estimator climbing the wall . 

The l" blanket of urethane was sprayed by A. Belanger & Sons, Cam
bridge, Mass., using chemical foam systems formulated by Diamond 
Shamrock Chemical Company, North Arlington, N. J., and Isocyanate 
Products, Inc., Wilmington, Del. 

*Mobay does not supply finished chemical systems or apply 
urethane materials, but we do business with most of the major 
firms who do. Write for our list. If you have a special structural 
or insulating problem, our case history files may have an 
answer for you . Write and give us the details. 

Good resistance of rigid urethane to thermal stress was critical factor 
in sealing expansion joints between parabolic shell sections on roof. 

The l" layer of urethane was applied to 98,000 sq ft by 3-man crew. 
Foam was later sealant-coated for added durability. 

MOBAY CHEMICAL COMPANY 
CODE PA-49 • PITTSBURGH, PA. 15205 
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FENESTHA 
STANDARD STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES 
Preferred by V.l.P.'s of APARTMENT Construction 
TENANTS in today 's modern apartments enjoy the look of quality . .. the feeling of security. 

OWNERS profit by maintenance-free door openings .. . the " moving parts" of the building . 

ARCHITECTS look to Fenestra for freedom of design and maximum utilization of space. 

CONTRACTORS appreciate the local availability and ease of installation . 

The PENN PLAZA apartments shown here satisfied these varied 
needs by using Fenestra standard steel doors, frames, Fen-Dry drywall 
frames and Fen-Fold steel bi-fold closet doors. Of course, 
Fenestra doors and frames are ideal for any building. It costs no more 
... probably less to have the finest. Take advantage of 
this convenient local service by calling your Fenestra distributor. 
He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write Fenestra for literature. 

-llNESTRA -lH 
FENESTHA 
DIVISION OF THE MARMON GROUP, INC. (MICHIGAN) 
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 16505 

~ 
FENESTR 1 IS LOCAL EV RYWHERE 

PENN PLAZA APARTMENTS, PITTSBURGH, PA. • ARCHITECT - TASSO G. KATSELAS • CONTRACTOR - NAVARRO CORP. 



If we didn't say it was a file, 
you'd never know it. 

ItS a file. 
Our Modi-File is more than a lateral file. It's also 

a piece of furniture. 
Use it where you wouldn't dream of putting other 

files . In the front office as a wood-topped cabinet. Or 
stacked as dividers up to five units high. Modi-File 
doesn't have drawer pulls to give it away. No one will 
spot it as a file. Until it's opened. 

Behind its beautiful face, Modi-File has more space 
than any lateral file its width. A unique hinge suspen
sion eliminates wasted space, so it's nice and slim. 
Only 15 inches. 

Another thing about the hinge suspension, it's not 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 431 

visible. So the sides of the drawers are as clean cut as 
the cabinet. 

Specify it in two, three, four or five drawer units, 
letter or legal size. And in a choice of finishes your 
clients will enjoy living with. 

Art Meta l furniture looks beautiful and works 
beautifully-a solid investment for management. 

We'll be happy to send you a brochure on the Modi
File, and tell you where it can be seen. Write today 
and you will 
hear from u s 
posthaste. 

"'" ART METAL 
.... JAMESTOWN NY 

C>l967 ART METAL, JAMESTOWN, NY. 



the hinge 
that has 

1 no equa 
When the spec calls for three-knuckle construction with 
flush tips and stainless steel pins recessed in the barrel, 
concealed bearings not using oils or grease and requiring 
no maintenance ... it calls for the Stanley LifeSpan hinge* 
... the hinge that has no equal. LifeSpan is the only hinge 
that can meet such rigid specifications. And it's so extra
ordinary that it's guaranteed for the life of the building. 

Featuring the slimmest three-knuckle barrel in the in
dustry, the LifeSpan hinge utilizes a new architectural
grade LifeStanTM bearing. This bearing consists of a pre-

cision-flat and super-finished stainless steel bearing part 
that works against Stanite, a self-lubricating bearing mate
rial. The result ... LifeSpan offers a totally new concept 
in hinge design and bearing construction - yet one that 
has been successfully proven in laboratory and field use. 

For additional information on this new hinge design; re
quest LifeSpan brochure H-463. 
Write Stanley Hardware. Division 1;1 r;l ~I ! !Tf. 
of The Stanley Works, New 
Britain, Connecticut 06050. helps you do things right 

*Patent pending On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 419 



StonehengeT" ... lighter, tougher, more versatile, less expensive than natural stone. 

Now-an architectural panel with all of stone's virtues 
but none of its vices. J-M Stonehenge's deep-relief sur
face has the rugged beauty of nature's own. Use Stone
henge for facings, spandrels, lobbies, accent panels
anywhere-indoors or out-where you would use natural 
stone. And many places where natural stone's weight 
makes it impractical. 

Erecting Stonehenge takes only a fraction of the time 
needed for natural stone. Stonehenge has superior 

screw holding ability. Its simple mounting systems 
mean less labor. 

And, lacking natural stone's inherent flaws, Stone
henge provides uniform strength without extra thick
ness. Stonehenge can be used in panels up to 4' x 8' in 
thicknesses as little as 1/2". 

For the whole story, write Johns-Manville, !JFT.I' 
Box 290-BI, New York, New York 10016. Cable: ~ 
Johnmanvil. Johns-Manville 
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an • • mag1n lion 
The renewed interest in visually significant 

roofing and fascia so evident in recent 

years has been paralleled by a notable in

crease in the specification of Follansbee 

T erne. We believe that both of these 

trends happily reflect a greater emphasis 

on purely imaginative elements in con

temporary architecture, a welcome de

parture from the "antiseptic line." And 

both are essentially interdependent, for 
T erne has the important advantage of 

providing maximum creative latitude at 

relatively modest cost. Mt. Pl .. sont Public Librory, Pleosontville , N . Y. Arch : Gibbons ond He idtmonn , Wh ite Ploins, N. Y. 

FOLLANSBEE 
Follansbee Steel Corporat ion • Follansbee, Wes t Virg inia 
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Gas Energy makes years of perfect climate 
a great buy for shopping centers. 

202 

These three shopping centers found 
that the economical way to 
control climate for years is with Gas 
Total Energy. That includes 
air conditioning as well as every 
other need. And each of the three centers 
is in an area with its own kind of 
climate problems. Regency Square 
is located in Jacksonville, Florida. 
Chapel Hill is in Akron, Ohio. And 
Turftand Mall serves a large area 
of Lexington, Kentucky. 

What makes Gas Total Energy so 
economical? The efficient recovery of 
nonnally wa ted heat for climate 
control. In fact, installation of thi kind 
can be twice as efficient as today's best 
steam electric generating stations. 

For example, at Turfland Mall, all 
of the electricity the shopping center 
needs is produced by six Gas engine
generator . In the process, heat is also 
produced. But this heat doesn't go to 

waste. Because in a Gas Total Energy 
system the heat is recovered and used 
for pace and water heating. And 
absorption cooling. 

Only Gas Total Energy gives you 
all this. And dependability you can 
count on. Because all of the power is 
produced on the site of the installation. 

No wonder more and more architects 
and engineers are specifying Ga 
Energy to create the right climate in 
shopping centers, office and apartment 
buildings, schools, motels and industrial 
plants throughout the country. 

How great a buy can this total 
approach to energy be for you? Find 
out from your Gas Company Sales 
Engineer. He can show you how 
economical Gas can give you all the 
energy you possibly need. 

j_ AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION. I C. 

0 For all your energy needs, 
Gas is the natural choice. 
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Stability problems 
on your roofs? 
Solve them with 
FOAMGLAS® insulation. 
FOAMGLAS won't contribute to buckling or splitting on buil t- up roofing. 
Changes in temperature and humidity won't affect it, because it's 
dimensionolly stable . Dimensional stability isn't a ll: FOAMGLAS is water
proof, strong, and will not support combustion. No other insulation has 
this unique combination of properties. 

It is available in FOAMGLAS-Board and the Tapered FOAMGLAS 
System for a sloped roof on a flat deck. FOAMGLAS is the only roof 

insulation guaranteed for 20 years. 
For more information, write Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, 

Dept. PP-49, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

PITTSBURGH 

The Insulation People ~® 
~ 
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1968. 342 pp., 10.95. 

Craig E llwood. By Esther l\IcCoy. Walker & 
Company, 720 Fifth Avenue, New York, .Y., 
1968. 155 pp., SIS. 

A pictorial account of the work of a disciple 
of M ies. The book's primary value is visual. 

Creative Playgrounds and Recreation 
Cen ters. By Alfred Leadermann and Alfred 
Trach el. Frederick A. Praeger, 111 Fourth 
Avenue, New York, N.Y., 1968. 176 pp., illust., 

15. 
A revised 1959 bilingual edition in English 

and German. An international survey of 
"structures that stimulate the creatit-e . imag
ination of a child." 

Mathematics in Architecture. By l\Iario 
Salvadori. Prentice-Hall , Inc., Publishers, 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1968. 173 pp., 7.50. 

New Addresses 

LEWIS & SHIMER ARCHITECTS, I NC., 5546 
Shorewood Drive, Indianapolis. Ind . 
46220. 

ROBERT CALHO UN SMITH, 1211 Connec ti 
cut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D .C. 
20036. 

MYRON A . VIGOD, Architects, 1616 W . 
Palisade Avenue, En glewood, .J. 07631. 

New Firms 

ROBERT W. DAVIS, Architect. 11401 North 
hore Drive, R e ton, Va. 22070. 

A. REESE HARVEY, Architect, International 
Building, 3825 H enderson Boulevard , 
Tampa. Fla. 33609. 

HELEN JOH NSON MURPHY, 4282 Park ide 
Crescent, Victoria, B.C .. Canada. 

JAM E AUSTIN NEAL, Architect, 1930 Au
gusta Road, Greenville, S.C. 

NODE 4 AssocIATES, INC., Architects, En
gineers. Planners, and Contractors, 408 
Eas tern Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11225. 

New Partners, Associates 

R EX WHITAK ER ALLEN & A SOCIATE. Ar

chitects, San Franci co, Calif., have ap

pointed JA C. SwEKENS. Senior As oci
ate. and RoGER A. Yo NGS, RICHARD A. 

DREYER JR., and J. PHILIP GAUNT, a 
Projec t Architects. 

THE ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE, INC., 
Architects, have named even new a soci
ates: ROYSTON DALEY, THOMAS LAR ON, 
RALPH MONTGOMERY, MICHAEL PRODA
NOU, 'iVALTER ROSENFELD. EDMU ' D UM
MERSBY, and ROBERT T URNER. 

CoR ELL. BRlDGERS & TROLLER. Landscape 
Architects and Land Planners. Los An
geles, Calif. , announce that J ERE M. HAZ
LETT has become a partner in the firm. 

FRED S. D BIN AssocIATES. Consulting 
Engineers, New York, .Y., h ave named 
as associates DAVID KANTER and GEORGE 
POLIMEROS. 
THE E NGlNEERS COLLABORATIVE, LTD .. 

Continued on page 216 
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Let• em come ... 
the thundering herds ... 

Your carpet decision was clever. 
That Avondale yarn 

has got what it takes 
For safaris that go on foreverl 

America 's leading carpet 
manufacturers believe in Avondale yarns. 

Avondale Mills I General Offices / Sylacauga, Alabama 
WOOL - ACRYLICS - NYLON - POLYESTER 
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is good 

206 

concrete 

insurance for Allstate 

The face of Allstate Plaza is precast concrete panels of 
Indiana limestone aggregate. Sandblasting creates an 
Interesting texture compatible with the rural surrounds. 
All precast and cast-in-place concrete contained PozzouTM 
admixture. 

Allstate Plaza, Northbrook, Illinois. Architect: Schmidt, 
Garden and Erikson. General Contractor: W. E. O'Neil 
Construction Company. PozzouTM Ready-Mixed Concrete: 
Vulcan Materials Co., Mid-west Div. PozzouTM Precast 
Concrete: Crest Concrete. 
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A llstate Plaza near Northbrook, Illinois, is the 
spacious new headquarters for Allstate Insurance 
Company. It's a commercial complex with an 
eye on the future. 

Foresight in planning for tomorrow is reflected 
in the selection of the building material: concrete 
- made better by POZZOLITH admixture. 

The concrete with POZZOLITH was more work
able - easier to place, consolidate and finish -
which enhanced the appearance of the hardened 
concrete. It permitted dense, durable, unblem
ished surfaces and sharp arrises. Furthermore, 
POZZOLITH minimized shrinkage cracking, re
duced permeability and improved bond of con
crete to steel reinforcement. 

The exceptional uniformity in strength of the 
POZZOLITH treated concrete during the entire 
co·nstruction period was verified by the low 
coefficient of variation which ran 10%. 

When you plan for tomorrow, plan on 
POZZOLJTH. Your local Master Builders field man 

·can show you how it will contribute to the 
concrete quality on your job. Call him, or write 
Master Builders, Cleveland, Ohio 44118. 

POZZOLITH. 
manufactured by 

MASTER BUILDERS 
•PozzOLITH is a registered trademark for Master Builders' 

water-reducing, set-controlling admixture for concrete. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 371 

Two-story precast load-bearing panels of PozzouTM con
crete in the departmental buildings (foreground) each 
measure 10' 6" wide and 27' 0" high . Each weighs 10 tons. 
Single-story panels in the administration building (back
ground) are 5' 3" x 13' 6" and are non-load-bearing. 

Perimeter offices are characteristic at Altstlit_e _ 
Plaza. Virtually ev~ployee has an un
obstructed view of the landscaped grounds 
or courtyard . 



Thank you 
so rnuch) 
Merton) Paisley & 
Brokaus, A.I.A.* 
How did you know that a lot of us girls use tampons instead 
of sanitary napkins? Those of us who do, sure appreciate 
those nice bu il t -i n vending machines that hold both. 
You can be sure if we ever hear of anyone who needs a 
good architect. we'll recommend you . 

~1~ 1 
Almost half the women who work use tampons rather 
than sanitary napkins. So next building you build, 
specify Bobrick's built-in dual vend machines for dis
pensing both Kotex • Napkins and Kotex Tampons. You 
may not win an award for it, but you 'll sure win the 
hearts of a lot of gals. Send for our free catalogue 
of vending machines available. Or see Sweet's File 
N 23a B b . k' F"l 25e @i or o r1c s 1e 80. 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation 
Commercial Deportment, Neenah, Wisconsin 
*The names may be fictitious, but the gratitude isn't. 

On Reader~' Service Card. Circle No. 363 
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Designing 
a 
laundry? 

We've got a 
system for you! 
Tray® can, of course, supply just the washers, 
extractors, washer extractors, washer- extractor
conditioners, ironers, folders and crossfolders 
you need to equip a modern laundry. 

But we'll give you more than just dependable 
laundry equipment. We'll give you system 
engineering as well. This means you can call on 
our experts to work with you right from the 
first planning stage. We 'll estimate present and 
future laundry needs, work with you through the 
blueprint stage, deliver and install a soundly 
engineered package and then make your 
people expert in running the system. For 
details on both our equipment and 
engineering capability for modernization, write to 
Ametek, Inc., Troy Laundry Machinery, 
East Moline, Illinois 61244. 

Our good, clean engineering does it 

.\METEK / Laundry & Drycleanlng Equipment 

\PRll. 1%0 I' \ 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 321 ~ 



Venette explodes 
the 1-inch blind hangup. 

Flexalum'® Venelle is the first radically new I-inch blind. 
See for yourself. 
Its 1-inch louvers virtually vanish when open. 
Back up a few feet and it polye !er ladder supports do vanish. 
The tillers (cord or aluminum wand operated) are removable and 
interchangeable-even by a helplessly beautiful secretary. 
So is the Venelte blind itself-with a feminine fingertip. 
The delicate-looking slats aren't delicate. They"re spring-tempered 
special Alcan aluminum alloy. 
The cord lock is crash-proof and toothle;s. It rolling pin action snubs 
without bite. 
Shallow, skinny head pockets are no problem for Venelte. It snuggles 
into as I ill le as 2 \4" square. 
Altogether beautiful, the Venelte is starting a new revolution in win
dow treatments. 
Separately, its implications are explo ive. 
For more nuts and bolts, specs and co ls, write Mr. William J. Davis, 
Building Products Division, Alcan Aluminum Corp., JOO Erieview 
Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

••••••L---~~--~~·~R:egiH te1·ed 1'radem.ark of Aluminium Company of Canada, Ltd . 





ndedbeyond 
ected. 

Most architects know us for the decorative meshes we produce. 
Obtainable in a host of colors, metals, patterns and finishes the 
mesh is designed into facades, solar screens, air diffusers, indoor 
and outdoor space dividers . 

But few of these same architects would expect the capability of 
our Metal Construction Products Division to extend to this, the 
largest sheet of expanded metal ever fabricated. Measuring 12 feet 
by 16 1/2 feet the sheet can be used for industrial flooring and heavy
duty shelving. Equally unexpected is our ability to produce ex
panded mesh so small it is understandably called micro-mesh and 
finds its way into space applications. 

Our capability, expanded beyond 
the expected, is evident, too, in our 
structural Speed-Steel®. Lightweight 
and easy to handle, this nailable 
steel framing is available in an array 
of shapes that give architects unex
pected de ign freedom. Speed-Steel's 
many applications include sport 
arenas, shopping malls, nursing 
homes, and theatres, typified by the 
Confluence Theatre, San Antonio, 
Texas. 

In keeping with this practice, our 
Lighting Division goes beyond the 
function of the average producer by 
collaborating with designers. Where 
one of the hundreds of fixtures we 
produce is not quite suitable we pro
duce what "is desired. The ational 
Center for Atmospheric Research by 
I.M.Pei Associates is a good example. 

What more can you expect from us? 
Consider this. Our Interior Systems 
Division assumes responsibilities be
yond that of individual product 
function. You provide us with per
formance requirements. We then 
assume total, single source respon
sibility for the interior providing a 
complete turn-key operation. You 
eliminate time spent specifying, 
searching, obtaining component bids. 
And because everything fits together 
with everything else, interiors can 
be varied to accommodate changes 
later. 

Providing what is most needed 
where it is least expected is a Keene 
characteristic. For more information 
on our architectural mesh and other 
Keene Building Products, write 
Keene Corporation, Metal Construc
tion Products Division, Parkersburg, 
West Virginia 26101. 

. , 

Con{lue11ce Theatre, Sa11 Antonio, Texas. 

Natio11al Center For At111ospf1eric Research, 
Bo11/der, Colorado. 

KEENE 
CORPORATION 

We"ve just begun to grow.. 
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 418 
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There are at least 
three ways to look at 
terminal seating. 
. .. With the logical eye of a businessma n 
whose budget won't permit mistakes . 

. . . With th e hopeful eye of a customer 
seeking a moment of comfort 
in his fast-paced life . 

. . . With t he trained eye of a designer 
insistent on a statement of value 
in a raucous, commercial world. 

Look. 
Look. 
Look. 

Harter Seq uential. 

(There's a lot more to it than meets the eye.) 

~----- - - --------------- --, 
111 II 
!HARTER CORPORATION 

Ill II 417 Prairie Avenue 
Sturgis, Michigan 49091 

l"d like to take a closer look at Harter Sequential seating 
for 0 airline 0 other high·traffic seating. 

Name Title 

Comoany 

Address 

City State Zip 

~-------------------------
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 349 

Notable glass structures 
blend 
the 
architect's imagination 
With LORD & BURNHAM 
engineering 
* Botanical, zoological 

gardens 
Conservatories 

Pool enclosures 
Solaria, atria 

Glazed arcades, canopies 
Domed display areas 

Glazed pavilions 
Skylights 

Glazed school and 
industrial laboratories 

* 

Breathes there an architect to the profession born, who 
never to himself has sworn: "A glasshouse assignment is 
always an exciting project for me. I find it a fascinating 
challenge to creativity and ingenuity!". But he also thinks: 
"Glass structures often represent unique situations and in
volve unusual requirements. Possibly a manufacturer could 
be of help .... " 

So, we'd like to offer the thought that hundreds of archi
tects throughout America have worked with Lord & Burn
ham in perfecting their custom designs and resolving the 
peculiar problems inherent in glass. As the glasshouse man
ufacturing center of the country, Lord & Burnham has always 
made its assistance available to architects without cost or 
obligation at any time. 

How can we help? With the most comprehensive facilities 
in the glass structure industry, our engineering department 
can provide an excellent ba e for your own planning for your 
client ... furnish standard designs, details, and stock draw-
ings ... answers to special questions and problems . .. fur-
nish quotations , prices , and tested specifications. Time, 
money, and effort can be saved for yourself and your client 
through helpful technical counsel in the preliminary stages. 
Consult our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File for more 
details, or write u about your project - no obligation. eed 
help immediately? Call us collect: (914) 591-8800. 

~ ............ SECOND CENTURY Of 1r ~ 1 GLASSHOUSE LEADERSHIP 

Lord &Burnham IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, N. Y. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 369 
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F l~ER ADM IN ISTRATIVE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT 

Architect : 
GUNNAR BIRKERTS AND ASSOCI ATES 
Birmingham, Mich. 

Sheet Metal Contractor: 
FIREBAUGH & REYNOLDS ROOFING CO. 
Detroit , Mich . 

Revere Distributor: 
ALUMINUM SUPPLY CO., INC. 
Detroit, Mich . 

Even a roof 
can be a thing of 

beauty 

\' 

when you design with 

REVERE 
COPPER 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 392 

The advantages of designing with Revere copper are legion. In this particular 
instance the architect wanted a material with all the inherent characteristics 
of copper plus a tone of gray that would complement the stone used for the face 
and mullions of the building. Result: Revere Leadtex 15 (lead-coated copper). 

There are 25,000 lbs. used in 16-oz. weight on this roof, employing standing 
seam and flat seam construction. 

In addition to unprecedented freedom of design, Revere copper gives you : 
(1) A performance of endurance proved through the centuries ... (2) A work
ability that permits the use of virtually any desired shape and form, with easy
to-solder seams ... (3) Lowest ultimate cost. When properly designed and 
installed, copper is rated as the lowest cost per year of actual service of all 
roofing and flashing materials. 

Make it outstanding! Make it endure! Make 
it big! Design with Revere copper in mind. 

Send today for free copy of the 88-page 
brochure, "The Application of Copper and 
Common Sense" and companion piece, "The 
4 Revere Preformed Systems of Easy-to-Install 
Flashings," for complete weather-proofing of 
masonry buildings. 
REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED 

Founded by Paul Revere In 1801 
Executive offices : 230 Park Avenue, New York . N . Y . 10011 

FIRST AND FINEST IN COPPER AND BRASS-FULLY INTEGRATED IN ALUMINUM 

... .. _ ......... 
* .. * 18 01 * 

* * REVERE 

.. 
/. 



When it coines to wood fire doors, there's 

We make wood fire doors you just can 't find anywhere 
else in the world. 

Doors with vision panels as large as 33" in one direc
tion, and with a 1-1 /2 hour rating. 

Or 10-foot-tall doors with 1 or 1-1 /2 hour ratings. Or 8' 
wood doors with a 3/4-hour rating. 

And the biggest pair of doors in the business - big 
enough to fit an 8' x 8' opening, and rated at 1-1 /2 hours. 

If there are other tight requirements, see us. We have 
the most versatile line of permanently identified flush doors 



really only one place to go. Weyerhaeuser.® 

in the industry : including X-ray shielding doors. Sound 
retardant doors. 

Even bulletproof doors. 
They're all available through a network of Architectural 

Specialty Dealers who can tell you about custom finishing , 
custom machining , and a full line of matching Weyer
haeuser hardwood products including fire-retardant-treated 
wood paneling. 

Use the coupon to get in touch . We ' ll be glad to send 
technical data for your use. 

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 406 
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To: Weyerhaeuser Company 
Box B-5728, Tacoma, Wash . 98401 

Send me details on: D Weyerhaeuser doors. 
D Weyerhaeuser wood paneling . 

Firm _____________ _ 

I Address ____________ _ 

I City _____ State ____ Zip __ _ 

I 
I 

Weyerhaeuser 



Why do so many 
architects 
include 
Lime Crest 
Roofing Spar 
in their dreams? 

Architects : Kahn and Jacobs 

T he Technicon Science Center in Ardsley, New York is a good example. 
Under this great expanse of roof a world of research will be housed 

in atmosphere-controlled comfort. Lime Crest Roofing Spar was specified 
as the roofing aggregate for its ability to reflect radiation and thereby to 
reduce the cos t of air conditioning and prolong roof life . 

This unusual calc ite marble also resists weather and corrosion defies 
dirt and smoke to stay bright indefinitely. It 's accepted for maximum bond
ing by leading manufacturers and contractors. What's more, Lime Crest 
Roofing Spar often costs Jess than other white aggregates. Unfortunately, 
no photograph- or rendering- can do it j4stice ... let us send you a sam
ple that will. 

50 years of service to home, farm, and industry 
1919-1969 

e Limestone Products Corporation of America 

Newton, New Jersey 07860 
Please send me a sample of Lime Crest Roofing Spar 

__________________ TITLE------

FIRM NAME ______________________ _ 

On Re:1ders' Sen·ice Card, Circle No. 368 
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Continued from page 204 

Consulting Structural, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineers, with offices in Chi
cago and St. Louis, announce the follow
ing promotion : CHARLE A. MADSON and 
ROGER P . WILSON, Associate Partners, 
DONALD D. MAXWELL, As ociate, ALBERT 
TREMARI and GEORGE J. ANDREWS, Par
ticipating Associates. 

FROST AssoCIATES, Architects, New York, 
N.Y., have appointed RACHELLE BENNETT 
and ALAN B. GoLDSAMT associates. 

R. M. GENSERT AssocIATES, Structural 
Engineer , Cleveland, Ohio, and Pitts
bQrgh, Pa., announce that EMIL C. HACH 
ha become a partner in the firm. 

GEORGE, MILE & BUH R, Architects, Engi
neers, Salisbury, Maryland, have named 
GEORGE K. MILES an associate. 

RALPH HAR & AssoCIATES, Consulting 
and De ign Engineers, Springfield, Ill., 
announce that ERNEST E. FENTON ha been 
promoted to as ociate engineer. 

RICHARD MEIER, Architect, ew York, 
.Y., has named as associates GERALD 

GuRLA D and CARL MEINHARDT. 

PARSONS, BRINCKERHOFF, QUADE & DOUG· 
LAS, Con ulting Engineer , ew York. 

.Y.. announce that ALFRED T. McDoN
o GI-I ha become an as ociate. 

I. M. PEI & PART ER , Architects, ew 
York, N.Y., have announced that LEONARD 
J ACOBSO JAMES lNGO FREED, and WER· 

ER WANDELMAIER, have become associate 
partners in the firm, and THEODORE ]. 
M HO, JAMES P. MORRIS and ROBERT 
LYM, JR., have become enior a sociate . 

SHEPLEY B LFINCH RICHARDSON and AB
BOTT, Architect , Bo ton, Mas ., announce 
that OTIS B. ROBINSO ha become a part
ner. and W. . M~LLORY LA H and ROBERT 
A. TACCONI have become a sociates in the 
firm. 

NEILL SMITH & A OCIATES, Architects, 
San Francisco, Calif.. announce that CLIF
FO RD HANSSEN has become an a sociate. 

SYSKA & HEN ESSY, I c., Consulting En
gineer , Washington , D.C., have named 
Ro BERT R s ELL Jo ES a partner. 

WEISKOPF & PrcKWORTII, Consulting 
tructural Engineer , ew York, .Y., 

appointed THOMAS LIMPERIS, BENEDICT 
L. Mi ERVA, and JOHN P. RUTIGLIANO 
as ociates and FRED L. ELSASSER and THOR 
H. A DERSE participant . 

Elections & Appointments 

BUR KE, KOBER, ICOLAIS & ARCHULETA, 
Architects and Engineers, Lo Angeles
San Francisco, Calif., have named GRIS
WOLD RAETZE director of the an Fran
cisco office. 

Do ALD KENNETH BLSCH, Architect, ew 
York, .Y., announce the appointment of 
ROBERT BRUCK ER a project manager in 
charge of architecture. 

ELLERBt: ARCHITECT , St. Paul. Minn., an
Contin11 Pd ori page 220 
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West Coast or East. red cedar shingles 
and handsplit shakes are ideal for sa lt 
water locations. 

It is no accident that red cedar. in shingle 
or shake form. is so popular along our 
seacoasts. Salt water. wind. heat and cold 
can do the ir w orst. Red cedar's distinctive 
weathering characteristics and natural 
protective oils allow it to grow old grace -

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 39 1 

fully-beautifully. 
From a practical viewpoint. red cedar 

gives structures extra insulation and wind 
resistance. plus a remarkable degree of 
built-in insurance against the annoyance 
of time -consuming upkeep problems. 

Cert1grade Shing les. 11 grade.16' Fivex wi th 5• to the weather. 

historical continuity, either. To effectively 
link the rich traditions of yesterday with 
the quiet sophistication of today. 

If beauty and practicality are important. 
next time specify the real thing : Certigrade 
red cedar shingles. For more information. 

No other material. natural or syn
thetic. possesses red cedar's ability 
to convey such a strong fee ling of 

.. •1••
10

"••0, see our Sweet's catalog listing. Or ~~~ q~ 

~ ~ ~ write : 5510 White Bldg., Seattle. 
Wash . 98101 . 

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau 
One of a series presented by members of the Amerrcan Wood Council 
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A graphic reference of 

A graphic reference of current urban design standards 
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By Joseph DeChiara and Lee Koppelman 
In cooperation with the School of Architecture - Pratt Institute 

A professional 's comment about 
PLANNING DESIGN CRITERIA: 

395 pages 
9 x 12 
$25.00 

" Th is volume may be characterized as being un ique 
literature because it presents maximum useful in
forma tion with concise graphic explanation. In short, 
this book will be warmly welcomed by all interested 
professionals and students who seek to make our 
environment a more functional and more attractive 
place to live." from the foreword by Ollndo Grossi 

Dean, Schoof of Architecture Pra tt Institute 

current urban design standards Useful to many professionals 
Comprehensive in scope, PLANNING DESIGN 
CRITERIA is inva luab le to profess ionals in pub
lic planning agencies, park departments, housing 
agencies, and traffic departments. It is also an 
excellent guide for architec ts, si te engineers, 
bu ilders, and land developers. The result of 
extensive research, this volume represents a care
fully balanced selection from the vast wealth of 
available data related to cu rrent practices. At the 
same time it compiles in handy reference fo rmat 
the most appropriate standards ttiat have emerged 
in the field to date. 

The complexity of contemporary society makes 
great demands on urban design and planning. In 
the past several decades practical experience in 
the field has produced a substantial body of 
information which is important to our methodology 
of resolving urban problems. However, unti l now 
there has been no summary of this basic refer
ence materi al needed by the planner and urban 
designer. 

Presents essential data and standards 
The book gathers into one source a wide variety 
of practical data and established standards essen
tial to everyone interested in the physical .aspects 
of current urbanization . Divided into nineteen 
sections, it covers a particular area of interest 
in each, ranging from neighborhood unit and new 
town concepts through industrial development and 
economic base to special government programs. 

r----- -- - -- --------- ----.---
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company 120 Alexander Street 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

Please Send me a copy of 

Planning Design Criteria 
for a 10-Day Free Examination 

At t he end of that t ime, if I am sat isfied, I will send you my remittance of 
$25.00 plus postage and packing. Otherwise, I will return the book and 
owe nothing. 

Name 
(Please sign) 

Name 
(Please pri nt) 

Address 

City State ZIP 
SAVE MONEY: Check here if you prefer to enclose payment now, and we wil l pay 
the postage and packing charges. Same return privilege, lu ll money-back Guarant ee. 
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